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Abstract
The aim of this work was to further develop the use of the 
protein-free iron porphyrin Microperoxidase-8 (MP8) as a 
haemoprotein model and to exploit its potential for studying weak 
and non-bonding interactions in aqueous solution. MP8 contains a 
proximal histidine ligand and is monomeric in 20% aq. MeOH 
solution.
MP8 was found to form low spin 6-coordinate complexes with a 
range of nitrogenous bases, including amines and amino acids; such 
complexes are models for the b cytochromes and cytochrome f. 
Evidence was obtained for axial coordination of pyridine and 
aniline. The influence of the trans ligand on the pKa of the 
proximal histidine ligand was studied and a trans effect order 
determined. FerroMP8 can also be used as a model for infra red and 
UV-visible studies of axial ligation of deoxy-Hb and -Mb.
The higher logK values and red-shifted Soret maxima for 
formation of MP8-Phe (4.76) and MP8-Trp (5.76) compared to non- 
aromatic amino acids (e.g. MP8-Gly 3.46) indicated Ti-T\ 
interaction of the aromatic side chains with the porphyrin ring. 
This novel approach uses the Fe-N bond as a molecular anchor for 
studying porphyrin-side chain interactions.
Studies of oligopeptide complexes of haemin and MP8 were 
carried out to further probe the role of key amino acids in 
haemoproteins.
MP8 was shown to form donor-acceptor complexes with N-methyl 
pyridinium ion and a range of antimalarial drugs including 
phenanthrene-based molecules (relevant to clinical mode of
action). Evidence for interaction of chloroquine and quinine with 
haemoglobin was also obtained.
Aqueous urea and guanidinium ion were shown to interact 
directly with aromatic model compounds (e.g. benzene) to form 
stoichiometric adducts; equilibrium constants were determined. 
This is of relevance to hydrophobic solubilization and protein 
dénaturation by urea and guanidinium and to NH-T) interactions in 
haemoproteins.
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Chapter 1. Introduction.
1.1 Haemoproteins
The haemoproteins form an important class of biological 
molecules which carry out a wide range of physiological functions 
including oxygen binding (Hb, Mb), electron transport (b and c 
cytochromes) catalysis of cellular reactions (peroxidase, 
catalase, cytochrome P450) and the reduction of dioxygen to water 
(cytochrome oxidase). Haemoproteins contain an active site iron 
porphyrin (haem) group (Fig. 1.1) in which the iron is axially 
ligated by either one or two bonds to the polypeptide chain of the 
protein. The c cytochromes contain two additional thioether 
linkages between the vinyl groups of the porphyrin ring and 
cysteine residues of the protein. The axial ligands of some 
important haemoproteins are shown in Table 1.1. It is clear from 
Table lil that histidine plays an extremely important role in the 
binding of the haem group to the protein chain.
Table 1.1 Axial ligands of important ferri-haemoproteins.
Ref
Hb His HgO/OH" [1]
Mb His HgO/OH" [1]
Cytochrome c peroxidase His HgO/OH" [2]
Cytochrome c His Met [3]
Cytochrome bg His His [4]
Cytochrome f His (Lys) [5]
Cytochrome P450 Cys HgO/OH [6]
Catalase Tyr vacant [7]
The major roles of the protein are to control the identity of 
the axial ligand(s) and to influence the molecular and electronic 
structure of, for instance, the Fe(porphyrin)-histidine system 
common to many haemoproteins such that specific reactions are 
promoted over potential competing equilibria. The oxygen carriers
CO
CH:
CH
HC
CH
Ei_g♦— 1.« 1 structure of haem b (ferriprotoporphyrin IX)
H n C
3 Cys — His
GH-CH3
OOC— CHn
H o C
Glu
CH2—COO
Fia. 1.2 Structure of Microperoxidase-8 (MP8). The numbering 
of the amino acids follows that in cytochrome c.
fl
Hb and Mb contain the same .prosthetic group (haem b) and proximal 
ligand (histidine) as the peroxidases. The much greater reactivity 
of the ferric oxidation state of peroxidase in the presence of 
hydrogen peroxide has been attributed to key amino acid residues
adjacent to the haem pocket in the interior of the protein in the
following manner.
The initial reaction of ferricytochrome c peroxidase with 
^2^2 believed to involve proton-coupled binding of the HOg 
anion to the haem iron on the basis of X-ray crystallographic 
studies of the cyt c peroxidase-fluoride complex [8] and studies 
with the model haem complex MP8 [9,10]. The flexible side chain of 
Arg-48 is proposed to play a key role in this reaction by 
promoting heterolytic cleavage of the peroxide 0-0 bond via
stabilization of HOg [8,9,10] to form compound I.
Hydrogen bonding of the proximal histidine (His-175) of 
cytochrome c peroxidase to the carboxylate of Asp-235 is proposed 
to stabilize localization of negative charge on the imidazole ring
[2] which promotes the generation of high oxidation states of the 
iron (Fe ) which are formed in the peroxidative mechanism [2,11].
The structural features of the peroxides that underly the 
high reactivity of the ferric protein contrast with the chemistry 
of Hb and Mb which is characterized by the ability to bind 
dioxygen reversibly in the ferrous oxidation state. The invariant 
distal histidine (His-E7) has been proposed to play a key role in 
stabilization of bound dioxygen in Hb 0 2  and Mb 0 2  (by formation of 
a hydrogen bond [12]) which inhibits irreversible oxidation of the 
haem group. A second role of His-E7 may be to prevent the adoption 
of linear geometry by toxic ligands such as CO and CN” ; the 
preferred configuration of dioxygen when bound to the haem iron is
/2
bent [13,14,15].
Two major approaches have been used in studies aimed at 
gaining information about the roles of key invariant amino acids 
or structural features in haemoproteins. Site-directed mutagenesis 
of specific residues of haemoproteins such as Hb [16], Mb [17] and 
cytochrome c peroxidase [18] has recently provided valuable 
information on potential interactions involving these individual 
amino acids. A fundamental drawback of this strategy however, is 
the inability, without extensive supporting characterization 
studies, to unambiguously assign measured differences in 
haemoprotein reactivity to specific features of the substituted 
amino acid (e.g. polarity, aromatic side chain). This type of 
interpretation is essential if useful mechanistic information is 
to be derived. It is, however, often prevented by a lack of 
knowledge of the wider steric and electronic implications of the 
changes in the tertiary and quaternary structure of the protein 
that occur as a result of the mutation. The second major approach 
to aid the development of a fuller understanding of both 
intramolecular and haemoprotein-ligand interactions is by study 
of the reactions of protein-free model complexes, which for most 
reactions (e.g. peroxidase activity) must be water-soluble.
The use of protein-free iron porphyrins such as haem b or 
haem c as models for the study of reactions of the holoproteins is 
complicated by the low solubility and tendency for aggregation 
which characterize aqueous solutions of these compounds [19,20]. A 
further complication is the preference for formation of a 6- 
coordinate low spin bis-ligated haem complex (over a 5-coordinate 
mono-ligated form) on addition of nitrogenous bases such as 
histidine [21] due to the spin transition (HS — > LS) on 
coordination of the second ligand molecule. Preparation of 5-
/o
coordinate complexes of iron porphyrins has been achieved in non 
aqueous solvents by steric inhibition of coordination of a second 
ligand molecule [22,23,24] or by incorporation of a coordinating 
group such as imidazole onto the porphyrin ring side chain, 
enabling intramolecular ligation [25].
A protein model for Hb, Mb and peroxidase should ideally 
contain a single axial histidine ligand with a weak field ligand 
such as HgO/OH at the other axial site and be predominantly 
monomeric in aqueous solution. Substitution of the weak field 
ligand by nitrogenous bases or thioethers provides potential 
models for the b and c cytochromes respectively. The studies of a 
number of research groups (see sections 1.2 and 1.3) have 
demonstrated that the microperoxidases (haem-peptide complexes 
derived from cytochrome c) are able to fulfill the basic criteria 
of protein-free haemoprotein models and represent a valuable 
system from which to derive qualitative information. The study of 
one of this class of compounds, Microperoxidase-8 (MP8), forms the 
basis of the work reported in this thesis.
1.2 The protein-free microperoxidases
Microperoxidase-11 (MPll) was first prepared by Tsou by 
enzymatic degradation of cytochrome c with pepsin [26,27,28]. 
Preparation of microperoxidase-8 (MP8), in which the N-terminal 
tripeptide Val-Glu-Lys is cleaved from MPll by trypsin was 
reported by Tuppy and Paleus [29]. The structure of MP8 is shown 
in Figure 1.2. In studies of haemoprotein reactivity and function 
using the microperoxidases as model compounds, MP8 has found more 
extensive use than MPll, primarily due to the more complex 
solution behaviour of the latter. MP8, in common with most haem 
complexes, shows a tendency to aggregate in aqueous solution via
If
n  -~n stacking interactions [30] as does MPll [31]. Increasing 
concentration promotes the aggregation in both cases [30,31].
Addition of methanol to aqueous MP8 in concentrations of ^.20% 
• (v/v) permits spectrophotometric study of ^97% monomeric MP8 at pH
7.0 [32]. Study of the effect of MP8 concentration on the UV- 
visible spectrum led to determination of a dimerization constant 
in 20% (v/v) aq. MeOH/phosphate of = 12.1. Spectrophotometric 
titration of MP8 in 20% (v/v) aqueous MeOH solution with acid or 
alkali demonstrated the presence of 3 proton-linked equililbria, 
characterized by respective pKa values of 4.43 (deprotonation of 
ImidH^ and coordination to Fe), 8.90 (proton loss from bound water 
to form OH ) and 10.48 (formation of imidazolate from bound His) 
[33]. MP8 was found to be soluble to ^ uM concentrations over the 
pH range 1-13 [33]. This study, together with determination of a 
pH-independent logK for binding of imidazole to MP8 between pH 5.5 
and 7.0 indicated that MP8 contains a proximal histidine ligand 
(His-18 of octapeptide) and an axial water/hydroxide molecule. 
Experiments carried out in aqueous solution at pH 12 indicated 
that hydroxoMP8 was predominantly monomeric under these conditions 
[32], a finding confirmed by the ligand binding studies of Adams 
and coworkers [34]. Previous workers have employed buffered 50% 
(v/v) aqueous ethylene glycol solutions for studies of monomeric 
MP8 [35].
Indirect evidence for a high spin state of the iron in aquo- 
and hydroxoMP8 has been obtained based on the significant change 
in the UV-visible spectrum when H^O/OH is replaced by strong 
field ligands such as CN [36] or imidazole [33]. Magnetic data 
for MP8 has been obtained by NMR using 10 ^M solutions in which 
MP8 is known to be significantly aggregated [30], presumably as a
low spin form. As a result, magnetic moments obtained under these 
conditions [37,38] are somewhat lower than the theoretical spin 
only values for high spin Fe^^ ( p = 5.92 BM) and cannot therefore 
be used to support the high spin state proposed for aquo- 
hydroxoMP8. A recent resonance Raman study has reported 
acétylation of the N-terminal cysteine of MP8 to form Ac-MP8 which 
was reported to be monomeric in neutral aqueous solution at 
concentrations up to 1.2 mM [39]. Evidence was obtained that at 
neutral pH Ac-MP8 exists as a high spin 6-coordinate species with 
His-18 and water as the axial ligands based on comparison with the 
fluoride complex [39].
The properties of MPll in aqueous solution have been studied 
by Wilson and coworkers [37,40,41]. Magnetic measurements by NMR 
indicated the occurrence of a pH-induced spin-change (pKa = 6.3) 
from a high spin to a low spin form where coordination of either
the € -amino group of Lys or the (X -amino group of the terminal
Val was implicated [37]. Spectrophotometric studies based on 
temperature-jump kinetics confirmed the occurrence of a pKa at ca.
6.0 and identified two further pKa values of 3.4 and 7.6 for 
proton-linked ionization [40]. These pKas were attributed to 
ionization of ImidH^ of His-18 and coordination to Fe (pKa 3.4) 
and coordination of the amino group of either Val or Lys to Fe 
(pKa 7.6). The assignment of Val and Lys coordination to the pKa
values of ca. 6.0 and 7.6 is not entirely unambiguous [40].
For the work reported in this thesis, MP8 was chosen as the 
haemoprotein model system due to its solution structure of 
monomeric (at 10 ^M concentration) high spin hexacoordinate haem c 
ligated by histidine and a readily displaced H 2 O/OH" molecule over 
the pH range of interest (pH 7-12) [32,33]. The preparation of MP8 
is detailed in chapter 3 of this thesis. The coordination
chemistry, redox behaviour and catalytic properties of MP8 are 
summarized in the following section.
1.3 Reactions of the microperoxidases
The interactions of aquoMP8 with a wide range of ligands 
which are of direct relevance to structural (axial coordination) 
or catalytic properties of haemoproteins such as Hb, Mb, 
peroxidase,b and c cytochromes and cytochrome P450 have been 
studied by a number of research groups. MP8 forms low spin 6- 
coordinate complexes with ligands such as nitrogenous bases 
[33,42-45], azide [35,46], cyanide, [36,47] and thiolates [48,49]. 
The techniques of NMR and UV-visible spectroscopy have been used 
to obtain quantitative information on MP8-ligand interactions 
which may then be compared to corresponding data for the 
holoproteins, such as cytochrome c.
The protein structure surrounding the haem c prosthetic group 
of cytochrome c is proposed to prevent ligand access to the active 
site on the basis of electron self-exchange rates determined by 
NMR for MP8 and its complexes which were 2 to 3 orders of 
magnitude greater than those of the parent molecule, cytochrome c 
[44]. Haem-protein contacts and the orientation of the axial 
methionine are also important in the holoprotein [50].
A number of spectroscopic studies of the binding of CN~ 
[36,46,47] and N^ [35,46] to MP8 have been carried out. Both 
these ligands bind to ferrihaemoproteins [1,36] via axial ligation 
of the Fe; the preferred geometry of CN when bound is linear in 
for instance Hb and Mb. Values of 7.54 (at 20°C in 50%
aq. ethylene glycol at pH 7.4 [47] and logK = 7 . 5 5  ( at 25°C in 
205 aq. MeOH) [36] have been reported. These values are
1 7
significantly le>ioer than those for formation of the cyanide 
complexes of ferriHb (logK = 8.74) or ferriMb (log K = 8.66) [47] 
and provide evidence for the involvement of steric effects (i.e. 
prevention of linear CN geometry) in the distal ligand binding 
■pocket of the holoproteins [36,47]. In contrast to CN~, binding of 
azide to MP8 (logK = 1.47 [35]) is 3-4 orders of magnitude lower 
than that for haemoproteins; this observation has been related to 
polarity effects in the distal pocket. The measured temperature- 
dependent spin-state equilibrium in MP8-Ng [51] is a direct 
result of the intermediate ligand field strength of N^" (cf. MP8 
complexes with H 2 O (HS), CN (LS)).
Kassner and coworkers extended studies of the coordination of 
anionic ligands to MP8 in 50% aq. ethylene glycol from CN" [47] 
and Ng [35] to include fluoride [52] and cyanate [53] as probes 
for ligand-histidine effects in the distal pocket of 
haemoproteins. Binding of F (logK = -0.022) [52] and of NCO~
(logK = 0.082) [53] to MP8 is significantly weaker than the
binding of these anions to Hb and Mb [53]. MP8-F is a high spin 
complex [52], whilst MP8-NC0 has appreciable low spin character 
[53]. In both complexes the low logK value relative to 
ferrihaemoproteins was attributed to the occurence of distal 
histidine-ligand interactions of a donor-acceptor nature in the 
holoproteins [52,53].
Coordination of sulphur-based ligands to MP8 has been 
reported by several groups [48-50]. Coordination of MP8 by 
thioethers leads to formation of a complex with comparable axial 
ligands to cytochrome c (Met:His) [3]. The MP8 - N-acetyl Met 
complex exists in a thermal spin state equilibrium similar to 
cytochrome c [54]. Addition of ligands such as cysteine containing 
a thiolate group to MP8 in a nitrogen atmosphere at 5°C results in
formation of a low spin complex containing N-Fe-S axial 
coordination [48]; no evidence for displacement of the proximal 
histidine ligand was reported. The potential of such water-soluble 
complexes to model spectroscopic (and possibly catalytic) 
properties of cytochrome P450 has yet to be investigated. At room 
temperature in the presence of oxygen the reaction of MP8 with 
thiols leads to complex optical absorbance changes suggestive of 
reduction of ferriMP8 to the ferrous form [48,49].
Ligation of MP8 by nitrogenous bases such as imidazole 
[33,42,43,55], pyridine [43,44,56] and anilines [57,58] leads to 
formation of 6-coordinate low spin complexes (typical logK = 2-4) 
which can be considered as potential models for the b cytochromes. 
The axial water molecule of MP8 can be replaced by imidazole (logK 
= 4.45 R[ baldwin, [33]) to form MP8-Imid which has a redox 
potential of ca. -200 mV [42,55]; the redox potential of MPll-Imid 
is very similar ( -195 mV [57]); MP8-Imid has 3 proton-linked 
ionizations in the ferric form attributed to the haem propionate 
(pKa 5.6), N-terminal cysteine (pKa 10.1) and coordinated 
imidazole (pKa 12.9) [43].
Comparison of the redox potentials of various MP8-nitrogenous 
base compounds indicates that the proximal histidine ligand exerts 
a strong influence over the character of the haem iron. Relative 
to complexes with nitrogenous bases the redox potential of the 
corresponding MP8 complexes show a much lower dependence on the 
axial ligand trans to His-18 [60] suggestive of a stabilizing 
effect of His coordination [61]. Recently a number of groups have 
reported the results of electrochemical [62,63] or 
spectroelectrochemical [64] studies of MPll. Values for the redox 
potential of MPll at a glassy carbon or a silver-coated electrode
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were -160 mV [62] and -146mv [63] respectively. 
Spectropotentiostatic measurements of MPll at a gold plated 
reticulated vitreous carbon electrode yielded a redox potential of 
-190 mV [64]. Aggregation of aquoMPS in neutral aqueous solution 
at concentrations required for cyclic voltammetry have prevented 
determination of an accurate value for aquoMPS [55]. A further, 
recent, electrochemical study has demonstrated that membrane- 
trapped MPll can act as a solid state promotor of the 
electrochemistry of metalloproteins such as cytochrome c and 
azurin [65].
A small number of studies of the coordination chemistry of 
the ferrous forms of MP 8  or MPll have been reported 
[26,28,42,43,48,66,67]. The ferrous forms of both MP 8  and MPll may 
be prepared by reduction of the ferric form by aqueous sodium 
dithionite [67,68]. The ferrous microperoxidases react with T\- 
acids such as carbon monoxide [26,28,48], cyanide [26,28], 
nitrosobenzene [2 .g] and nitric oxide [28,48]; these
reactions are generally characteristic of deoxyHb and deoxyMb [1] 
and suggest that ferro- MP 8  and -MPll can model some of the ligand 
binding properties of the holoproteins.
FerroMP 8  reacts with dioxygen to form an oxy complex (MP8 -O 2 ) 
which undergoes irreversible decomposition at room temperature or 
in protic solvents [48,67]. MP 8 -O 2  can be stabilised at -15°C in 
50:50 (v/v) DMSO-DMF [67]. MP 8 -O 2  (i.e. Fel^O^) reacts with 
certain organic reducing agents such as thiols, hydroquinones and 
phénylhydrazines via abstraction of a hydrogen atom (H* ) to form 
Fe^^^O^H" which is a possible intermediate in the catalytic cycle 
of cytochrome a^ [67]. Subsequent protonation of this species led 
to formation of H 2 O 2  and a complex of ferriMP 8  containing an axial 
ligand derived form the organic molecule (e.g Fe^^^-SR). This
reaction sequence parallels that reported for HbOg [69].
The catalytic properties of MP 8  have been studied as a 
potential model for haemoprotein enzymes such as peroxidase 
[9,10,70,71] and cytochrome P450 [34,58]. FerriMP 8  activates 
hydrogen peroxide, which is bound as the hydroperoxide anion, HOg" 
[9,10]; in the peroxidases the binding of as a neutral
molecule has been rationalised in terms of a pH-independent H^- 
coupled binding of H^Og as HO 2  [10]. Addition of GuaH^ caused 
more than an order of magnitude increase in the rate of reaction 
of ferriMP 8  with H 2 O 2 , a finding ascribed to formation of a GuaH^ 
HO 2  ion pair and of probable relevance to the function of the 
invariant distal Arg in peroxidase [10].
Adams has recently reported evidence for formation of a 
hypervalent iron-oxo radical species by MP 8  (analogous to compound 
I of peroxidase) formed by heterolytic 0-0 bond cleavage of the 
MP 8 -HO 2  complex [72]. MPll also possesses catalytic activity. In 
the presence of hydrogen peroxide MPll can catalyse the oxidation 
of ascorbate [28], sulphide [73] and olefins [73] and promote 
amine N-demethylation [73].
MP 8  has recently been used by Adams and coworkers as a 
monomeric, water-soluble model in the study of in vivo 
interactions involving haemin [74-77]. The interactions studied 
have included haem-apoprotein equilibria [74] (relevant to the in 
vivo formation of Hb and Mb), haem - serum albumin interactions 
[75] (haem transport) and binding of haem to glutathione-S- 
transferase-T) which is of physiological relevance [76,77]. 
Quantitative data on these interactions was reported and the 
advantage of using MP 8  in preference to haemin itself (avoidance 
of problems with low solubility or aggregation) was noted.
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1.4 Potential use of MP8 for studying non-bonding interactions
The axial coordination chemistry and catalytic 
properties of MP8 have received much attention. However, the use 
of MP8 as a model for the study of weak and non-bonding inter- and 
intramolecular interactions of haemoproteins has yet to be 
explored and is a major theme throughout this thesis. The types of 
interactions of interest include interaction of the porphyrin ring 
with (a)T) -systems of donor-acceptor molecules, (b) hydrophobic 
alkyl groups and (c) amino NH groups. Electrostatic interactions 
involving hydrogen-bonding or ionic bonding to haem propionate 
groups are also currently largely unstudied in iron porphyrin 
systems. MP8 can potentially act as a water-soluble multi-site 
template for the study of either individual weak equilibria or 
combinations of interactions of the type representative of 
molecular recognition.
Studies of the interactions of the porphyrin ring with the 
"ÎT -systems of aromatic amino acids are of direct relevance in the 
development of a fuller understanding of the roles of the Trp-191 
and His-175 residues in the peroxidases [78] and Phe-82 in 
cytochrome c [3]. Similarly, quantitative information on the 
interaction of protein-free iron porphyrins with representative 
drug molecules of potential clinical relevance such as 
antimalarials can be used to assess proposed in vivo modes of 
action of the drugs [79]. Comparison with known adduct-forming 
molecules (e.g. NMPy^) can enable determination of the level of 
involvement of additional interactions at further sites on the 
iron porphyrin and drug molecule accompanying proposed 'T\ - TV 
effects [80].
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Porphyrin-alkyl interactions may play an important role in 
maintaining tertiary structure in the hydrophobic haem-containing 
pocket of haemoproteins such as Hb, Mb, peroxidase and cytochrome 
P450. The role of the invariant leucine residues in the non- 
helical tetrapeptide sequence His-Leu-Cys-Leu (with Cys as the 
axial ligand) in cytochrome P450 revealed by the X-ray crystal 
structure has yet to be investigated [6]. Comparison of data on 
the equilibria between protein-free iron porphyrins and key 
oligopeptides with the corresponding data for simple low molecular 
weight ligands has the potential to provide insight into the 
strength and nature of such alkyl-porphyrin interactions.
Amino-aromatic (NH-T) ) interactions have been proposed in a 
number of proteins on the basis of data obtained by NMR [81], X- 
ray crystallography [82-84], statistical analysis of protein 
structure databases [85] and theoretical calculations [86]. This 
type of interaction is presently relatively unexplored and may 
play a role in proteins. A range of tertiary systems (aromatic 
molecule/NH molecule/water) could be studied; the aromatic species 
might range from a simple aromatic compound such as benzene, 
through a more complex polycyclic system such a s .Fe(phen) 2 (CN ) 2  
(FPC) [87,88] to a macrocyclic iron porphyrin system. The effect 
of potential NH- 71 interactions on the UV-visible chromophores of 
such model systems has yet to be explored as a means of deriving 
quantitative information.
Electrostatic or ionic effects are believed to play a 
significant role in the functional mechanisms of many 
haemoproteins, for instance the promotion of heterolytic cleavage 
of H 2 O 2  by the distal Arg of the peroxidases [9,10]. The 
interaction of polar amino acid side chains such as Arg or Lys 
with iron porphyrins has not been investigated, though work using
a zinc porphyrin to study the effects of amino acid coordination 
has recently been reported [89,90]. The function of the invariant 
His in the proximal tetrapeptide of P450 [6] and Lys (FG2) in Hb 
and Mb [1] may take the form of a coulombic interaction with the 
haem propionates; studies of haem-peptide interactions may enable 
a fuller understanding of this type of weak interaction.
1.5 Aims of this thesis
The primary aim of this work, therefore, was to further 
develop the use of the protein-free iron porphrin, MP8, as a 
haemoprotein model and in particular to exploit its potential for 
the study of weak interactions (including the role of molecular 
recognition) in haemoproteins. The major technique used in this 
work was UV-visible spectrophotometry. This technique is 
particularly appropriate for investigation of the aims of this 
thesis in view of (1) the amenability of the technique for the 
derivation of quantitative information including binding
constants (2) the intensity of the spectrum of MP8 ( ^Soret ca.
5 —1 —11.5 X 10 M cm [32]) which allows accurate quantitation of 
interactions in dilute (10 ^M) MP8 solutions and (3) the 
sensitivity of the iron porphyrin chromophore to the presence of 
exogenous molecules including axial ligands [45,48,91]] and planar 
aromatic species [92,93].
MP8 has a UV-visible absorption spectrum that is typical of a 
ferric porphyrin complex (Fig. 1.3). The major band (Soret band) 
of high spin ferric porphyrins is at ca. 400nm, with accompanying 
visible bands at ca. 545 (oCor band) and ca. 505 ( ^ o r  band 
[91]). The Soret band has a shoulder located ca. 20 nm to the high 
energy side which is due to vibronic/electronic coupling of the 
Soret band with a porphyrin vibration. The Soret, c< and yS bands
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F i g . 1.3 UV-visible absorbance spectrum of MP8 (5uM) in 20%
(v/v) aqueous MeOH/0.08M phosphate buffer, pH 7.5 at 
2 S ° C
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are all derived from porphyrin H  - T) transitions; the energy of 
these bands is influenced by the spin state and oxidation state of 
the central iron atom. Ferric porphyrins also exhibit porphyrin 
(7])-Fe(dyn charge transfer bonds. Owens and O'Connor have 
recently published a detailed analysis of the electronic and 
vibrational spectroscopic properties of MP8 which gives a more 
rigorous description than is covered here [91].
In accordance with the general aim of the thesis (i.e. the 
study of weak interactions in haemoproteins) a number of specific 
areas of interest were identified for experimental investigation!
(1) Study of the axial coordination of ferrous MP8 by T)-acids 
including dioxygen, CO and CN . Correlation of both UV-visible and 
infra red data with corresponding complexes of Hb and Mb was 
planned in order to assess the ability of ferroMP8 to model 
important spectroscopic and/or coordination equilibria of the 
holoproteins (Chapter 4).
(2) Study of the axial coordination of ferriMP8 by simple amines 
to (a) establish the nature of bis-nitrogenous base complexes of 
MP8 (b) probe the effect of the R group of the amine (RNH2 ) on the 
resultant spectroscopic changes and (c) determine the conformation 
of aniline and pyridine binding to iron porphyrins viz. axial 
ligation of nitrogen or donor-acceptor interaction (Chapter 5).
(3) Extension of NHg-Fe coordination to include amino acid or 
peptide interaction with MP8 (2 site interaction). The primary N- 
Fe bond may be envisaged as a molecular anchor to permit 
quantitation of the potential interactions between porphyrin ring 
and amino acid side chain. Of particular interest were porphyrin-
Tl-system and porphyrin-alkyl interactions (Chapters 5 and 6).
(4) Development of simple model systems based on aromatic 
molecules for NH-TI type interactions in proteins and derivation 
of quantitative information on relevant equilibrium processes
(Chapter 7).
(5) Investigation of the interactions of MP8 with adduct forming 
molecules such as molecules where the major interaction ( T1 -Tl 
overlap) is likely to be accompanied by other, weaker 
interactions. The interaction of protein-free iron porphyrins with 
antimalarials is of particular clinical relevance and may be 
studied with reference to simple model adduct-forming molecules 
(e.g. NMPy^) (Chapter 8).
In summary, the work reported in this thesis was designed to 
build on the well-defined axial coordination chemistry of MP8 
(single site interaction) to derive quantitative information on 
dual-site and possibly multi-site interactions.
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Chapter 2. Materials and Methods
The experimental and data analysis procedures detailed in 
this chapter were used routinely for the work in this thesis. 
Methods and procedures specific to individual portions of the work 
are described in detail in the relevant chapters.
2.1 Materials
2.1.1 Chemicals and Biological Reagents
Chemicals were obtained from the following suppliers: BDH 
Chemicals Ltd., Sigma Chemical Co., Aldrich Chemical Co., May and 
Baker Ltd. or Fluka Ltd. Reagents were of Analar or Aristar grade 
where available (purity > 99%). Commercially obtained chemicals of 
stated purity < 98% were routinely purified prior to use using 
published procedures and data.
Biological reagents were supplied from Sigma Chemical Co. 
Details are given in Table 2.1. Purified haemin was a gift of
Table 2.1 Sources of the Biological Materials used
Protein Source
Haemoglobin " bovine
Myoglobin horse heart (type III)
Cytochrome c horse heart (type III)
Pepsin porcine stomach mucosa
(EC. 3.4.23.1)
Trypsin bovine pancreas
(EC. 3.4.21.4)
Dr. P.A. Adams. The antimalarials halofantrine and WR 122455 were 
gifts from Smith Kline and French Ltd., and Dr. D.C. Warhurst 
respectively. Microperoxidase-8 was prepared and purified by
procedures developed during the course of this work (Chapter 3). 
Commercial samples of Microperoxidases -8 and -11 (Sigma Chemical 
Co.) were used for reference purposes. All oligopeptides used in 
this study were synthesized in the Dept, of Chemistry by 
Mr. P. Greenwood using a standard solid phase method.
Biological materials and microperoxidases were routinely 
stored at 4°C (or frozen) in a crystalline or lyophilised form. 
Hygroscopic chemicals were stored in a desiccator if solid or kept 
over molecular sieve if liquid.
2.1.2. Glassware
Volumetric glassware (usually grade A) was used for all 
quantitative procedures. For standard work Pyrex glassware or 
Quick-Fit apparatus was used. Glassware was routinely cleaned by 
washing in detergent solution followed by thorough rinsing in 
distilled and deionised water. Glassware was dried at room 
temperature. ^
2.2 Methods
2.2.1 Solutions
All solutions were made up in deionised water using 
volumetric flasks. Precision weighing was carried out on a 5 
decimal place balance; the transfer or dilution of precise 
quantities of solutions was carried out using Gilson pipettes or 
Hamilton microsyringes.
(a) MP8
Spectrophotometric solutions of MP8 were obtained by dilution 
of a stock solution with buffer. For work in the range pH 7.0 -
9.5 stock solutions of MP8 (2 - 5 x 10 ^M) were made up in 20%
(v/v) aqueous MeOH/0.08M NaH 2 PO^/Na 2 HPO^, prior to dilution to 2 - 
9uM where MP8 is predominantly monomeric [32]. The MP8 
concentration was determined by measuring the absorbance at 397nm 
using the molar extinction coefficient o£1.56 x lO^fl ~èm 
reported by Aron and coworkers [32]. Stock solutions of 
MP8 in buffer were routinely used for a maximum of 72 hours and 
were kept at 4°C.
(b) Haemin
Stock solutions of haemin (10 ^-10 ^M) were made up in 
deoxygenated O.IM aqueous NaOH and were continuously flushed with 
a slow stream of nitrogen. Fresh solutions were made up daily as 
required to avoid oxidation of haemin. Spectrophotometric 
solutions of haemin (2 - 8uM) were prepared by dilution of a 
portion of a stock solution into buffer followed by pH adjustment 
as necessary. The concentration of haemin in a stock solution was 
determined using the reported value of the molar extinction 
coefficient at 385nm of 5.8 x lO^M ^cm~^ [94].
2.2.2. Buffers.
Spectrophotometric work was carried out in buffered solution 
unless otherwise indicated. The buffers were made up using Analar 
grade reagents, as follows:
pH range Buffer
7.0 - 9.5 NaH2PO^ / Na^HPO^
10.0 - 11.0 NaHCOg / ^^200^
12.0 NaClO^ / NaOH
All solution pH measurements were made using a Camlab
Instruments pH meter and a glass combination electrode. A 
microelectrode was used to carry out pH measurements in solution 
volumes of <  400 ul.
2.2.3. Spectrophotometry.
Absorbance measurements and spectral scans were carried out 
using a Pye-Unicam SP8-100 UV-visible spectrophotometer. Quartz 
cuvettes were used for all work. For the majority of the work
1.0 cm path length cuvettes were used; in certain experiments with 
ca. 2 X 10 haemin, 4.0 cm cuvettes were used to increase the 
magnitude of absorbance changes measured. All UV-visible 
measurements reported in this thesis were carried out at 25°C in 
air unless otherwise stated. Temperature control was achieved 
using a circulating water bath fitted with a thermostat; water at 
a constant temperature was pumped continuously through the outer 
jacket of the cuvette holder. Work at low temperatures, typically 
5°C, was carried out using a Grant Chiller Unit to cool the 
circulating water. A stream of dry nitrogen was directed onto both 
exterior sides of the cuvette under these conditions to prevent 
water condensation. Routine anaerobic procedures are outlined in 
Chapter 4 (Section 4.2).
2.2.4. Spectrophotometric Titrations.
The following general procedure was used for all titrations 
involving addition of a ligand to a solution of MP8 or haemin. For 
titrations using 10 mm cuvettes a 2.5 ml volume of the haem 
complex was equilibrated at 25°C in the spectrophotometer sample 
compartment for ca. 15 minutes. Successive ul aliquots of a stock 
solution of the ligand (in the same buffer as the haem solution) 
were then added using a Hamilton microsyringe. Immediately
following addition of each aliquot, the cuvette was stoppered, 
removed from the spectrophotometer and inverted 5 - 1 0  times to 
ensure full mixing of the solutions. The equilibrated (i.e. 
stable) absorbance at the wavelength of interest was recorded. In 
the majority of titrations it was found that absorbance changes 
were ca. instantaneous, i.e. they occurred within the time of 
mixing.
A minimum of 6 aliquots of ligand solution were added in an 
individual titration. The total volume change during the titration 
was always < 5%. All absorbance values were corrected for 
dilution. The pH of the final solution was checked to ensure that 
no drift in pH had occurred. Determination of an end point 
absorbance value (a^^ ) corresponding to 100% complexation was 
carried out by addition of excess ligand.
For haem-ligand equilibria where logK was relatively low 
(typically <  1.5), weighed solid portions of ligand were titrated 
into the haem solution.
2.2.5 Data Analysis.
Data obtained from spectrophotometric titrations (absorbance 
as a function of concentration of added ligand) was analysed by a 
standard method in order to determine a value for the binding 
constent (logK) and the stoichiometry (n) of the reaction.
Ligand stoichiometry was obtained from the gradient of a plot of 
log[L] versus log (a^ - a)/(a - a ^ ) shown in equation 2.1 (see 
Appendix 1).
log - a = n log [L] + logK^^g (2.1)
where [L] is the concentration of ligand, a represents the 
solution absorbance at this ligand concentration and a^ and a ^  
are the initial and final absorbance values respectively.
A value for (the experimental value of the equilibrium
constant) was obtained from the relationship given in equation 2.2
- a = Kobs [L]" (2.2)
a - a CO
where the value of n was derived from (2.1) (See Appendix 1).
Plots of the relationships shown in equations 2.1 and 2.2 were 
routinely generated by a conventional linear least squares analysis 
programme written by Dr. G. Buist.
The experimental value of was corrected using relevant
haem complex or ligand pKa values to give the true thermodynamic 
equilibrium constant, K (see Appendix 2). This was routinely 
expressed as logK. A minimum of two separate titrations were 
carried out to estimate experimental error in the values of logK 
and n determined.
In cases where experimental determination of a ^  was 
prevented by factors such as (i) the low aqueous solubility of the 
ligand, or (ii) the lack of sufficient solid ligand (e.g. 
phenanthrene antimalarials, certain peptides) a graphical 
estimation of a w a s  obtained by plotting [L]  ^ versus 
(a^ - a) ^ . This estimated a value was then used 
in equations 2.1 and 2.2 as described previously. If the haem- 
ligand stoichiometry is 1:1, then a plot of [L]~^ versus 
(a^ - a) ^ is linear and has an intercept, where (a^ - a)~^ = 0, 
equal in magnitude to K^^^ ^ enabling calculation of 
logK.
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chapter 3. HPLC Monitoring of the preparation of MP8 by enzymatic 
degradation of cytochrome c
. . The microperoxidases (MP) are water-soluble haem-peptides 
which are prepared by enzymatic cleavage of the peptide chain of 
cytochrome c [27,32,42,95]. Compared to free haem groups the 
peptide chain, which may typically consist of 6 - 11 residues, 
confers two extremely useful properties on the molecule, namely 
(1) high aqueous solubility, up to mM range and (2) a tendency for 
well-defined solution equilibria in aqueous buffer [32]. MPs are 
therefore of considerable potential value as water soluble model 
compojn nds for studying aspects of haemoprotein chemistry. The 
research groups of Pratt [9,10,32-34,48,55], Kassner, 
[35,38,47,51-53], Wilson [37,40,41,95-98] and Mclendon [42,44,48] 
have employed MPs, in particular MP8 and MPll, in this role.
In practice, the use of MPs as haemoprotein models has not 
been as widely reported as would be predicted on the basis of its 
advantageous solution properties. This may partly reflect the 
generally time-consuming and often tedious preparative and 
purification procedures that have been described for these 
compounds and by the comparatively low yields reported (< 50%). A 
number of workers have demonstrated that treatment of cytochrome c 
at pH 1.5-2.5 with pepsin results in formation of the haem- 
undecapeptide MPll as the major haem-containing product 
[27,29,32,41,42,71]. Incubation of MPll with trypsin at alkaline 
pH causes further cleavage of the N-terminal tripeptide Val-Gln- 
Lys to yield the haem-octapeptide, MP8 [29,32,42,71,95]. Direct 
treatment of cytochrome c with trypsin produces MP9 as the primary 
product [29,95,99]. Preparations of MP6 [95,100] and MP5 [100]
have also been reported.
The enzyme-based preparative procedures for all the MPs 
reported to date have apparently necessitated lengthy incubation 
periods and extensive column chromatography and/or dialysis in 
addition to standard precipitation and centrifugation procedures. 
Amongst the common features of the MP8 preparation routes 
(indicated in Scheme 1) are the addition of 2 separate aliquots of 
pepsin; an initial quantity followed by a further aliquot after 
several hours [29,32,41,42].
Cytochrome c pepsin MPll trypsin MP8 (Scheme 1)
 >   >
pH 1.5-2.6 pH 8-9
The rationale behind this is that commercial cytochrome c 
preparations contain a pepsin inhibitor which slows down the 
production of MPll [29]. Trypsinization of MPll to obtain MP8 has 
also involved 2-3 separate additions of enzyme [32,42,71] though 
no rationale for this methodology has been presented. The 
methodological parameters which vary considerably between 
published procedures include: (a) incubation times; (b) incubation 
temperatures; (c) stages at which centrifugation and precipitation 
have been carried out and (d) nature of column chromatography/ 
dialysis carried out and the point in procedure at which this was 
carried out.
The aim of the work reported in this chapter was (1) to 
monitor the course of the individual enzymatic reactions involved 
in the preparation of MP8 from cytochrome c. HPLC was chosen as a 
particularly appropriate analytical technique, since high 
resolution of haem-containing peptides can be obtained [32,101]) 
and (2) to use this data to develop an optimized preparative 
procedure for generation of high purity MP8 in high yield. The
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latter aim was particularly important in order to provide a 
supply of MP8 for work in subsequent chapters of this thesis, 
particulary in view of the relative impurity [32] and high cost of 
commercial MP8.
3.2 HPLC Conditions.
Reaction mixtures were analyzed by passing a small sample 
volume down a Waters C18 u-bondapak reversed-phase HPLC column 
(3.9 mm x 30 cm) linked to a Spectra-Physics gradient programmer 
system. Monitoring of the UV absorbance of the eluant was achieved 
using Kontron Instruments Uvikon 735LC UV detector, the output of 
which was fed into a Linseis chart recorder set at 200mmhr ^
Elution of reaction components was monitored at either 
395 nm (haem Soret band) or 230 nm (close to A  max of the peptide 
bond). A flow rate of 2 mlmin  ^ was used on the analytical HPLC 
column. Sample volumes were typically 1-5 ul. Samples of 
concentrated digests were diluted 1:3 with deionized water prior 
to column loading. HPLC grade solvents were used throughout this 
study. Buffer A comprised 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid (TEA) in 
water; buffer B comprised 0.1% TEA in 60% aqueous CH3CN.Buffers 
were continuously de-oxygenated by a stream of helium bubbles.
Semi-preparative HPLC was carried out using a Waters C18 u- 
bondapak column (7.8 mm x 30 cm) under the above conditions at a 
flow rate of 6 mlmin ^ .
Routine gradient conditions.
(a) Cytochrome c to MPll (pepsin conversion).
43% to 65% Buffer B over 22 minutes; 65% to 100% Buffer B in
1 minute; 100% Buffer B for a further 2 minutes to wash column.
(b) MPll conversion to MPS (trypsin conversion).
43% to 51% Buffer B over 8 minutes; 51% to 100% Buffer B in 1 
minute; 100% Buffer B for a further 2 minutes to wash the column.
Results.
3.3 HPLC profiles of cvtochrome c, MPll and MP8.
Cytochrome c, MPll and MP8 contain the haem c chromophore 
which has a characteristic absorbance maximum at ca. 400 nm. HPLC 
analysis of standard solutions and of mixtures of these compounds 
was carried out using UV detection at 395 nm (haem) or at 230 nm 
(peptide bond). The former wavelength was selected as it lies 
slightly to the blue of the Soret band position; the lower molar 
extinction coefficient facilitates on-scale recording of the haem 
peaks of concentrated solutions and hence greater resolution of 
individual peaks.
Systematic study of a range of gradients of increasing % 
Buffer B as a function of time resulted in determination of an 
optimum gradient configuration for clear resolution of MP8 and 
MPll (closely eluting) and cytochrome c (more hydrophobic). The 
gradient used (%B) was 40-53% in 12 minutes, 52-50% in 1 minute, 
followed by 60-70% in 10 minutes. A representative HPLC trace 
obtained using this gradient is shown in Figure 3.1. The points 
at which cytochrome c, MPll and MP8 eluted (as % Buffer B + 1%) 
were:49.5 (MPll), 50.5 (MP8)and 65 (cyt c).
3.4 Pepsin digestion of cvtochrome c.
A series of reduced-scale pepsin digests of cytochrome c were 
set up and monitored at regular intervals by HPLC. All reactions
^  (
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Fig. 3.1 HPLC standard elution profiles: (a) cytochrome c, (b) 
MP8 and (c) MPll. Detection at 395nm, gradient 40-70%! 
over 30 mins at 2mlmin (as section 3.2)
were carried out at 25°C in sealed glass containers. A ratio of 
10-20:1 for amount of cytochrome c: amount of pepsin required was 
found necessary to ensure a reasonable rate of reaction. Reaction 
solution volumes were typically 50-250 ul. Dilute aqueous HCl was 
used to obtain acid pH.
At 25°C and with an approximate 10-20 fold excess by weight 
of cytochrome c over pepsin, the reaction profile was monitored as 
a function of pH. A single initial addition of pepsin was made. At 
a solution pH of > 2.1 the reaction was found to proceed extremely 
slowly (measured as apparent conversion of cytochrome c to MPll) 
with an estimated conversion of < 0.5% over 40 hours at pH 2.5. At 
pH 1.5 a significantly faster rate of reaction was observed with 
MPll becoming the major peak in the HPLC trace after ca. 165 
minutes. However, the conversion occurred in a relatively modest 
yield and a significant concentration of haem-containing 
impurities was detected in the final solution (Fig. 3.2). The 
optimum pH for carrying out the preparation of MPll in high yield 
was found to be ca. pH 2-2.1. Approximately 90% conversion to MPll 
was observed after ca. 150 minutes at pH 1.97. The reaction 
clearly proceeded both relatively rapidly and cleanly (in terms of 
MPll formation). A time-course HPLC representation of the 
conversion is shown in Fig. 3.3. A comparison of the HPLC profile 
of the final pepsin digestion solutions at pH 1.5 (Fig. 3.2) and 
1.97 (Fig. 3.3) clearly indicates the cleaner conversion to MPll 
at the latter pH.
HPLC analysis of the reaction solution at 210 nm (peptide 
bond) confirmed that the species eluting at ca. 48.5% Buffer B was 
a peptide in addition to containg a haem group (Fig.3.4). Both 
hydrophilic and hydrophobic products of pepsin cleavage were
i: :
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Fig. 3.2 Time-course HPLC analysis of pepsin digestion of 
cytochrome c at pH 1.5 (monitored at 395nm; other 
conditions as section 3.2.) Times after initiation of 
digestion are (a) 5, (b) 45, (c) 165 mins and 
(d) 27 hrs. The MPll peak is arrowed.
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Fi.g' 3 . 3 Time-course HPLC analysis of pepsin digestion of
cytochrome c at pH 1.97 (monitored at 395nm; other 
conditions as section 3.2). Times after initiation of 
digestion, after (a), are (b) 45, (c) lOOmins and
(d) 24 hrs. The MPll peak is arrowed.
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Pig. 3.4 (left) HPLC analysis of pepsin digest of cytochrome c 
at pH 1.97 after 125 mins. Detection at 210nm 
(other conditions as section 3.2)
Fig. 3.5 (right) HPLC analysis of trypsin digest of MPll at
pH 8.6 after 14 hrs. Detection at 395nm (other 
conditions as section 3.2)
detected in this trace.
It was found in all pepsin digestions of cytochrome c that a 
number of haem-peptide complexes were generated during the course 
of the reaction (Fig. 3.2 and 3.3) At ca. pH 2, most of these 
smàller peaks lost intensity as the reaction progressed, whilst 
the height of the MPll peak increased. This finding indicates that 
these haem-peptide complexes contain 12 or more amino acid 
residues and are eventually broken down by pepsin to form MPll. In 
all pepsin digestions of cytochrome c studied two intermediates 
(characterized by elution at ca. 47.5 and 54.5%B respectively) 
were observed in relatively high concentration. The latter species 
was found to be formed in ca. 90% (as haem units) yield from 
cytochrome c within 30 minutes in the presence of pepsin at pH 2. 
The rapid formation of this intermediate was followed by a much 
slower degradation into further haem-peptide intermediates and 
eventually MPll. The species characterized by elution at ca. 47.5% 
B was generated from cytochrome c at approximately the same rate 
as MPll initially but after 2-3 hours its peak height began to 
diminish relative to that of MPll. This behaviour is suggestive of 
a species which is either a relatively poor substrate for pepsin 
or which is formed and degraded at approximately the same rate up 
to 3 hours post initiation of the reaction (i.e. steady state 
intermediate).
It was concluded that the optimum conditions for efficient 
and rapid pepsin conversion of cytochrome c to MPll at 25°C were: 
reaction at pH 2.0 with a second additon of pepsin after 30-45 
minutes to facilitate more rapid degradation of the initial (54.5% 
B) intermediate.
3.5 Trvpsin digestion of MPll.
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Trypsin digestions of MPll were routinely carried out at 25- 
30 °C with a solution volume of 0.5-4.0 ml at pH 7.0-8.5. Solid 
NH^HCOg or concentrated NH^OH were used to adjust the solution pH. 
Trypsinization of commercial MPll (Sigma) in O.IM NH^HCO^ pH 8.6 
was monitored by HPLC analysis at 395 nm. After 14 hours 
approximately 95% of the MPll had been converted to MP8 on the 
basis of HPLC peak area estimations with only a very low amount of 
unreacted MPll detected (Fig. 3.5). Analysis of this reaction 
mixture after an additional 16 hours indicated that no further 
cleavage of the octapeptide chain by trypsin had occurred. It was 
found that addition of a second aliquot of trypsin 1-4 hours after 
initiation of reaction caused no discernible increase in the rate 
of MP8 formation.
In order to facilitate development of an optimized total 
enzymatic preparation of MP8 from cytochrome c (see Section 3.6) 
studies on the conversion of MPll solutions produced by pepsin 
treatment of cytochrome c were carried out. A full time course 
trypsinization at pH 8.5 of 500 ul of an unpurified MPll solution 
generated by pepsin digestion of cytochrome c at pH 2 is shown in 
Fig. 3.6. After approximately 6 hours, the peak height of MPll and 
MP8 were nearly equal. After 24 hours the reaction had proceeded 
to >95% conversion of MPll to MP8 on the basis of HPLC analysis of 
the product solution at 395 nm (Fig. 3.7). Analysis at 230 nm 
showed that the cleaved hydrophilic tripeptide fragment Val-Glu- 
Lys eluted before MP8, a second significant peak, possibly a 
dipeptide or single amino acid derived from this sequence was also 
noted (Fig. 3.7). It was apparent also that the relatively small 
quantity of haem-containing impurities generated in the formation 
of MPll from cytochrome c (Fig. 3.8) were degraded by trypsin 
(Fig. 3.8) and did not therefore need to be removed from the
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Fig. 3.6 Time-course HPLC analysis of the trypsin digestion of
MPll at pH 8.5 (monitored at 395nm; other conditions as 
section 3.2). Times after initiation of digestion are 
(a) 37, (b) 90, (c) 240, (d) 300, (e) 360 mins and
(f) 25 hrs.
~n-^
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F i g . 3,7 HPLC analysis at (a) 230nm and (b) 395nm of MP8 formed 
by the trypsin digestion of MPll,
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F i g . 3.8 HPLC analysis of (a) pepsin digestion of cytochrome c 
at pH 2 and (b) trypsin digestion of MPll at pH 8.5 at 
24 hours following initiation of the respective 
reactions 3‘î5'niv\
solution by a pre-trypsinization purification step. Purification 
of MPll by chromatography on a Biogel P6 column [32] to remove 
non-haem containing peptide fragments was found to have no 
discernible effect on the rate of conversion of MPll to MP8.
3.6 Optimized preparative procedure for MP8.
Based primarily on the data obtained in the preceding 
sections a highly optimized preparation of MP8 from cytochrome c 
in high yield (ca. 90%) and in <30 hours was developed. The 
resulting MP8 solution was approximately 98% homogeneous as 
measured by analytical HPLC at 395 nm. The procedure devised was 
as follows:
Cytochrome c (200 mg) was dissolved in 4 ml deionized water. 
Pepsin (5.5 mg) was dissolved in 100 ul deionized water and added 
to the cytochrome c solution. A 1 ul sample of the reaction 
mixture was withdrawn for HPLC analysis (43-63% B over 20 minutes, 
detection at 395 nm), The pH of the solution was lowered to 2.0 
±0.02 by addition of a small amount of 1-2 M aqueous HCl with 
rapid stirring to prevent localized regions of high acidity. The 
digestion mixture was then allowed to stand at 25°C.
After 30 minutes, 1 ul of the reaction mixture was withdrawn 
with a syringe for HPLC analysis (representative trace Fig 3.9) 
and near 100% conversion to the initial intermediate species was 
always indicated; a further 5.5 mg pepsin in 100 ul water was 
added to the remainder of the solution. HPLC analysis of 1 ul 
samples of the reaction mixture was carried out at ca. 30-60 
minute intervals for up to 3-5 hours following commencement of 
reaction.
After ca. 90 minutes, a typical HPLC trace showed the
cFig. 3.9 Major intermediate species formed in the pepsin
digestion of cytochrome c at pH 2. Detection at 395nm 
(other conditions as section 3.2). Marked are the 
relative elution positions of cytochrome c, (A), and 
MPll, (B).
presence of a series of at least 10 different haem-containing 
species. The reaction was monitored at 14 hours; typical analysis 
at this time indicated conversion of ca. 90% of the cytochrome c 
to MPll (Fig. 3.8). The pH of the final solution was generally in 
the range pH 3.0-3.2. It was found that addition of acid to reduce
the pH to ca. 2.0 followed by addition of a further aliquot of
pepsin did not improve the yield beyond 90%.
Trypsinization of MPll was initiated by raising the pH of the
pepsin digestion mixture containing predominantly MPll to pH 7.0- 
7.5, followed by addition of 7.5 mg trypsin in 400 ul water. The 
pH was then adjusted to pH 8.5 with concentrated NH^OH. The 
reaction mixture was allowed to stand for 8 hours at 30°C. An HPLC 
analysis of the digest was carried out after 1-2 hours to confirm 
that MP8 was being formed. The reaction had generally resulted in 
ca.95% conversion of MPll to MP8 (in terms of haem units) within 8 
hours.
Dilution of the trypsin digest to 30 ml was followed by 
addition of ca. 11.25 g (NH^)2S0^ to bring about precipitation of 
a dark red solid (MP8). Centrifugation for 10 minutes at 7000 rpm 
was carried out. The resulting solid material was separated from 
the pale orange supernatant and resuspended in 0.5 ml deionized 
water to give a concentrated solution (ca. 0.6 ml). This step 
removed hydrophilic non haem-peptide contaminants. Pooled 
supernatant was recentrifuged to maximize extraction of MP8.
Semi-preparative HPLC was used to purify the crude MP8. The 
concentrated MP8 solution (250 ul aliquots) was purified using a 
reversed-phase C18 column (see Section 3.2). The MP8 peak was 
collected as an aqueous acetonitrile solution in estimated purity 
>98% (Fig. 3.10). Overnight lyophilization yielded a dark brown
ir
Fig, 3.10 HPLC analysis of MP8 following injtial purification and 
lyophilization. Detection at (a) 395nm and (b) 230nm. 
Trace (c) shows ultra-purified MP8 used for all the 
spectrophotometric work in this thesis.
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solid which was routinely stored at 4°C. Ultrapurified MP8^ 
purity > 9 9 % y was used in all spectrophotometric work (Fig 3.10c) 
and was prepared by a further HPLC purification/lyophilization 
cycle
Amino acid analysis confirmed that the product was the haem- 
octapeptide MP8.
3.7. Discussion.
Development of HPLC gradient programmes for analysis of 
reaction mixtures containing cytochrome c, MPll, MP8 and haem- 
containing peptide intermediates enabled monitoring of (a) pepsin 
conversion of cytochrome c to MPll and (b) trypsinization of MPll 
to form MP8 as a function of time. Based on the results of these 
time-course studies it proved possible to define an optimized 
preparative procedure for producing high purity MP8 (>98%) in high 
yield (>90% in terms of haem units) from cytochrome c in < 30 
hours. The optimized procedure avoided the need to use either 
dialysis procedures, which tend to result in a reduction in yield 
through loss of a proportion of the product [41], or column 
chromatography procedures which are often of variable efficiency 
[32]. In addition, both dialysis and column chromatography are 
relatively time consuming operations in contrast to the relative 
rapidity of analysis and semi-preparative procedures based on use 
of HPLC.
Time-course HPLC monitoring of the pepsin digestion of 
cytochrome c was used to study the influence of (a) pH and (b) 
number of pepsin additions on the yield and rate of MPll 
formation. In agreement with the results of Peterson and coworkers 
[41] it was found that at pH 1.5 the conversion of cytochrome c to
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MPll produced a relatively poor yield (ca. 70%) of product and 
significant amounts of haem-containing impurities (Fig. 3.2.). 
Monitoring of the reaction at pH 2.6 indicated that the kinetics 
of the enzymatic digestion were very slow; carrying out the 
•reaction at pH 2.0 was found to result in both an acceptable rate 
of reaction and a high yield of MPll (Fig. 3.3).
The majority of the preparative procedures for MPll and MP8 
detailed in the literature have included addition of a second 
amount of pepsin at a specific time interval following 
commencement of the reaction [29,32,41,42]. The rationale proposed 
for the necessity of a second addition of pepsin has been the 
presence of pepsin inhibitors in commercial preparations of 
cytochrome c [29]. Data obtained in this study demonstrated the 
formation of a haem-containing intermediate in ca. 90% yield from 
cytochrome c within ca. 30 minutes of the initiation of 
pepsinization (detected at 54.5% Buffer B) (Fig. 3.9). Subsequent 
digestion of this species proceeded comparatively slowly in the 
absence of a further addition of pepsin; however, a much more 
rapid continuation of the digestion occurred on addition of a 
small amount of pepsin at this point. It is proposed, therefore, 
that the addition of a second quantity of pepsin is required due 
to the ability of ths intermediate (rather than an impurity 
present in the cytochrome c preparation) to act as a pepsin 
inhibitor.
Direct trypsinization of a cytochrome c/ pepsin digestion 
after:. 14 hours following elevation of the solution pH from ca. 2.0 
to ca. 8.5 with NH^OH resulted in conversion of nearly all of the 
MPll (and also the majority of haem-containing impurities) into 
MP8 (Fig. 3.5). The presence of non-haem-containing peptides in 
the pepsin digest did not appear to inhibit the reaction; however.
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no systematic study of the effect of purification of MPll on the 
rate of reaction was carried out, and Adams has recently reported 
a faster rate of trypsinization when purification of MPll is 
carried out [102]. Addition of a second quantity of trypsin had no 
apparent effect on the conversion of MPll to MP8. The majority of 
the non-haem-containing peptides were removed by the ammonium 
sulphate precipitation of crude MP8 after the digestion of MPll 
was complete; the remainder were removed by semi-preparative HPLC 
of the resuspended MP8. Column chromatography was thus avoided.
The preparative procedure developed in this study has 
recently been published [34]. Adams and coworkers have now further 
optimized this MP8 preparative procedure [102]. Pepsin digestion 
was carried out at 40°C rather than 25°C, resulting in a reported 
reduction of incubation time from ca. 14 hours to <2 hours. 
Ammonium sulphate precipitation was introduced prior to trypsin 
digestion of MPll at 40°C and was reported to significantly 
increase the rate of MP8 formation. The rate of trypsin conversion 
of MPll to form MP8 followed pseudo first order kinetics. A total 
duration of ca. 4 hours for preparation of MP8 was reported using 
this optimized procedure.
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CHAPTER 4 Reaction of ferroMPS with Tl-acceptor ligands
4.1 Introduction
The active site Fe^^/Fe^^ redox couple plays a key role in 
enabling haemoproteins to perform important physiological 
functions with a high degree of efficiency and specificity. The 
properties of this redox system are strongly influenced by the 
axial ligands and show additional dependence on the nature of 
amino acid side chains close to the active site. The reactive 
form of many haemoproteins such as Hb, Mb, cytochrome P450 and 
cytochrome a^ is the ferrous form; the resting or inactive state 
contains ferric iron. A great deal of work has been carried out on 
the synthesis and characterization of protein-free iron (II) 
porphyrin complexes as potential models of ferrous haemoproteins. 
This chapter describes relevant solution and ligand binding 
properties of the ferrous form of the haem octapeptide MP8 as a 
potential protein-free Hb or Mb model.
The ferric forms of Hb and Mb (metHb and metMb) are 
unreactive towards dioxygen. The iron is axially ligated by the 
proximal histidine of the polypeptide chain and by a water 
molecule on the distal face of the porphyrin ring [1]. Reduction 
of the met- form leads to expulsion of water and formation of a 5- 
coordinate deoxy form in which the iron is situated just outside 
the plane of the porphyrin ring [1]. The iron of deoxyHb and 
deoxyMb is high spin comprising four unpaired electrons (t2 g^eg^) 
and is highly reactive toward strong field ligands of ti-acceptor 
nature such as dioxygen and the physiological inhibitors CO, CN~ 
and NO [1]. Binding of any of these ligands leads to formation of 
a low spin 6-coordinate complex (t^^^) which contains a ligand to 
Fe bond and retrodative Fe dyr to ligand T)* bonding. The amino
acid structure of the haem environment in Hb and Mb promotes 
reversible binding of dioxygen by prevention of decomposition of 
HbOg or Mb 0 2  through a u-peroxide mechanism.
Valuable information on the mechanistic nature of dioxygen 
and Ti -acid binding to Hb and Mb binding has been obtained using
either protein-free iron (II) porphyrin complexes [103] as
haemoprotein models, or, more recently by specific site-directed 
mutagenesis of key residues in Hb or Mb [16,17]. In studies using 
the former approach the solution behaviour and chemistry of 
ligation of the model complexes has been determined and compared 
to the corresponding properties of the holoproteins. An ideal 
near-aqueous model of Hb or Mb should mimic the key features of Hb 
or Mb chemistry, such as (i) formation of a stable 5- coordinate 
ferrous complex with axial coordination by a nitrogenous base;
(ii) binding of dioxygen in a reversible manner; (iii) close 
resemblance of spectroscopic properties, in particular UV-visible 
and infra red/Raman band positions. The majority of models for Hb
and Mb reported to date fulfill some of these requirements
satisfactorily; however, most fail to satisfy all three criteria.
A number of high spin 5- coordinate ferrous haem complexes 
have been reported. These complexes have generally been formed by 
ligation of ferrous haem with a sterically hindered nitrogenous 
base such as 1,2-dimethyl imidazole [22-24] and have generally 
been found to bind dioxygen at low temperatures and in non-aqueous 
solvent conditions where irreversible oxidation of the iron 
porphyrin is disfavoured [104]. The UV-visible spectra of 5- 
coordinate ferrous haem complexes qualitatively resemble those of 
deoxyHb and deoxyMb, though the wavelengths of the individual 
bands can differ by up to 10 nm [105]. Infra red or Raman analysis
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of oxy- and carbonyl- iron (II) porphyrin complexes has enabled 
determination of the position of the ^Fe-C '^C-O ^odes
in many cases. Reliable determination of the 0-0 stretching mode 
of oxygenated haem or haemoproteins by either infra red or Raman 
•techniques has proven more difficult [106].
A major function of the distal His in Hb and Mb is hydrogen- 
bonding to coordinated dioxygen, as proposed by Pauling [107].
This type of interaction would be predicted to stabilise the 
localisation of negative charge on oxygen according to resonance 
stabilisation of FeOg^^ as Fe^^Og by partial superoxide formation 
as suggested by Weiss [108]. OxyMP8 has been prepared by Marques 
[67] by addition of a 15-20 fold excess of KO 2  to ferriMP8 in 
DMSO/DMF at -15°C adding support for this resonance structure in 
oxyhaems. Recent IR studies of E7-mutated carbonylHb [16] and E7- 
mutated Mb02 and MbCO [17] have provided evidence that (i) IR 
bands related to the Fe-C-0 unit of Hb are influenced by the 
polarity of the E7 residue [16] and (ii) the distal His of Mb has 
a dual role of promotion of oxygen binding by stabilisation of 
bound dioxygen by hydrogen bond formation, and reduction of 
affinity for CO by steric hinderance to linear Fe-C-O geometry 
[17].
The aims of this work were (i) to carry out a spectroscopic 
(UV-visible and infra red) analysis of the oxy- and carbonyl- 
complexes of ferroMP8 with a view to comparing the data with 
results reported for Hb and Mb. Such a comparison should indicate 
the extent to which the ferroMP8 complexes can be regarded as 
valid models of the holoprotein. UV-visible studies of ferroMP8 
have been reported by Marques [48,67] for MP8 and by Tsou [26,28] 
for the corresponding undecapeptide, MPll; (ii) to extend the 
study of oxy- and carbonyl- ferroMP8 to include complexation with
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cyanide anion under protic conditions; (iii) to investigate the 
effect of solvent polarity and composition on the coordination 
equilibria of ferroMPS and its carbonyl complex. Included in this 
chapter also is an investigation of the equilibrium between ferric 
MP8 and high concentrations of aqueous cyanide.
4.2 Relevant Methods.
Anaerobic conditions.
Studies of the coordination chemistry of ferroMPS were 
carried out under oxygen-free conditions to prevent rapid 
formation of oxy-MP8 and subsequent irreversible oxidation [48]. A 
nitrogen atmosphere was used for UV-visible studies. Solutions of 
ferriMPS in septum sealed 1 cm cuvettes were deoxygenated by 
passing a constant stream of nitrogen into the cuvette via a 
needle placed through the septum. A second needle acted as a 
bleed. For infra red work, a similar arrangement using septum 
seals on infra red liquid cells was used to achieve deoxygenation.
Infra Red Studies.
All experiments were carried out using a Perkin-Elmer 
Fourier Transform Infra Red Spectrometer (FTIR) equipped with a 
computer for data acquisition and analysis. A standard TGS 
detector or high resolution, liquid nitrogen cooled MCT detector 
with appropriate attenuation was used. A temperature controlled 
cell accessory was used for low temperature work. Infra red liquid 
cells with 0.1 mm KBr windows were used in all experiments.
Routine scanning conditions were either 2 or 4 cm”^ nominal 
resolution and between 8 and 50 repeat scans. Signal to noise 
ratio is reduced as a function of n^*^ where n is the number of 
scans carried out in a Fourier transform analysis. Higher
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resolution can therefore be obtained with multiple scanning.
The standard procedure for low temperature work (-15 to 
-20°C) was as follows: a solution of the ferroMPS complex (ca. 
•0.2-0.5 ml) was prepared by reduction of ferriMPS under anaerobic 
conditions followed by addition of the ligand. During this 
procedure the FTIR temperature cell unit containing the KBr liquid 
cell was precooled to <-20°C in a Dewar containing liquid 
nitrogen. The unit contained a thermocouple attachment to measure 
the cell temperature. The inner well of the unit was maintained 
with ice-salt mixtures to aid cooling. In order to prevent 
condensation of water onto the KBr windows a stream of dry 
nitrogen was directed onto both windows. Immediately prior to 
addition of sample, the cell was flushed with dry nitrogen for 2-3 
minutes.
A portion (50-100 ul) of the ferroMPS solution which had been 
pre-cooled on ice-salt to <-5°C was then injected into the IR cell 
through a septum using a Hamilton micro-syringe. The IR cell, 
contained in the temperature control unit, was transferred to the 
FTIR sample compartment under cooling. During spectral scanning 
the temperature of the cell was constantly monitored and was found 
to be stable within +1°C over the course of a typical 2-3 minute 
scan. Continual flushing of dry nitrogen over the KBr windows was 
maintained. Cells were routinely cleaned by withdrawal of sample 
solution under low vacuum, folowed by a minimum of 3 solvent 
washes.
Ambient temperature IR studies were carried out using 
standard techniques according to the general scheme outlined 
above. All IR spectra were recorded versus an air reference to 
avoid variations in the matching of KBr windows or cell
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temperature fluctuations. Analysis of spectra including generation 
of specific IR difference spectra was carried out on the dedicated 
computer.
Solvent Systems.
Two main types of solvent system were used in this work. 
Standard aqueous methanol buffer conditions (see Chapter 2) were 
used for studies of complexes of ferroMPS which were stable in 
protic media. For studies of oxyMPS non-aqueous conditions were 
required due to the tendency for polar solvents to promote 
irreversible decomposition of this complex [4S]. Solvent systems 
based on dimethyl acetamide (DMA) as the major component were 
selected to enable correlation of IR data with UV-visible data, 
since DMA lacks significant IR absorption in the region of 
1100 cm  ^ where the Vq _q band would be expected for oxyMPS by 
analogy with Hb and Mb [105]. Dimethyl sulphoxide (DMSO) and 
dimethyl formamide (DMF) were also used as solvent components.
4.3 UV-Visible Studies of FerroMPS Complexes.
4.3.1 Unliqated ferroMPS (deoxy).
FerroMPS was generated by anaerobic reduction of ferriMPS by 
the reducing agents sodium dithionite or sodium borohydride. The 
reaction was carried out in either aqueous methanol solution , pH 
7.5 or in DMA-based non-aqueous solvent systems. Reduction was 
accomplished by addition of 1 to 10 ul aliquots of either Na BH^ 
(50 mM in DMA) or Na2S20^ ( 0.5 M aqueous solution). FerriMPS 
exists in a monomeric aquo- form under the former conditions. A 
spectrophotometric study of ferriMPS in DMA solution was carried 
out in order to determine the aggregation state of MPS by Beer's 
law analysis. Serial dilutions of a 15 uM MPS solution were
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carried out and the corresponding absorbances at 400 nm measured.
A plot of the data is shown in Fig. 4.1
A linear relationship between a^QQ and [MP8] was found to 
•occur at MP8 concentrations < 7.5 uM ( the range used in 
subsequent spectroscopic studies). The gradient of the plot (which 
corresponds to the molar extinction coefficient at 400 nm of 
ferriMPS in DMA at 25°C) was found to be 1.20+ 0.01 xlO^ M ^ cm ^ . 
The linearity of the plot strongly suggests that ferriMPS is 
monomeric in DMA; the magnitude of the extinction coefficient 
suggests a mixture of 5- and 6- coordinate species based on the 
data in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1 Ferrihaemoprotein Soret Maxima and Molar Extinction 
Coefficients
Soret max ®Soret Coord N° Ref
(nm) (xlO‘V^otn"^>
Myoglobin (Aplysia) 398 0.9S 5 [109]
HR? 403 1.02 5 [110]
Haemoglobin (pH6.4) 405 1.79 6 [111]
MPS (aq. MeOH pH 7) 397 1.56 6 [32]
MPS (DMA) 400 1.20 5/6 TW
The UV-visible spectrum of ferroMPS in DMA consisted of a 
Soret band at 430 nm and a broad visible band at 553 nm (Fig.
4.2). This type of spectrum resembles closely those of deoxyHb, 
deoxyMb and a number of 5-coordinate iron (II) porphyrin complexes 
(Table 4.2) and indicates, therefore, that ferroMPS is present in 
a 5-cpordinate, high spin form in pure DMA. The presence of DMSO, 
which is a stronger field ligand than DMA, caused a change in the 
ferroMPS spectrum, with the Soret band located at 421-2 nm and two 
sharp visible bands at 522 and
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F ig. 4.1 Beer's law plot of Soret absorbance (at 400nm) versus 
concentration for micromolar MP 8 in DMA solution at 
25°C.
Table 4.2 UV-visible spectral data for Ferrous Haetns and 
Haemoproteins
Band Positions fnm) CN Ref
Soret
FerroMPS
(DMA) 430 553 5 TW
(l%DMSO/DMA)^ 422 522 551 6 TW
(20%aq.MeOH/phosphate) 412 520 549 6 TW
Deoxyhaemoglobin 434 556 5 [']
Deoxymyoglobin 430 555 5 CO
Mesohaem-Imidazole 422 550 5 Cisl
Protohaem-Methylimidazole 430 55S 5
Cytochrome c 417 520 550 6
Cytochrome bg 423 527 556 6
a no further change up to 50% DMSO
551-2 nm (Fig. 4.3). Comparison with the similar spectrum of 6- 
coordinate, low spin haemoproteins such as cytochromes c and b5 
strongly suggests that, in DMSO/DMA mixtures, ferroMPS is present 
as a 6-coordinate, low spin complex, presumably with DMSO acting 
as an axial ligand trans to the proximal histidine. Coordination 
of DMSO to an iron (II) porphyrin in DMF solution has been 
reported by Geibel [25]. Further evidence for coordination of DMSO 
was provided by the observation that addition of DMSO to a 
solution of ferroMPS in pure DMA caused conversion of the single 
broad visible band into two sharp bands
4.3.2 OxvMPS
The formation of oxyMPS was studied spectrophotometrically at 
25°C in pure DMA and in 5% (v/v) DMSO/DMA solution; these solvent 
systems have the important properties of (i) aprotic nature, and 
(ii) a window in the infra red at ca. 1150-1050 cm”^ where the 
Vq -o  of oxyMPS would be expected [106]. In addition
correlation of UV-visible data with IR data obtained 
in the same solvent system could be carried out (see Section 4.4)
Addition of dioxygen to ferroMPS under the above conditions
Fig. 4,2 (top)
Spectrum of (a) ferri- and (b) ferro­
MPS in DMA at 25°C under nitrogen. (\
X5
400 700nm
Fig. 4.3 (bottom)
x5
700400 nm
Spectrum of (a) ferri- and (b) ferro­
MPS in 1% (v/v) DMSO/DMA at 25°C under 
nitrogen
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resulted in formation of a typical 6-coordinate type spectrum 
consisting of bands at 413 (Soret), 537 and 570nm (Fig. 4.4). 
Continued monitoring of the Soret band indicated the occurence of 
relatively rapid decomposition of the initial complex formed on 
the basis of a steady decrease in Soret band intensity. This data 
is very similar to that reported for oxyMPS in 50:50 DMSO/DMF 
(413.5, 538 and 568nm) reported by Marques [48]; the initial 
spectrum was therefore assigned to oxyMPS.
4.3.3 CarbonvlMPS
Upon bubbling carbon monoxide through a deoxygenated solution 
of ferroMPS in DMA at 25°C for 2 minutes a spectrum consisting of
a sharp and intense Soret band at 414nm and 2 overlapping visible
s hbands at 533 and 561 nm was generated (Fig 4.5). The solution was 
bright red in colour. The band positions were slightly different
from those reported for carbonylMPS in 50% aqueous DMSO: 414.6,
ah
530 and 558 nm [48]. CarbonylMPS was found to be stable in air
for periods in excess of 20 minutes without discernible
disproportionation measured as potential absorbance change. 
Flushing dry nitrogen through a solution of MP8-CO immediately 
following its formation did not regenerate the spectrum of 
unligated ferroMPS.
4.3.4 Cyano-ferroMPS
The reaction between ferroMPS and CN~ was studied under the 
same solution conditions reported for ferriMPS viz. 20% (v/v) aq. 
MeOH/phosphate buffer [36]. Under anaerobic conditions a uM
solution of ferroMPS prepared by dithionite reduction was titrated
with a lOmM aqueous solution of KCN. Equilibrium was established 
within 30 seconds of each CN addition. The spectrum of the
Fig. 4 . 4  rt-opi
spectrum of MPS-O, in 1 % (v/v, DMSO/DMA
x5
400 700nm
x5
700400 nm
om,
Spectrum of MP8-C0 in DMA at 25°C
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solution was recorded at various concentrations of CN (Fig. 4.6). 
The final spectrum contained bands at 418, 523 and 552nm with 
isosbestics at ca. 410, 424, 504, 534, 547 and 559nm. Analysis of 
the Soret absorbance at 418nm as a function of [CN"] gave a value 
•of logK = 7.3 and n= 0.87 + 0.02 (Fig. 4.7), indicating the 
coordination of a single CN ligand.
4.4 Infra red studies of Oxv- and Carbonvl- MP8
Spectral analysis of solutions of unligated, oxy- and 
carbonyl-MP8 was carried out in DMA based solvent systems at 
either low (-15 to -20° C) or room temperature. Infra red bands 
related to the Fe-ligand moiety can be determined quantitatively 
by generation of difference spectra such as oxy- minus carbonyl- 
spectra [106,115]].
Oxv- or carbonvl- minus deoxv- difference spectra.
Subtraction of the deoxy-MP8 spectrum from either oxy- or 
carbonyl- spectra gave rise to an IR difference spectrum 
containing a large amount of noise. This finding can be attributed 
to changes in a large number of the vibrational modes of ferroMP8 
associated with formation of a low spin 6-coordinate complex (Fe 
in porphyrin plane) by ligation of O 2  or CO to a 5-coordinate high 
spin form of HP8 (Fe displaced out of plane). Potter and co­
workers noted a similar result for haemoproteins and interpreted 
their data in this manner [106].
Oxv- versus carbonvl- difference spectra.
Subtraction of the IR spectrum obtained for carbonyl MP8 from 
that of oxy-MP8 formed from the same original ferriMPS solution 
was carried out under a wide range of solvent and temperature 
conditions. Spectra were compared in the range 4000-450 cm"^.
Ix5
400 nm
Fig. 4.6. Representative spectra for titration of 4.0uM ferroMPS 
with CN in 20% (v/v) aqueous MeOH/O.OSM phosphate, pH 
7.5 at 25°C under nitrogen. CN concentrations weje: 
zero, 1 X 10 ^, 2 x 10 3 x 10 and 1.03 x 10 M
\C_J
0.5-
Log[CN J-0.5
-4.0-5.0
10^  X [cN J /m20
4.7 Analysis of spectrophotometric data for titration ofF
ferroMPS with CN (Conditions as Fig. 4.6)
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Careful analysis of the 1200-1000 cm”^ portion of this spectrum 
was carried out since this would be where the Vq _q  band would be 
predicted to occur (if infra red active) [103,106,115,116].
No distinct bands could be resolved above general noise 
between 1200-1000 cm ^ in oxy- versus carbonyl- spectra in DMA 
based solvent systems or in DMF between -15 and +25 °C. The IR 
window of DMA in this region is 1150-1050 cm ^ , which precludes 
detection of bands immediately outside this wavelength range. 
Certain individual difference spectra showed low intensity 
features of possible interest but these were not wholly 
reproducible and could not therefore be unambiguously assigned as 
the Vq _q  band.
Comparison of difference spectra in the range 2100-1800 cm ^ 
(Fig. 4.8) showed a clear symmetrical band at ca. 1950 cm"^
(Fig. 4.9). This band had an intensity which was significantly 
higher than background noise. On the basis of the close similarity 
of the position of this band with the corresponding bands of other 
haem-carbonyl complexes [103,115-117] this band was assigned to 
the C=0 stretching mode of carbonylMP8. The position of this band 
was found to show a dependence on the nature of the solvent 
(Table 4.3)
Table 4.3 Influence of Solvent on v ^q band Position
Solvent
DMA 1949
5%(v/v)DMSO/DMA 1953
DMF 1952
4.5 Reaction of ferriMPS with high fCN 1
Cyanide anion displaces the axial water molecule or hydroxyl
■ {
M P8 - O2 ---
MP8-C0
1
2000 1850cm
1949 cm
18502000 c m .
Fia. 4.8 (top) Comparison of infra red spectra of MP8-C0 and 
MP 8 -0 2 _in DMA at 25°C in the region 2100 - 
1800cm
Fij?. 4.9 (bottom) Infra red difference spectrum (MP8-C0 minus
MP 8 -O 2 ). Conditions as Fig. 4.8.
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group of MP8 with log K= 7.55 + 0.04 at 25°C in 20% (v/v) aqueous 
methanol [36]. The UV-visible spectrum was reported to have a 
Soret band at 410.5 nm below pH 12.5 which shifted to 413 nm at pH 
13.8. The present work was conducted at pH 12 in unbuffered 
aqueous solution.
A series of aqueous solutions were set up at pH 12 containing 
a uniform MP8 concentration of 9.3 uM and various concentrations 
of KCN ranging from 9 mM to 0.909 M. The solution containing 9 mM 
KCN aq. corresponded to pure cyanoMP8 on the basis of the reported 
logK value [36] and had bands at 410 (Soret) and 530 nm in 
agreement with this previous work. UV-visible spectra were 
recorded for all the solutions and overlaid to achieve a 
titration-type profile (Fig. 4.10). At high concentrations of KCN 
aq. the MP8 spectrum had bands at 419 nm and 538 nm. Quantitative 
analysis of the absorbance at 404 nm as a function of [CN*”] led to 
determination of log K 2  = 0.62 + 0.02 based on the equilibrium 
below. The approximate linearity of the analytical plot indicated 
that this equilibrium scheme is an accurate representation of the 
interaction between ferriMP8 and CN .
At pH 12,
His-MP8-0H + CN ---- > His-MP8-CN + OH K^
His-MP8-CN + CN ---- > CN -MP8-CN + His K%
4.6 Discussion
Spectroscopic data on a series of complexes of ferroMP8 with 
ligands of physiological relevance was obtained. A major aim of 
this work was to determine the extent to which ferroMP8 was able 
to accurately model UV-visible and IR properties of Hb and Mb in
0.44
300 500nm
Fla. 4.10 Representative spectra for titration of 9.3uM hydroxo 
MP8 by CN in 0.IM NaC 1 0 4 , pH 12 at 25°C. CN 
concentrations were: (a) zero, (b) 9.1 x 10 ,
(c) Ü.18M and (d) 0.91M
Fig. 4.11
Spectrum of 5uM ferroMP8 in 20% (v/v) 
aqueous MeOH/0.08M phosphate, pH 7.5 
at 25 C under nitrogen.
0.4^
x5
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aqueous or dipolar solution; the latter conditions may be regarded 
as being similar to the hydrophobic active site pocket of many 
haemoproteins.
A Beer's law plot of ferriMPS in DMA, the solvent used for 
much of this work, was linear indicating monomeric nature of the 
porphyrin (Fig. 4.1). The UV-visible spectrum of ferroMPS in the 
same solvent indicates that the complex is 5-coordinate in pure 
DMA (Fig. 4.2). The single broad visible band (533nm) is very 
similar to those of known 5-coordinate haem complexes 
[23,24,104,105] and closely resembles in its major features those 
of deoxyHb and deoxyMb both of which contain a pentacoordinate
haem group [If (Table 4.2).
The presence of DMSO in DMA solutions of ferroMPS caused 
formation of a species with bands at 421, 522 and 551nm which was 
typical of a low spin hexacoordinate haem complex (Fig. 4.3). The 
Soret band was blue-shifted by 9nm relative to its position in 
DMA, in addition to the presence of two sharp visible bands. It 
can be concluded that ferroMPS is 6-coordinate in DMSO/DMA 
solutions where the concentration is l%(v/v) or higher. No 
experiments at lower DMSO concentrations were performed. The blue 
shifts of S-9nm measured in the Soret band position in DMSO/DMA
versus DMA are of a similar magnitude to those reported by Collman
and coworkers for iron (II) 'pocket'-type porphyrins [IIS].
FerroMPS appears to exist in a predominant 6-coordinate form 
in .20% (v/v) aq. MeOH phosphate solution based on its UV-visible 
spectrum (bands at 412, 520 and 549nm) as shown in Figure 4.11.
The Soret band in polar MeOH-water solution was 9nm to the blue 
side of its position in less polar dilute DMSO solutions in DMA. 
This difference may reflect enhanced electrostatic interactions
involving the haem group in polar solution as proposed by Romberg 
and Kassner [105]. In DMA solution ferroMPS has a very similar UV- 
visible spectrum to deoxy- Hb and -Mb. In polar solution, however, 
the pentacoordinate form of ferroMPS is unstable with respect to 
.axial ligation by solvent.
Equilibration of ferroMPS with dioxygen led to formation of 
oxyMPS (413, 537 and 570nm) shown in Figure 4.4; reaction with CO
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resulted in generation of carbonylMPS (414, 533 and 561 nm), 
Figure 4.5. In contrast to the relative stability of carbonylMPS 
the oxy- complex was foWnd to undergo rapid and irreversible 
decomposition at 25°C as reported by Marques [4S]. In the UV- 
visible spectra of both the oxy- and carbonyl- complexes the molar 
extinction coefficient of the JZ band exceeded that of the o< band 
(Figs. 4.4 and 4.5). In contrast the reverse relationship was 
observed for the cyanide complex of ferroMPS in polar aqueous MeOH 
solution (Fig. 4.6). The spectra of all three complexes clearly 
represent 6-coordinate low spin species. The differing visible 
spectra of oxy- and carbonyl- versus the corresponding spectrum of 
cyano-ferroMPS may reflect the strength of the retrodative d -T} 
bonding present in the former two molecules; this back-bonding 
would be much weaker in the cyanide complex due to the formal 
negative charge on CN .
The UV-visible data obtained for oxy- and carbonyl- MPS is 
compared with values reported for the corresponding oxy- and 
carbonyl- complexes of Hb and Mb in Tables 4.4 and 4.5 
respectively. The spectrum of oxyMPS (Fig. 4.4) closely
Table 4.4 UV-visible data for Haem-Carbonvl Complexes
Band position (nm)
Soret
HbCO (human) 419 540 569 [1]
MbCO (sperm whale) 423 542 579 [1]
HRP-CO 423 542 572 [119]
MPS-CO (DMA) 414 533 561®^ TW
MPS-CO (50%aq. DMSO) 414.6 530 55S®^ [4S]
Table 4.5 UV-visible data for Haem-Oxvoen Complexes
Band
Soret
position (nm)
o< Ref
HbOg (human) 415 541 577 [1]
Mb 0 2  (sperm whale) 41S 543 5S1 [1]
HRP-Og 417 543 577 [119]
MPS-Og (5% DMSO/DMA) 413 537 570 TW
MPS-Og (50% DMSO/DMF) 413.5 53S 56S [4S]
resembles that of oxyHb and oxyMb in its major features and 
relative band intensities. The wavelength of the oxyMPS bands are 
blue shifted by 2-11 nm compared to the holoproteins; this may 
be a consequence of the presence of haem c in MPS compared to haem 
b in the proteins coupled with the effect of the apoprotein 
structure surrounding the haem group in the proteins The carbonyl 
spectra of MPS Hb and Mb are relatively similar; in the visible 
region close resemblance with the corresponding oxy- spectra is 
apparent. The Soret bands of the carbonyl derivatives of MPS, Hb 
and Mb are significantly sharper and more intense compared to the 
Soret maxima of the corresponding oxygenated complexes.
Infra red analysis of the oxy- and carbonyl- forms of MPS 
enabled determination of the v^^ band of the latter at 1949 cm~^ ( 
in DMA solution) by MPS-CO minus MPS-Og difference spectra 
(Fig. 4.9). Subtraction of the unligated ferroMPS spectrum from
that of either the carbonyl- or oxy- species resulted in a noisy 
difference spectrum from which accurate determination of band 
positions was difficult. This finding implies that there are 
significant structural and electronic differences between low spin 
6-coordinate MPS-Og or MP8-CO and the apparently 5-coordinate high 
spin form of ferroMPS present in DMA. Potter and co-workers 
reported an analogous finding in an infra red analysis of oxy-Hb 
and oxyMb [106]. The identification of the band at ca. 1950 cm~^ 
for MPS-CO as the vibrational mode was based on (i) the 
reproducibly highly symmetrical and intense nature of the band 
(indicating that it is not a noise-derived artefact) (ii) the 
wavelength of the band; this falls precisely in the region where 
the VçQ mode is found for other haems and haemoproteins (Table 
4.6) and (iii) the absence of this band in the IR spectrum of 
oxyMPS.
Table 4.6 Comparison of position of CO stretching band for 
Ferrous Haems and Haemoproteins
Vco / cm" Ref
MPS . (DMA) 1949 TW
Hb (bovine) 1951 [115]
Mb (bovine) 1944 [115]
Fe(II)PPDME 1960 [120]
N-methylimidazole-protohaem-CO 196S [121]
Cyt c peroxidase (pH S.2) 194S [122]
Cyt c peroxidase (pH 7.0) 1922 [122]
Cyt P450 (P.Putida) 1940 [123]
Free CO 2143 [124]
A careful analysis was made of the 550-450 cm~^ region of 
the IR difference spectrum leading to confirmation of a lack of an 
infra red active Fe-C or Fe-O mode. For haems containing a trans 
nitrogenous base both Fe-C and Fe-0 modes have been reported to be 
Raman active in this frequency region but infra red inactive 
[117,125,126]. On the basis of the equation (see below) derived by
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Li and Spiro [117]
Vpe-C = 1935 - 0.73v ^q
to relate experimentally determined and Vpg.Q frequencies for 
haem complexes and haemoproteins the mode would be predicted
to occur in the 515 -510 cm ^ region of the Resonance Raman 
spectrum of MP8-CO, though this has yet to be verified 
experimentally.
It can be seen from Table 4.6 that the v^^ mode of MP8-C0 is 
very similar to those of HbCO and MbCO but differs from those of 
cytochrome c peroxidase at low pH and P. putida cytochrome P450, 
where the proximal ligands have higher anionic character. It can 
therefore be concluded that the proximal histidine of MPS-CO has a 
relatively low degree of anionic character similar to MbCO and 
HbCO.
Analysis of the MPS-O 2  minus MPS-CO difference spectrum 
failed to identify a potential v ^ ^  band even at -15 °C where MPS- 
O 2  is known to have a half life of ca. 300 minutes [48]. For 
haemoproteins containing a nitrogenous base trans to the 
coordinated dioxygen molecule the v ^ ^  mode has been found to be 
infra red active and Raman inactive [125] and is located between 
ca. 1200-1100 cm  ^ in the infra red (Table 4.7). The inability to 
unambiguously determine a Vq_q band in DMA or DMA/DMSO solution 
may result from one or more of several factors including (i) 
masking of the band by solvent related absorbance (DMA has a IR 
window between 1150-1050 cm ^), (ii) masking by extensive 
vibrational coupling [106], (iii) low band intensity (Maxwell and 
co-workers reported a relative band intensity of 0.1 for the Vq_q 
and V ç Q  bands of the corresponding complexes of Hb and Mb [115],
r s
(iv) problems related to the inherent instability of oxygenated 
protein-free haem complexes. Watanabe and co-workers used argon 
matrices at 15K to obtain reliable Vq _q  data [127,128].
Table 4.7 Comparison of position of 0=0 Stretching band for 
Ferrous Haems and Haemoproteins
''0=0 / IR/Raman Ref
HbOg (human) 1107 IR [115,129]
MbOg (bovine) 1103 IR [115,129]
Oxy-cytochrome P450 1140 Raman [125]
(P.Putida)
Fe(TpivPP)(N-Me Imid) 1159 IR [103]
Fe(TPP)-02 at 15K 1195, 1106 IR or Raman [126,127]
Based on previous data reported for oxy-haems [13] it seems 
highly improbable that the Fe-O-O unit would adopt a linear 
geometry (unlike the preference for linear Fe-C-O bonding 
[130,131] and thus give rise to a significantly shifted band
position compared to HbOg and MbOg, where the Fe-O-O unit is bent 
[14,15]. Inactivity in the infra red and corresponding Raman 
activity also appears improbable based on all available data on 
Vq-o bands for haems and haemoproteins (Table 4.7) [125]. Potter 
and co-workers outlined many of the difficulties encountered in 
accurate and reliable determination of the ^q _q  mode of oxy-haems 
[106]. In the absence of further experimentation in other non- 
aqueous solvent systems, low band intensity or masking of the band 
by solvent or via vibrational coupling appear to offer the most 
likely explanation for the data obtained in this study.
FerroMPB reacted with cyanide anion to form a low spin 6- 
coordinate complex with a characteristic dual banded visible 
spectrum (Fig. 4.6). The spectrum closely resembled that of ferro 
MPll-CN reported by Tsou [26]. The log K value of 7.32 is
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remarkably similar in magnitude to that reported for coordination 
of cyanide to ferriMPS (log K = 7.55) [36]. This observation can 
be rationalised in terms of significantly increased d -7] * back- 
bonding in the ferrous complex enabling reduction of the negative 
charge on the iron [132].
Reaction of ferriMPS with excess CN led to formation 
of a complex with a UV-visible spectrum significantly different 
from that of MP8-CN (Fig. 4.10). Addition of CN to MP8-CN was 
characterized by logK = 0.62 + 0.02, indicating that the proximal 
histidine of ferriMPS is not readily displaced even by a strong 
field ligand. In this case unfavourable electrostatic interactions 
between the two trans cyanide anions would be expected to result 
in a low logK.
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Chapter 5. Coordination of MP8 by Nitrogenous Bases.
5.1 Introduction.
Histidine occupies one of the axial coordination sites of the 
haèm prosthetic group in the majority of the haemoproteins which 
have been characterized to date, including myoglobin [133], 
haemoglobin [134], peroxidase [2] and cytochrome c [3] and 
ligates the haem iron through one of the nitrogen atoms of the 
imidazole side chain. Certain haemoproteins contain nitrogenous 
bases in both axial positions; examples are histidine-lysine 
coordination in cytochrome f [5] and the proposed alkaline form of 
cytochrome c [135,136], and bishistidyl coordination in 
cytochrome b^ [4] and other b cytochromes.
In order to develop a fuller understanding of the nature of 
this ubiquitous coordinating interaction in haemoprotein active 
sites, many studies of the ligation of simple ferric porphyrin 
complexes by nitrogenous bases particularly imidazole have been 
carried out using a variety of spectroscopic techniques including 
NMR [50,56,137-9]], ESR [45,60,140], UV-visible spectrophotometry 
[19,42,43,57,58,92,142-5] and Mossbauer spectroscopy [146,147].
Results from this type of study may be used to derive 
information on a number of aspects of haem-nitrogenous base 
interactions; these include (i) the distribution of electronic 
charge in the Fe-N band which is a reflection of the combined 
contributions of o' and T) orbital overlap between the iron atom 
and the nitrogen atoms; (ii) the stereochemical configuration of 
the haem-base interaction, i.e. whether the complex contains an 
axial Fe-N bond or whether the complex is a coplanar molecular 
adduct; (iii) the nature of any secondary interaction accompanying
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primary ligation, such as hydrogen-bonding involving the axial 
ligand, T1 -T1 interactions between the porphyrin ring and aromatic 
bases or general hydrophobic bonding between apolar groups of the 
base and the porphyrin ring; (iv) the pH dependence of the 
• formation of haem-nitrogenous base complexes; this information is 
often of relevance to the observed pH dependence, reactivity and 
spectroscopic behaviour of haemoproteins, e.g. the alkaline 
transition of cytochrome c.
A major limitation in the modelling of haem-nitrogenous base 
interactions has proved to be the lack of water soluble iron 
porphyrin complexes which are monomeric in the pH range of 
interest and permit study of the addition of a single nitrogenous 
base. Such complexes are an essential requirement for a detailed 
study of both the primary ligation equilibrium and weaker 
secondary non-bonding interactions (e.g.Tl-T) , or hydrophobic) 
under conditions of true physiological relevance. Comparatively 
few iron porphyrin complexes have been reported to exist in 
monomeric form in aqueous solution. For instance, haemin dissolves 
in aqueous alkaline solution above pH 8 in a dimeric form [94]; 
addition of nitrogenous bases leads to formation of 2 molecules of 
monomeric bis-ligated haemin [94,141]. MP8 is monomeric in aqueous 
solution and contains a strong field axial ligand (histidine) 
[32,33] and can therefore be used to derive quantitative 
data on the ligation of haem by one molecule of a nitrogenous 
base.
:.The coordination of individual nitrogenous bases including 
pyridine [45,50,56] imidazole [42,43,45,55,96], aniline 
[57,58] and ammonia [148] to haem peptide complexes including
MP8 has been studied by a number of workers, though no systematic 
survey of the coordination of a range of nitrogenous bases to a
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single haemoprotein model has yet been reported. Pyridine binds to 
MP8 at pH 7.5 to form,a low spin complex [56] (K = 103 M ^ ). NMR 
studies of the MP8-Py complex have demonstrated that pyridine is 
axially ligated to the iron [56]. The binding constant of MP8 
for aniline has been measured to be 21.7 M ^ at 30°C and pH 12 [58], 
whilst the strength of binding of fluoro-substituted aniline 
to MP8 at pH 7.2 in 50% ethylene glycol was found to be highly 
dependent on the position of the fluorine atom on the benzene ring 
[ 24]. A pH independent binding constant of logK = 3.34 has been 
obtained for coordination of MP8 by ammonia in 20% aq. MeOH [148]
The redox chemistry and pH dependent behaviour of the 
imidazole, pyridine and ammonia complexes of MP8 and MPll were 
studied by Harbury and Loach [42,43]]. In MP8-Imid and MP8-NHg a 
single oxidation-linked proton ionization with pKa 11 was 
determined, attributed to ionization of the proximal histidine. No 
corresponding study was made of the MP8-Py complex. The redox 
potential of MP8-Imid and MP8-Py were found to differ by ca. 105 
mV [42,43,60] compared with a difference of ca. 300 mV for the 
corresponding haemin complexes [60]. The high strength of the 
Imid-Fe bond in MP8-Imid, reflects strong Fe-N (T-interaction which 
compensates for retrodative d-IV interactions [45], and appears to 
confer relative stability on the redox potential of MP8-L complexes 
with respect to changes in L.
MP8 can be used to derive information on the nature of the 
complexes formed by haem groups and the aromatic amines aniline 
and pyridine. Two alternative conformations may be considered: 
axial ligation of Fe by nitrogen or coplanar adduct formation. 
Aniline is known to form donor-acceptor complexes with intact 
haemoproteins, such as horseradish peroxidase (logk = ca. 1.8
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[149]) on the basis of UV-visible spectroscopic studies. Adams and 
co-workers have carried out extensive studies of the para- 
hydroxylation of aniline by alkaline haemin in the presence of 
oxygen and NADH (reduced nicotine adenosine dinucleotide) by 
monitoring the kinetics of spectrophotometric changes and oxygen 
consumption during the course of the reaction with and without 
inhibitors present [143-5]. It was concluded that two molecules 
of aniline bound to the tetrapyrrole ring system of haemin by 
coplanar bonding. It was suggested that pyridine axially ligated 
haemin, thus causing inhibition of oxygen binding to the iron.
Direct experimental evidence for the axial coordination of 
pyridine to haemoprotein model complexes has been obtained by NMR 
[50,56,137] studies of solutions of haemin in aqueous pyridine and 
by single-crystal ESR studies of low spin ferric porphyrin 
complexes [140]. Similarly histidylimidazole is known to 
coordinate both haemoproteins [1-5] and iron porphyrins 
[114,150,151] via axial ligation.
The study of coordination of amino acids to MP8 or to other 
ferric porphyrins has not been reported, with the exception of a 
few individual cases involving one or two amino acids only 
[20,48,152]. This type of investigation of considerable potential 
interest since coordination of the amino group to the iron ensures 
preferential location of a potentially hydrophobic group (e.g. 
phenyl ring in phenylalanine; alkyl group in leucine) or 
hydrophilic group (e.g. GuaH^ of arginine), in close proximity to 
the tetrapyrrole T\ -system of the haem group, thus enabling the 
study of weak secondary interactions in aqueous solution. Study 
of such interactions is generally difficult in aqueous solution 
since many of the groups of interest (e.g. PhH, indole) are only 
sparingly soluble in water.
No systematic studies of the interaction between amino acids 
and haemoprotein model complexes in aqueous solution have been 
reported. A semi-quantitative study on the interaction of haem c 
.and MP8 with various amino acids and peptides was carried out by 
Nanzyo and Sano [20]; the wide range of pH conditions 
and absence of any correction for K-amino pKa employed in this 
work appears to have prevented a comparative quantitative analysis 
of the data. Qualitative spectrophotmetric work on the interaction 
of haematoporphyrin with various amines and amino acids at pH 9 
was reported by Heathcote and coworkers [152]. Reversible 1:1 
complexes were reported with Trp and Arg, but not with Gly, Ala or 
NHg. Aoyama and coworkers have reported selectivity in the two- 
site interaction of synthetic napthol-substituted rhodium 
porphyrin complexes with various amino acids and amino esters 
[153]. Infra red evidence for secondary interaction of a hydrogen- 
bonding nature accompanying the primary NH 2 ~Fe ligation was 
obtained.
The specific aim of the studies reported in this chapter was 
to use the protein-free aqueous haemoprotein model, MP8, to gain 
information on the following interactions:
(1) axial ligation of Fe by aliphatic amines as potential models 
for coordination of Lys.
(2) weak interaction of the porphyrin ring of MP8 with aromatic, 
alkyl or polar groups using the Fe-NH 2  coordination of amino 
acids as a molecular anchor for fixing the side chain in close 
proximity to the porphyrin ring.
(3) axial ligation versus coplanar donor-acceptor interaction in 
the reaction of aniline and pyridine with protein-free haem.
(4) the influence of the trans ligand on the pKa of the proximal
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histidine ligand of MP 8 .
(5) general investigation of the influence of the molecular 
structure of amines and amino acids on the UV-visible 
spectrum and logK of the corresponding MP 8  complexes.
5.2 Relevant Methods.
Aqueous solutions of amines.
The Soret band position of MP 8 -amine complexes was determined 
using a 1 0 % (v/v) aqueous solution of the amine at the appropriate 
pH. Pure amine (1 ml) was dissolved in deionised water (ca. 7 ml). 
A small volume of conc. HCl was used to adjust the pH of the 
solution to the required value before the total volume was made 
up to 10 ml with deionised water. Successive aliquots (50 ul) of 
the amine solution were added to a uM solution of MP 8  buffered at 
the appropriate pH until no further change in Soret band position 
occurred, which indicated full complexation of MP 8  by the amine.
pKa determinations.
Successive additions of aqueous NaOH (1-2 5 ul) were made to 
250 ml of a ca. 1.8 uM MP 8  solution in 20% (v/v) aqueous MeOH 
maintained at 25 °C in a circulating water bath. The MP 8  solution 
contained 0.1 M NaClO^ to ensure minimization of changes in ionic 
strength and ca. 0.5 M amine. A pH electrode was kept immersed in 
the solution, which was stirred continuously. After equilibration 
of the pH of the solution following each successive addition of 
aquebys NaOH (typical equilibration time was 5-10 minutes) a 10 ml 
aliquot of the solution was withdrawn by pipette and transferred 
to a 4 cm pathlength cuvette. The Soret band absorbance was 
measured versus a reference cell containing buffer. A stable 
absorbance reading was always obtained within 30 seconds. The 10
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ml aliquot of solution was subsequently returned to the bulk 
solution prior to the addition of the next aliquot of alkali. The 
Soret absorbance (corrected for dilution) at a fixed wavelength 
was thus determined as a function of pH. Spectra (300 - 700nm) 
wete recorded at regular intervals during the titration . The 
final overall volume change was always less than 1 % of the 
starting volume. Absorbance values were corrected for dilution 
prior to analysis.
pKa values were determined by plotting log([MH]/ [M~]) against 
pH, where MH and M are the protonated and deprotonated forms of 
the complex respectively obtained directly from the measured 
absorbance changes. The gradient of this plot is equal to the 
number of ionizing protons whilst the pH axis intercept gives the 
pKa value.
5.3 Results.
5.3 Coordination of simple amines.
(a.) Qualitative spectral features.
The position of the Soret band of MP 8 -amine complexes at pH 
8.75 in 20% (v/v) MeOH and at pH 13 was determined for a range of 
simple amines and the data summarized in Table 5.1. The results 
obtained indicated that all the amines studied, with the exception 
of Et^NHycoordinated to MP 8  as shown by shifts of 5-9 nm in the 
position of the Soret band to higher wavelengths. At pH 8.75
aliphatic amines and pyridine formed complexes with & of
403.5-404 nm whereas aromatic amines such as aniline and
benzylamine caused an additional 2-2.5 nm shift to a A ofmax
405.5-406 nm. Similar behaviour was observed at pH 13.
8 r
Table 5.1 Soret Maxima of MP8-Amine Complexes
Amine Soret maximum (nm)
p H 8.75 p H 13.0
Aniline 406 408.5
Pyridine 403.5 406
EtNHg 403.5
PhCHgNHg 405.5 409
n-BuNHg 403.5
Cyclohexylamine 404 408
NH 3  403.5 406
EtgNH no apparent coordination
Key - = not determined
(b) Binding constants.
The binding constants of n-BuNMg, PhCH 2 NH 2 , aniline and 
pyridine with respect to coordination to MP 8  in 20% (v/v) aqueous 
MeOH/phosphate buffer at pH 7.5 were determined. The resultant 
spectra obtained indicated that the iron was low spin,
6 -coordinate (Fig. 5.1). The observed equilibrium constants for 
coordination of n-BuNH 2  and PhCH^NMg to MP 8  were corrected for 
protonation of the amino group (pKa = 10.66 and 9.35, respectively 
[154]). Aniline and pyridine are almost completely unprotonated at 
pH 7.5. (respective pKa values are 4.6 and 5.2 [154]. LogK values 
for coordination of neutral amines to aquo-MP 8  are reported in 
Table 5.2.
Table 5.2 Binding Constants for MP 8 -Amine Complexes
Amine LogK Ref
Aniline 2 . 6 7 + 0 . 0 1  TW
Pyridine 2.73 ±  0.02 TW
n-BuNH 2  4 . 4 1 + 0 . 0 1  TW
PhCH 2 NH 2  4 . 6 5 + 0 . 0 3  TW
NH 3  3.40 [148]
u u
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Fig. 5.1
Representative spectra for titration of 
5.3uM MPS with (a) PhCH2 NH 2 and (b) PhNH] 
in 20% (v/v) aq. MeOH/G.OSM phosphate, 
pH 7.5 at 25°C
(a) PhCH2 NH 2 concentrations : 0, 2.4 x 10 
6.0 X 10-a, and 1.58 x 10 ^ M
(b) PhNH 2 concentrations: 0, 1.1 x 10 , 
4.4 X 10"^ and 4 . 4 x 1 0  M
-3
X5
300 nm 700
5.4 pH Dependence of Binding of Pyridine and Aniline
The equilibrium constant for coordination of aquoMPS by 
unprotonated pyridine or aniline was determined as a function of 
pH'. Experimental values were corrected to corresponding. K
values for coordination of neutral amine to aquoMPS using the pKa 
value of 8.9 for the aquo- to hydroxo- conversion of MPS in 20% 
aq. MeOH [32]. Protonation constants for pyridine and 
aniline are 5.2 and 4.6 respectively [154].
Two series of logK determinations using (a) aqueous buffer 
and (b) aqueous methanol buffer conditions were made for binding 
of pyridine by MPS. In 20% (v/v) aqueous MeOH between pH 7.5 and 
10 containing an appropriate buffer logK was determined at the 
following pH values: 7.5, 8.45, 9.2 and 10.0, (Table 5.3)
function of pH
pH
Aoueous buffer
Lo o k
20% acr. MeOH/buffer
7.50 2.73 + 0.02
8.45 - 2.82 + 0 . 0 2
9.20 - 3.05 + 0.01
1 0 . 0 0 4.00 + 0.04 3.65 + 0.06
1 1 . 0 0 3.88 + 0.09 -
1 2 . 0 0 4.59 + 0.02
Between pH 7.5 - 10.0 the Soret band of the MP 8 -Py complex 
was found to be invariant of pH and located at 403.5nm. In a 
second series of titrations logK for the reaction of aquoMP 8  with 
pyridine was determined in aqueous buffer at pH 10, 11 and 12 
using a value of 8.2 for conversion of aquo- to hydroxo- MP 8  [33]. 
The value of logK at the different pH values is shown in Table
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5.4. Between pH 10 - 11 logK was approximately unchanged; in the 
pH range 11 - 12 it was found to increase substantially indicating 
that a proton ionization occurs in this region (see Section 5.5).
function of pH in aoueous solution
pH L o o k
7.50 2.67 ±  0.01 (20% aq. MeOH/buffer)
1 0 . 0 0 4.20 + 0.03
1 1 . 0 0 4.14 + 0.01
1 2 . 0 0 4.78 ±  0.04
A parallel series of logK determinations in aqueous solution 
between pH 10 - 12 were made for the binding of aniline by MP 8 .
The data is summarized in Table 5.4. The variation in logK as a 
function of pH was found to closely resemble that measured for 
pyridine and similarly suggested a pKa between 11 - 12. In view of 
these findings for Py and aniline pH titrations of selected MP 8 - 
amine complexes were carried out (Section 5.5).
5.5 pH titration of MP 8 -Amine Complexes
. The spectrophotometric behaviour of 1.8uM MP 8  in 20% (v/v) 
aqueous MeOH containing 0.5M amine (pyridine, aniline or NH^fas 
NH^Cl)) and O.lM NaClO^ was studied as a function of pH using the 
method described in Section 5.2. An amine concentration of 0.5M 
was calculated to be sufficient for ca. 100% formation of MP 8 - 
amine complexes over the range pH 8  - 13 based on the logK values 
determined in Section 5.3 or reported by coworkers [33,148]
fay MP8rNH]
The absorbance of a solution of MP 8 -NHg at 404nm was measured 
as a function of pH over the range pH 9 - 13. At pH 9.09 bands 
were observed at ca. 350, 403.5, 530 and 560®^; at pH 12.33 these
9/
bands had shifted to 352, 405, 534 and 565. Isosbestic points at 
372, 408, 503 and 552nm were observed. The fall in absorbance at 
404nm (corrected for dilution) was consistent with ionization of a 
single proton (n = 0.94) with a pKa of 11.9 (Fig. 5.3 and 
Table 5.5)
Table 5.5 pKa of Proximal Histidine Ligand in MP 8 -X Complexes
Trans ligand X pKa Ref
NH 3  11.9 TW
Pyridine 11.2 TW
Aniline 11.8 TW
o h " 10.5 [33]
Imidazole 12.9 [55]
CN" >13.5 [36]
Free imidazole 14.4 [155]
(h) MP 8 -Aniline
The variation of absorbance at 406nm with pH in the range pH 
8.3 - 12.8 was measured for a solution of MP 8 -PhNH 2 • At pH 7.5 the 
spectrum of the complex consisted of bands at ca. 350, 406, 524 
and 560^^nm; at pH 12.26 bands at ca. 351, 408.5, 528 and 566^^nm 
were present. A set of isosbestics at ca. 383, 410, 469 and 528nm 
were obtained. A plot of the data is shown in Figure 5.2. The major 
feature of the plot was an approximately symmetrical fall in 
absorbance in the region pH 1 0  - 1 2 . 6  which corresponded on 
analysis to a single (n = 1.1) proton-linked ionization with a pKa 
of 11.8 (Fig. 5.3 and Table 5.5). A small inflexion centred at 
about pH 10.3 was noted on the graphical plot.
(c Y MP 8 -Pvridine
The band positions in the UV-visible spectrum of MP 8 -pyridine 
shifted from 351, 403, 523 and 556®^nm at pH 7.9 to 352, 406, 529 
and 562nm at pH 12.09 with isosbestics at ca. 378, 410, 503 and
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Fia. 5.2 pH titration profiles of the (a) PhNH 2 and (b) pyridine 
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563nm. A plot of absorbance at 403nm versus pH showed a two 
component fall in a^g^ consisting of a major component in the 
region pH 10.3 - 12.8 accompanyed by a smaller component centred 
on ca. 10.1 (Fig. 5.2). On the assumption that the data 
.represented two overlapping proton-linked ionizations 
(characterized by pKa's of pKa^ and pKa 2  respectively) 
extrapolation was carried out in order to obtain an a ^ v a l u e  for 
pKa^ and a value of a^ for pKa 2 . Graphical analysis using the 
extrapolated values enabled confirmation of pKa 2  = 1 1 . 2  for the 
second ionization (Fig. 5.3); insufficient data was available for 
determination of an accurate value of pKa^
5.6 Coordination of MPS by Amino Acids
The reaction of MPS with a series of amino acids in 20% (v/v) 
aqueous MeOH phosphate buffer at pH 8.75 was studied. The amino 
acids used were Gly, Arg, Val, Leu, Ala, Phe and Trp. Gly was 
chosen as the reference amino acid (side chain, H ) ; Arg contains a 
GuaH^ side chain which may interact with haem propionates or the 
porphyrin ring (see chapter 7); Val, Leu and Ala were of interest 
to probe possible porphyrin-alkyl group interactions; Phe and Trp 
contain aromatic side chains which may interact with the ^ -system 
of the porphyrin ring via donor-acceptor interaction. Studies of 
the complexation of Glu and Asp with MP 8  were prevented by the low 
aqueous solubility of these amino acids. Amino acids which 
contained side chains that were capable of competing with the ex­
amine group for the axial ligation site of MP 8  (e.g. Cys, Lys and 
His) were excluded from the study. values for coordination of
each of the amino acids were measured and UV-visible spectra 
recorded.
All the amino acid complexes of MP 8  studied exhibited a
95
typical 6 -coordinate low spin spectrum [33,36] with bands 
at 350, 403-406 and 525nm (Fig. 5.4). Absorbance changes were 
established ca. instantaneously and clear isosbestic points were 
obtained in all titrations. Two independent sources of alanine 
were used in this work to confirm the unexpectedly low value of 
logK for formation of MP 8 -Ala.
Table 5.6 Interaction of MP 8  with L-Amino Acids
Amino Acid pKa* LoaK S. D. n S.D. soret/”™
Glycine 9.6 3.46 0 .09 0.91 0.04 403
Alanine 9.7 2.89 0 .07 0.84 0.06 403
Arginine 9.0 3.50 0 .04 0.95 0.04 405
Valine 9.6 3.73 0 .08 1.06 0.03 403
Leucine 9.6 3.99 0 .03 1.03 0 . 0 2 403.5
Phenylalanine 9.1 4.76 0 .1 2 1.07 0.03 406
Tryptophan 9.4 5.64 0 .09 1.08 0 . 0 1 406
* data from 
• All values
ref [157] 
determined at pH 8 .75 in 2 0 % (v/v) aq.
MeOH/phosphate and corrected for pKa of o(,-amino group
For each amino acid a minimum of three sepante titrations 
was performed and a mean value of logK and stoichiometry n 
determined. Standard deviations in both these parameters were 
calculated. LogK values were calculated form values by
correcting for the pKa of the K-amino group using published 
literature values for aqueous solution [157]. It was assumed that 
the presence of 20% aq. MeOH caused a negligible effect on these 
values [156]. Results are summarized in Table 5.6.
5.7 Discussion
At pH 7.5 compounds containing an amino group, including 
simple amines (e.g. BuNHg) and amino acids (e.g. glycine) were 
found to coordinate to aquoMP 8  (A^ax 397nm) forming complexes with 
red-shifted Soret maxima (A^ax 403-406nm) and a single broad band
-üt.
Representative spectra for titration of 
MP8 with (a) tryptophan and (b) glycine 
in 20% (v/v) aq. MeOH/0.08M phosphate, 
pH 8.75 at 25°C. Concentrations were:
(a) (MP8]_= 4.7uM, [Trp] = 0, 1.6 x 10_ 
4.75 X 10 , 1.42 X 10 and
(b) [MP8] = l^ûuM, [Gly] = 0
and 6.17 X 10 M
5
2.36 X 10 4% 
1.56 X 10
O A
x5
700300 nm
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300 700nm
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in the visible region centred at ca. 530nm with a shoulder at ca. 
560nm (Figs. 5.1 and 5.4). The spectra of the complexes were 
qualitatively similar to that of MP 8 -CN (though the bands in this 
complex are at longer wavelength (X^ax 410.5nm [36] due to 
the greater ligand field strength of CN relative to nitrogenous 
bases) and indicate low spin 6 -coordinate iron. Analysis of the 
titration data for all the MP 8 -amine complexes showed a 1:1 
stoichiometry of interaction indicating displacement of the axial 
water molecule by the amine. It was shown that the amino acids 
Gly, Ala, Val, Leu, Arg, Phe and Trp coordinate throught thec<- 
amino group on the basis of the close similarity of the spectra of 
the resultant complexes with MP 8 -amine complexes (e.g. MP 8 -
Gly = 403nm, MP 8 -BUNH 2  = 403.5nm)
Consideration of the spectra of both MP 8 -amine (RNH2 ) and 
MP 8 -amino acid (H2 NCHRCO 2 H) complexes indicated that the position 
of the Soret maxima of these complexes was similarly influenced by 
the nature of the R group (see Tables 5.1 and 5.6). At pH 8.75 
where R = aliphatic found to be in the range 403 - 404nm;
but if R = aromatic then the Soret band was located at 405.5 - 
406nm. The Soret bands of aquo- and hydoxo MP 8  are at 397 and 
401nm respectively. All Soret bands at pH 13 were found to be ca.
2.5 -3.5nm red-shifted; the effect of the R group on was
maintained.
The coordination of amines to MP 8  was found to be pH 
dependent with respect to both binding constant (logK) and 
position of Soret maximum (Tables 5.1, 5.3 and 5.4). 
Spectrophotometric pH titration of selected MP 8 -amine complexes 
between ca. pH 7.5 - 12 (Fig. 5.2) indicated that a proton-linked 
ionization occured in the region of pH 1 1 - 1 2 .  (In the case of
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the MP 8 -pyridine complex a second pKa in the region of pH 10 was 
indicated). The value of the pKa for this ionization was found to 
depend on the nature of the amine (trans to the axial histidine 
ligand) as summarized in Table 5.5 : values obtained were (amine 
•in parentheses) 11.2 (py), 11.8 (PhNH2 ) and 11.9 (NH^) as shown in 
Figure 5.3. The gradient of each of the plots was approximately 
unity indicating the involvement of a single deprotonation. By 
analogy with similar data reported for the cyanide- [36], 
imidazole- [55] and aquo- [33] complexes of MP 8  this ionization 
was ascribed to ionization of the N-1 proton of the imidazole side 
chain of the proximal histidine ligand.
Ionization of histidine (BH°)to histidinate (B  ^ in the 
region pH 11 - 12 could account for the observed shift of ca.
2.5nm in Soret maximum of MP 8 -amine complexes since this 
deprotonation results in increased electron density on iron and 
changes the haem chromophore characteristics. Ionization of 2 
protons from the monomeric bis-imidazole complex of haemin in 44% 
aqueous EtOH with respective pKa values of 12.7 and ca. 14.5 was 
reported to cause a 5nm shift in the Soret band position to longer 
wavelength (412 to 417nm) [151]. The magnitude of this shift for 
two proton ionizations is comparable to the single ionization 
shift of 2.5nm measured for the complexes studied here. A similar 
3nm shift was reported for the deprotonation of coordinated 
imidazole to imidazolate in Imid-cyanocobalamin [158].
The pKa data obtained in this study for deprotonation of the 
axial;,histidine in MP 8 -amine complexes may be used in conjunction 
with parallel data on other MP 8  complexes [33,36,55] to provide 
the basis of a thermodynamic trans effect for protein-free iron 
porphyrins. The relevant data is summarized in Table 5.5. Ordering 
of the trans ligand on the basis of decreasing histidine pKa
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results in the following ligand series: CN (13.5) > Imid (12.9) > 
NHj fll.9l > PhNH. fll.8 l > Pv (11.2) > H^O (10.5). Data obtained 
in this study is underlined. The broad order is CN" > nitrogenous 
bases > HgO and reflects the combination of contributions from cr- 
dohor properties and Tj-acceptor properties for each ligand. CN~ is
both a good o-donor and a good 'Ti-acceptor. Although pyridine and
2
imidazole both contain sp hybridized nitrogens^imidazole is a 
significantly better <J-donor; the calculated net <5* charges at the 
nitrogen of py and the N-1 nitrogen of imid are -0.22 and -0.84 
respectively [159]. It appears therefore that cr-donor strength 
plays a greater role in the trans ligand effect in model haem 
complexes than T?-acceptor properties. This conclusion is supported 
by EPR data reported for MP 8 -Imid and MP 8 -Py where the rhombic and 
tetragonal splittings were correlated with retrodative and 
electrostatic Fe-N bonding effects [45].
In the pH titration plot for the MP 8 -pyridine complex, pKa 2  
was ascribed to histidine deprotonation. An overlapping, pH 
dependent equilibrium was observed in the region pH 10 - 10.5 and 
was characterized by a smaller absorbance change compared to pKa 2  
(Fig. 5.2). There was a slight indication of a similar inflexion 
in this region for both the ammonia and aniline complexes of MP 8  
also. It is possible that the ionizing group that gives rise to 
this inflexion (pKa^) is the terminal amino group of Cys-14.
Cyclic voltammetric studies of the imidazole complex of MP 8  have 
indicated that the terminal cysteine has a pKa of 10.1 [55]. 
Substitution of imidazole by pyridine (or ammonia, or aniline) 
would be predicted to cause small shifts in this pKa value. A less 
likely explanation for pKa^ is the presence of a small amount of 
hydroxo-MP 8  which could undergo histidine deprotonation with a pKa 
of 10.5 [33].
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Coordination of the 0 (-amino group of a number of amino acids 
(H2 NCHRCO 2 H) to aquo/hydroxoMP 8  at pH 8.75 was characterized by 
logK values, Soret maxima and stoichiometries that were strongly 
•dependent on the nature of the R group ( analogous to the 
qualitative results for MP 8 -amine complexes). Glycine bound to 
aquoMP 8  with logK = 3.46 (^  nm) which is almost identical
to the logK value of 3.4 reported for coordination of NH^ to MP 8  
(/\max 403.5 nm) [148]; this finding may indicate either (a) 
the lack of any significant effect on ligation to MP 8  due to the 
presence of the carboxylate group of glycine or (b) an approximate 
balance between a favourable electrostatic interaction between the 
positively charged Fe porphyrin and the negative carboxylate of 
Gly and steric hinderance of the methylene group of Gly (relative 
to NH 3 ).
On the basis of the logK value determined for reaction of 
arginine with MP 8  (logK = 3.50) there appears to be no involvement 
of a favourable interaction between the guanidinium side chain of 
arginine and the propionates in the MP 8 -arginine complex. The 
Soret band of the MP 8 -arginine complex (405 nm) was, however, red- 
shifted compared to that of the glycine complex (403nm). GuaH^ 
(1.5M) was found to cause a small but significant red shift of 1-
1.5nm in the Soret band of MP 8  (see chapter 7). Interaction of 
GuaH^ with the haem propionates would not be expected to cause 
significant perturbation of the haem chromophore; an alternative 
hypothesis is NH-Tl interaction (of the type investigated in 
chapter 7) between GuaH^ and t h e H-system of the porphyrin.
Valine and leucine were found to coordinate to MP 8  with logK 
values of 3.73 (403 nm) and 3.99 (403.5 nm) respectively (Soret
1 0 1
wavelength in parentheses) which suggests a small, favourable 
hydrophobic interaction between the alkyl side chain of the amino 
acids and the porphyrin ring of MP 8 . Alanine showed a 
significantly lower binding constant (logK = 2.89) than all the 
other amino acids studied including that of glycine. This value 
was re-checked with alanine from a different source but was found 
to be a genuine result. One possible explanation is some form of 
unfavourable steric interaction involving the -methyl group. The 
conformational behaviour of the octapeptide chain of MP 8  in 
solution is currently uncertain and may be significantly perturbed 
by c<-methyl group fixed immediately above the porphyrin ring by 
the Fe-NH 2  bond. Similar sensitivity of binding constants for 
amino coordinations has been reported for the substitution of 
coordinated water by amines in cobalt (III) corrinoids [160]. 
Alternatively, the hypothesis that the c<-amino pKas 
of amino acids are largely unaffected by the presence of 2 0 % 
methanol in aqueous solution relative to pure aqueous solution 
based on the data of Chattopadhyay [156] may be significantly 
in error in the case of alanine.
One of the major findings of this study concerns the 
interaction of MP 8  with Phe and Trp. The binding constants 
measured for coordination of these amino acids to MP 8  were greater 
than the corresponding value for glycine by 1 - 2  orders of 
magnitude. The respective logK values were 4.76 (Phe), 5.64 (Trp) 
versus 3.46 (Gly). The Soret maxima of MP 8 -Phe and MP 8 -Trp were 
both at 406 nm, i.e. 2.5-3 nm red-shifted compared to Gly, Val,
Leu or Ala. This behaviour suggests some electronic interaction 
between the planar aromatic side chain of Phe or Trp and the 
porphyrin ring accompanying the primary axial ligation of iron by 
the amino group.
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Secondary hydrophobic interactions in the coordination of amino 
acids to a zinc porphyrin complex based on higher logK values for 
aromatic amino acids [89,90]. The values of logK reported for Trp 
(3.12), and to a lesser extent Phe (2.49) were significantly 
higher [89] than those of Gly (1.82), Leu (2.30), Glu (2.24) and 
Arg (1.35). The finding that logK (Trp) »  logK (Phe) was 
attributed by the authors to the larger size of the Trp Ti-system.
This type of “n-~T) interaction has been proposed to play an 
important role in the functioning of a number of haemoproteins 
including interprotein electron transfer in the cytochrome c - 
cytochrome c peroxidase complex [161] and the orientation 
control and stabilisation in enzyme-substrate complexes formed by 
cytochrome P450 based on theoretical [162] and model NMR 
studies [163]. In conclusion it appears that the MP 8  - 
amino acid data reported in this Chapter represents the first 
systematic and quantitative study of haem-amino acid interactions 
in aqueous solution.
. Evidence has been obtained that the major interaction between 
the aromatic amines aniline and pyridine is axial coordination to 
the Fe of MP 8  by the amine nitrogen atom. A coplanar interaction 
geometry involving ti-t\ interactions has been proposed for the 
haemin-aniline complex by Adams on the basis of spectrophotometric 
and oxygen activation studies [145]. The work reported here for 
MP 8  clearly demonstrates the former (axial) geometry on the basis 
of (i) the pH dependence of logK for the interaction of MP 8  with 
aniline and pyridine; this indicates that the amine reacts with 
the aquo- not hydroxo- form of MP 8 . A higher logK with the 
hydroxo- form (the better electron donor) would have suggested 
formation of a coplanar adduct; (ii) demonstration that this pH
mdependence corresponded to a single proton ionization in both 
cases; and (iii) the close resemblance of the spectra of MP 8 -Py 
and MP 8 -PhNH 2  to those of other MP 8 -amine complexes such as MP 8 - 
NHg where axial ligation occurs [148]. Coplanar donor-acceptor 
•interactions of MP 8  (e.g. with NMPy^) were shown to cause a small 
blue shift in the Soret band position in Chapter 8 , whereas NHg 
and aliphatic amines such as BUNH 2  cause larger red shifts, as do 
pyridine and aniline.
Ionization of the proximal histidine ligand in the 
haemoprotein model MP 8  is of direct relevance to the proposed 
mechanism underlying the alkaline transition of cytochrome c. At 
neutral pH the iron of ferricytochrome c is ligated by a histidine 
and a methionine residue. On increasing the pH, the protein 
undergoes an alkaline transition which is characterized by a pKa 
of 9.3 [135,136], which shows pronounced hysteresis. On the basis 
of stopped-flow kinetic measurements, it has been proposed that 
the pKa value of 9.3 in fact reflects the combination of a primary 
ionization (deprotonation) step occurring with a pKa of ca. 11.0, 
immediately followed by a spontaneous conformational 
reorganization [135]. There is considerable evidence to suggest 
that the final alkaline form of cytochrome c contains a lysine 
residue coordinated to the iron in place of the methionine 
[135,136,164]].
Gadsby and coworkers [136] have proposed the mechanism shown 
in Scheme 1 to account for the alkaline transition where the group 
ionizing with a pKa of approximately
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1 1 . 0  that initiates the transition is the proximal histidine 
ligand. Deprotonation of His to give His would cause weakening of 
the Fe-Met bond via a trans effect leading to eventual breakage of 
the bond. This would be followed by coordination of lysine prior 
to subsequent reprotonation of His to give His. The 
identification of lysine as the substituting ligand was based on 
MCD spectra of the n-BuNHg adduct of legHb [136] and EPR studies 
of c cytochromes [164].
The work in this chapter on deprotonation of the histidine 
ligand of MP 8  provides support for the mechanism in Scheme 1 by 
demonstration that the proximal histidine pKa of a haem c complex 
is of a similar value to the reported pKa of the alkaline 
transition of cytochrome c (11.0) [135] and of the 
cytochrome c - IMelmid complex (11.6) [136]. It is of interest to 
note that Moore and coworkers have recently proposed that 
ionization of a haem propionate triggers the alkaline 
isomerization of cytochrome c [165].
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Chapter 6  Interactions of MP 8  and Haemin with Cvsteinvl- and 
Histidvl- Peptides
6.1 Introduction.
One approach in developing a fuller understanding of the ways 
in which the protein moiety controls haem group reactivity in 
haemoproteins is to study the interaction between protein-free 
haem complexes and relevant ligands such as nitrogenous bases and 
amino acids (Chapter 5). The chemical and electronic nature of 
specific haem-ligand interactions can be studied in this way; 
additional information regarding secondary interactions involving 
the porphyrin ring may also be obtained, e.g. aromatic-porphyrinT 1 
-71 interaction. Ligated haem complexes of this type can, in many 
cases, be considered as models of haemoprotein active site 
configurations. With the increasing availability of high 
resolution haemoprotein crystal structures, an opportunity now 
exists to carry out haem-ligand studies which employ specific 
peptide sequences derived from the parent protein, that are 
considered on the basis of structural (or chemical) evidence to be 
of major significance in the functional behaviour of the 
holoprotein.
The X-ray structure of cytochrome P-450 [6 ] indicates that
the proximal cysteine ligand (Cys-357) forms part of a non-helical 
tetrapeptide which may interact with the haem at four points i.e. 
His-355 (ionic interaction with propionate side chain of 
porphyrin ring) Leu-356 (hydrophobic interaction with porphyrin 
ring), Cys-357 (thiolate coordination to iron) and Leu-358 
(hydrophobic interaction with the ring). Binding studies comparing 
coordination of cysteine with that of oligopeptides based on this 
tetrapeptide sequence should provide further information the
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importance or otherwise of multi site interactions at the active 
site haem group.
The ligating histidine (F8 ) in all Hbs and Mbs is known to 
comprise part of a proximal helical octapeptide which contains two 
other invariant residues: Leucine (F4) and Lysine (FG2) [1]. These 
three residues may interact with the haem group by (1) F 8  His 
ligation to Fe (2) F4 Leu hydrophobic interaction with the 
porphyrin ring and (3) FG2 Lys ionic interaction with the 
propionate side chain. The potential structure-function 
relationships in this region of Hb/Mb can be probed by studies of 
the interaction between model haem complexes and the proximal 
octapeptide segment.
Histidine-haem interactions are also of importance in the 
binding of haem by Histidine-rich Glycoprotein. HRG is found in 
serum and is known to bind haem [165,167] relatively strongly 
(typical = 1 uM [166]), though no unique physiological role for 
this protein has yet been assigned. The observation that HRG-bound 
haemin exhibits a bishistidyl type spectra implicates histidine 
residues at the binding sites. The structure of HRG contains 
histidine-rich domains and regions of normal histidine 
distribution [168] and a number of studies have been attempted to 
locate specific high and low affinity haem binding sites with the 
HRG molecule. Plasmin digestion of rabbit HRG results in a mixture 
of peptide fragments including a 35 KDa fragment which binds haem 
with a Kd of 1 uM (stochiometry 25+2 molecules) giving a complex 
with a characteristic bishistidyl haem spectrum
and a 15 KDa His-normal peptide is known to have 2 high affinity 
haem sites which are believed to be more apolar than the low 
affinity sites [167].
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Morgan and coworkers [170] synthesized peptides based on a 
conserved histidine containing sequence located towards the C- 
terminal histidine-normal end of HRG, i.e. in the proposed high 
affinity binding site region. The UV-visible spectra of these haem 
peptide complexes indicated bishistidyl iron ligation ( A 
406 nm) and enabled calculation of equilibrium constants. For the 
interaction of haemin and Gly-His-Phe-Pro-Phe-His-Trp of 75 +
25 uM was determined which is approximately 100 fold less than 
that of HRG (K^ = 1 uM) [170]. The sigmoidal nature of the 
titration curves and the time-dependence of the absorbance changes 
was attributed by the authors to possible sequential histidine 
coordination or some form of aggregation.
The observation that human HRG contains 12 tandem repeat 
units of GHHPH [168] prompted Katagiri and coworkers to 
investigate the haem binding properties of this hexapeptide [171]. 
The haem binding properties of the peptide were characterized by a 
pH optimum of 7.5, bishistidyl haem ligation and an apparent 
affinity for haem which exceeded that of histidine itself by at 
least an order of magnitude. No equilibrium constants or 
stochiometries were reported. The hexapeptide was regarded as 
acting as a model for the low affinity haem binding sites in the 
histidine rich domain of HRG.
This chapter reports UV-visible spectrophotometric studies of 
the interactions of haemoprotein model compounds (haemin and MP 8 ) 
with a series of oligopeptides containing ligating histidine or 
cysteine residues. The aim of these studies was to determine the 
role of individual non-coordinating amino acids in the peptides by 
comparison of the measured binding constant for each peptide with 
that of His or Cys as appropriate. As such, this chapter
/08
represents a logical extension of the work with single amino acids 
reported in the preceding chapter. MP 8  was expected to offer a 
monomeric alternative (albeit containing a strong field ligand 
prior to any subsequent coordination of peptide) to dimeric 
•haemin.
The peptides used in this study were derived from cytochrome 
P450, myoglobin or HRG. The non-coordinating residues of interest 
were: Leu, Leu and His (cyt P450); Leu and Lys (Hb/Mb); and the 
tandem repeat unit of HRG.
6.2 Methods relevant to Chapter 6 .
Determination of equilibrium constants.
The coordination of MP 8  by histidine or histidyl peptides was 
studied in 20 % aqueous MeOH/ phosphate solution at the 
appropriate pH. The MP 8  concentration was typically ca. 8  uM and 
titrations were performed aerobically at 25°C according to 
standard protocol (see Chapter 2). Equilibrium constants for the 
coordination of MP 8  by aqueous cysteine or cysteinyl peptides were 
carried out at 5°C under nitrogen using ca. 5-6uM MP 8 . Low 
temperature was used to minimize reduction of ferriMP 8  to the 
ferrous form by the thiol group of the ligand. At 25°C extensive 
time-dependent equilibrium effects were observed suggesting 
reduction of MP 8 ; equilibrium at 5°C was established in less than 
5 minutes.
The majority of the experiments with haemin were carried out 
at 25°C in 4 cm path length cuvettes (to enable use of ca. 2uM 
haemin) exposed to the air. Haemin was found to show no 
significant time-dependent absorbance changes upon titration with 
thiols in air at 25°C. In many cases titration data for haemin-
cysteinyl or -histidyl interactions did not give linear plots when 
subjected to conventional analytical methods for spectroscopic 
titration data. An additional complication was the lack of a 
sufficient amount of certain peptides to allow determination of a 
•true a oo value. In both the preceding cases the amount of ligand 
required to cause an absorbance change of ( a^ - a ^ ) / 2  i.e. 50% 
overall absorbance change was determined (K^q value).
Peptides.
All peptides were synthesized by Mr P. Greenwood, using a 
standard solid phase method. Peptides were purified by semi­
preparative HPLC (Waters C18 uBondapak column) to homogeneity and 
were freeze-dried prior to storage at room temperature in a 
dessicator.
Determination of His-His concentrations (BCA assay).
The peptides GHHPHG, HHPHG and His-His were found to be
hygroscopic to varying extents. In the case of histidyl-histidine
a major difficulty in obtaining an accurate standard solution for
titration was encountered due to the extreme hygroscopicity of the
peptide. On removal from the freeze-drier, solid His-His became
wet almost immediately preventing any accurate estimations of
mass. A BCA (bicinchoninic acid ) protein assay [172] was
therefore used as an alternative method of peptide quantitation.
This assay was kindly carried out by Mr. M. Bartlett-Jones. The
BCA assay is based on the stochiometric reaction of the peptide
2+bond i,n proteins (or peptides) with Cu ions in the presence of 
alkali. The Cu^ produced chelates 2 molecules of BCA forming a 
deep purple complex. The working reagent (BCA solution + CuSO^ 
solution) is apple-green in colour. The absorbance of the assay 
solution at 562 nm is determined and compared against a standard
ü o
protein concentration (ug/ml) vs ag ^ 2  calibration curve which is 
obtained prior to analysis. Bovine serum albumin was used to 
calculate this standard curve (standard BCA assay protocol). The 
only error induced in the application of this procedure to an 
aqueous solution of His-His was the probable small difference in 
the ug protein or peptide:number of peptide bonds ratio for His- 
His vs BSA.
pKas of Leu-Cvs-Leu and Cvsteine.
In order to calculate equilibrium constants for the binding 
of cysteine or cysteinyl peptides (as thiolate) to aquoMPB in 20% 
(v/v) aqueous MeOH/phosphate solution at 5°C the pKa of the thiol 
group under these conditions must be known. The pKa of the -SH 
group in cysteine has been reported to be 8.53 at 23°C in 
phosphate/aqueous borate buffer [173] or 8.80 at 25°C in aqueous 
borate [174]. The effect of low temperature (5°C) and the presence 
of 20% MeOH on this pKa could not be accurately predicted. No 
analogous value for LCL has been reported. The thiol group 
pKa .in cysteine and in LCL was therefore determined 
experimentally, based on the results of two different methods.
(a) Spectroscopic method.
The thiolate anion (RS ) absorbs at 230-238 nm im the UV in a 
strongly pH-dependent manner [173]. At low pH there is negligible 
absorbance whilst at alkaline pH the molar extinction coefficient 
in this region of the UV is ca. 5 x 10^ M ^cm ^ [173].
A 2.6 X 10 ^M solution (20ml) of the thiol in 20% aqueous 
MeOH/O.lM NaClO^ was maintained at 5^C in a water bath containing 
a chiller unit. Successive additions of ul aliquots of aqueous 
NaOH were made; after each addition the solution was stirred for
m30 seconds prior to removal of a 2.5ml volume for absorbance 
measurement at 236nm against a buffer reference solution. The pH 
of the cooled solution was monitored continuously. A plot of aggg 
versus pH was obtained; the point of inflexion in this plot 
corresponded to the SH/S pKa.
(b) Standard pH titration
Conventional determinations of solution pH as a function of 
added alkali were made for Cys and LCL to verify the results 
obtained using method (a).
Results
6.3 Cvsteinvl- Peptides
6.3.1 Determination of thiolate pka values
The pKa value of the thiol side chain in cysteine and in LCL 
was determined by UV-visible spectrophotometry and by pH 
titration. Based on absorbance measurements at 236nm [173] the 
values measured at 5°C in 20% aq. MeOH/O.lM NaClO^ were; Cys 7.6 + 
0.1, LCL 9.0 + 0.1. A single inflexion was observed in both a^gg 
versus pH profiles as shown for LCL in Fig. 6.1. Results obtained 
in the measurement of pH as a function of added alkali were less 
conclusive when considered in isolation but served to 
satisfactorily confirm the results of the spectrophotometric 
experiments. For LCL two shallow inflexions in the standard pH 
titration data were observed; the apparent pKa values were 7.3 + 
0.2 and 9.0 + 0.2. The former pKa was therefore ascribed to the 
amino ionization. With cysteine a more obvious point of inflexion 
corresponding to a pKa of ca. 7.4 + 0.1 was obtained by pH 
titration in close agreement to the spectrophotometric value of
7.6 + 0.1.
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Spectrophotometric pH titration of LCL 
at 5°C in 20% (v/v) aq. MeOH/O.lM NaClOj
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Representative spectra for titration of 
2.8uM MP8 with LCL in 20% (v/v) aq. MeOH 
0.08M phosphate, pH 7.5 at 5 C under 
nitrogen. LCLj-concentrations were:
0, 2.22 X 10 , 6.62 x 10 ^ and
x5
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6.3.2 Interaction with MP8 
fa) Cvsteine
The equilibrium constant for coordination of aquoMPS by 
cysteine (as mono-anionic SCHgCHfNHg^lCOg ) at 5°C in 20% aq. 
MeOH/phosphate under a nitrogen atmosphere was given by logK = 
4.97 + 0.03 based on the thiolate pKa of 7.6 (Section 6.3.1)( A 
value of n = 1.05 + 0.03 was obtained) This compares to the value
Table 6.1 Summary of MP8/Haemin thiol titration data
Thiol LoqK Spectrum/nm
MP8 Cys 4.97 351, 414.5, 534, 564
LCL 5.84 351, 414.5, 534, 562
Haemin Cys 364, 528
LCL 364
358,
(low cones) 
414, 550-560
HLCL 358, 416, 534
Cys(3mM)/His 358, 416, 535
His(0.lM)/Cy s 354, 414, 536
Cytochrome 361, 418, 535
Met.Mb-CysMe ester 358, 423, 548, 582
a taken from ref [175] 
b taken from ref [176]
of 5.7 + 0.1 obtained under nearly identical conditions by [48]. 
The MPB-cysteine complex had bands at 351, 414.5, 534 and 562®^nm 
with isosbestic points noted at 348, 404, 474, 515 and 587nm 
(Table 6.1).
(b) Leu-Cvs-Leu
Under identical conditions to the Cys titration coordination 
of MP8 by LCL as thiolate (pKa 9.0) occured with a logK = 5.84 +
m0.02 and n = 1.02 + 0.03. The MP 8 -LCL complex exhibited a UV- 
visible spectrum with bands at 351, 414.5, 534 and 564®^nm 
(Fig. 6.2); isosbestics were observed at 342, 406, 475 and 518nm 
(Table 6.1).
It was found that addition of either Cys or LCL to MP 8  at 
25°C in air caused extensive and often complex time-dependent 
absorbance changes suggestive of reduction of ferriMP 8  to 
ferroMP 8 . This phenomenon was found to be more pronounced with Cys 
relative to LCL. At 5°C stable absorbance readings were obtained 
within 3 minutes of each ligand addition.
6.3.3 Interaction with Haemin
Aqueous haemin at pH 8.5 was titrated with Cys, LCL and HLCL. 
The addition of 10 quantities of Cys and LCL resulted in 
formation of complexes with a Soret band at 364nm (Fig. 6.3). At 
higher concentrations (mM) of LCL this band was converted into two 
bands of approximately equal intensity at 358 and 414nm (Fig.
6.4); elevation of the concentration of Cys did not cause an 
analogous effect however.
Titration of haemin with HLCL led to formation of a complex 
with bands at 358, 416 and 534nm (Fig. 6.5). The data was 
consistent with the presence of two overlapping equilibria: an 
initial equilibrium characterized by a clear isosbestic point at 
404nm (in addition to less obvious isosbestics in the visible 
region) followed by a second and major equilibrium at higher 
concentrations of HLCL with isosbestics at 398, 595 and 644nm.
Spectroscopic data is summarized in Table 6.1.
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(a) Soret region spectrum of 3.8uM haemin in 0.04M phosphate, pH 8.1 
at 15 C, (b) as (a) + excess solid cysteine
Fig. 6.4 (bottom)
Representative spectra for titration of luM haemin with LCL in
0.12M phosphate, pH 8.5 at 25°C. LCL concentrations were:
0, 5.1 X 10 and excess solid.
Fig. 6.5 (left)
Representative spectra for titration 
of 1.5uM haemin with HLCL in 0.05M 
phosphate, pH 8.5 at 25°C. HLCL 
concentrâtions^were: 0, 4.2 x 1 - 4
0,2-
400300 nm
6.6 (right)
Representative spectra for titration 
of a.SuM MPB with GHHPHG in 20% (v/v)
aq. MeOH/O.OBM phosphate buffer, pH 7.5 
at 25°C. GHHPHG concentrations were:
0, It 25 3.75 X 10 ^ and
x50.84
400 600nm
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6.4 HRG-derived peptides.
Both HRG and histidine-containing peptides derived from the 
protein are known to bind haem [167,169-171]]. The interaction of 
haemin and MP 8  with oligopeptides based on the tandem repeat unit 
(GHHPH) of human HRG [168] was studied.
6.4.1. Interaction with MP 8 .
Titration of aquoMP 8  at pH 7.5 with histidine or GHHPHG led 
to formation of a low spin spectrum characteristic of bishistidyl 
ligation of haem c [33] (Fig. 6 .6 ). The stoichiometry was close to 
unity in both cases. Spectroscopic properties of the resultant 
complexes are summarized in Table 6.2. LogK values are based on a 
pKa of 6.1 for the coordinating histidine group [154]
Table 6.2 Summary of MP 8 /Haemin histidvl peptide data
Ligand LoaK Kgo/M. - 1 Spectrum/nm
MP 8 His 3.46 352, 405, 527, 555
GHHPHG 4.46 352, 405, 527, 555
LAQSHATK 4.71 351, 405, 527, 557
Haemin His 5.0 X 10-2 408
His-His^ 6.0 X 10-4 *
HHPHG 6.3 X 10-4 360, 410, 535, 560
GHHPHG 7.6 X 10-4 408, 536, 560
a end point determined by addition of His
* not determined
6.4.2. Interaction with haemin.
Titrations were carried out at pH 7.6, the reported pH 
optimum for binding of GHHPHG [171] using 1-2 uM haemin in O.IM 
phosphate buffer. Addition of histidine, HHPHG and GHHPHG to 
haemin under these conditions resulted in formation of complexes 
with similar spectra ( A max ca, 408-410 nm) indicative of low spin
7Î8
bishistidyl ligation. Insufficient His-His was available (see 
section 6.2) to unambiguously determine a final haemin/His-His 
spectrum, though the spectroscopic changes observed on addition of 
the dipeptide to aqueous haemin closely resemble those of other 
peptides and of histidine. Titration curves for His-His, HHPHG and 
GHHPHG exhibited varying degrees of sigmoidal nature suggesting 
the existence of overlapping equilibria. Conventional data 
analysis failed to yield linear plots (preventing determination of 
logK^^g values). K^q values (see section 6 .2 ) were derived; these 
are summarized along with spectroscopic data in Table 6.2.
6.5 Mb-derived octapeptide.
Interaction with MP 8 .
Titration of 8  uM MP 8  in 20% aqueous MeOH/phosphate, pH 7.5 
with aqueous octapeptide (LAQSHATK) led to demonstration of a 
binding constant of logK = 4.71 + 0.06 and a stoichiometry given 
by n = 1.14 + 0.02. The UV spectrum of the final complex was 
typical of a low spin bis-nitrogenous bae complex [2 1 ] with bands
o ^
at 351, 405, 527 amd 557 nm. Isosbestic points at 329, 402, 475, 
504 and 588 nm were observed. Corresponding values for histidine 
binding to M P S  under identical conditions were logK = 3.46 + 
0.06, n = 0.97 + 0.01 (see section 6.4.1.).
6 . 6  Discussion.
The equilibrium constants for interaction of the haem group 
of either haemin or MP 8  (as haemoprotein active site models) with 
specific oligopeptides and the UV-visible spectra of the resultant 
complexes have been determined and compared with analogous data 
for the parent amino acids involved in coordination (i.e. cysteine 
or histidine).
(1 ) MP8 and cvsteinvl peptides.
The logK value for coordination of aquoMP 8  at 5°C under a 
nitrogen atmosphere by the thiolate of LCL ( 5 . 8 4 + 0 . 0 2 )  is 
significantly greater than that for coordination by the thiolate 
of cysteine itself (logK = 4.97 + 0.03). The values of logK were 
calculated on the assumption that the only coordinating species 
was the thiolate form of both ligands (Marques has shown from the 
observed pH dependence of logK for coordination of MP 8  by cysteine 
between pH 5.5-8.0 that cysteine coordinates as the thiolate form 
only [48]) using pKa values derived from a combination of pH and 
optical absorbance titrations. Titration of the thiol group 
ionization at 236 nm [173] enabled determination of the pKa of the 
thiol group in LCL as 9.0 at 5°C in 20% aqueous MeOH/phosphate 
(Fig. 6.1). The inflexion at ca. pH 7.3 in the pH titration curve 
is attributed to the amino group. The thiol group pKa of 7.6 for 
cysteine at 5°C in aqueous MeOH compares with the published value 
of 8.25 at 25°C [173] in aqueous buffer.
Unambiguous interpretation of the observed difference of 
nearly an order of magnitude in the respective logK values of 
interaction of MP 8  with LCL or cysteine in terms of a significant 
hydrophobic interaction between leucine residues and the porphyrin 
ring is compromised by a number of considerations: (a) the apparent 
higher affinity of LCL for MP 8  may simply reflect a greater donor 
strength relative to cysteine. Marques has reported that the 
equilibrium constants for coordination of a series of thiolates in 
20% aqueous MeOH at 5°C increase with the pKa of the thiol [48]. A 
pKa of + 1.4 for the cysteine residue in LCL relative to the free 
amino acid is of the same order of magnitude as the corresponding 
logK value of ca. 0.9; (b) the very similar acidities of the amino
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and thiol groups in cysteine make accurate determination of the 
individual pKa values problematic. Ultrasound evidence [177] has 
suggested an intramolecular proton transfer between the two 
monoanionic forms shown below:
NHg+CHts'lCOg"  ^  ^ NHg-CHfSHlCOg"
(c) the relative pKas of amino and thiol group are known to be 
highly sensitive to changes in local environment [178,179] The 
conformational structure and thiol group acidity of LCL in close 
proximity to MP 8  may be significantly different to that found in 
aqueous buffer alone. In conclusion, it is not possible to 
unambiguously attribute observed differences in logK for cysteinyl 
coordination which are less than 1 - 2  orders of magnitude to 
molecular recognition effects.
(2).MP8 and histidvl peptides.
Quantitative determination of the logK values for interaction 
of the histidine-containing peptides GHHPHG and LAQSHATK with 
monomeric MP 8  in 20% aqueous MeOH/phosphate at pH 7.5 indicated 
that both peptides bound to MP 8  with observed binding constants 
greater than that of histidine by at least an order of magnitude. 
However, correction of the K^^^ values to true logK values 
requires an accurate pKa value for both individual histidines, 
data which for reasons outlined earlier is not available. If the 
acidity of the histidine residues of GHHPHG is similar to those 
of His-His (5.5 and 6 . 8  [154]) then logK in this case will be ca. 
0.5 - 1.8 greater than that of histidine. Similarly logK for 
coordination of the octapeptide from Mb is likely to be slightly 
higher than that for histidine assuming the pKa of the histidine 
residue is not < 5.0 (cf histidine pKa 6.0) [154].
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Comparison of the UV-visible spectra of the histidine,
GHHPHG (Fig. 6 .6 ) and octapeptide complexes of MP 8  with that of 
the MP 8 -imidazole complex [33] indicate that all are low spin bis 
histidyl complexes ( 3 5 2 ,  405, 527, 555®^). On the basis of 
comparative logK values and spectral band positions it appears 
that the coordination of histidyl peptides to MP 8  is largely 
unaffected by the constituent octapeptide residue of MP 8 : a 
significantly higher logK and/or different spectral features for 
histidine would have suggested possible steric interference of the 
octapeptide chain of MP 8  with binding of a large ligand such as an 
exogenous histidyl peptide.
The relatively small difference in logK values for 
interaction of MP 8  with the Mb-derived octapeptide (4.71) and with 
histidine itself (3.46) suggest that the invariant leu and lys 
residues found in this proximal octapeptide segment play a 
relatively minor role in haem-protein orientation and/or 
functioning. However, since this peptide sequence is known to be 
helical in the holoproteins [180] and has an unknown conformation 
as the free peptide in aqueous solution a true comparison of logK 
values is not readliy achieved. Helix formation under the 
experimental conditions employed may have required a large 
negative entropy term (AS) which would outweigh a favourable 
enthalpic contribution to the free energy of reaction.
(3) Haemin and cvsteinvl peptides.
Complexation of cysteine and cysteinyl peptides with aqueous 
haemin was found to involve at least two overlapping equilibria. 
The product of reaction of haemin with cysteine (bands at 364,
528 nm) had a similar UV-visible spectrum (Fig. 6.3) to that of 
the h a e m i n - c< mercaptopropionyl glycine complex (367, 510 nm)
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reported by Sakurai and coworkers and attributed to a 5-coordinate 
high spin ferric thiolate [181]. In contrast, LCL formed a complex 
with haemin which had two intense bands in the Soret region (364, 
414 nm) of approximately equal intensity (Fig. 6.4). This spectrum 
did not resemble the typical hyperporphyrin spectra of haem- 
dithiolates [182] and may represent a mixture of 5-coordinate 
high spin monothiolate and 6 -coordinate low spin haemin (S-Fe-N) 
formed by coordination of the N-terminal amino group of leucine to 
the monothiolate. Similar equilibria have been reported for 
haemin-cysteinyl peptide complexes containing His [183,184]. 
Alternatively, the presence of the leucine residues in LCL may 
alter the electronic properties of the Fe-Cys interaction 
sufficiently to cause a HS— >LS spin transition.
It is proposed that haemin forms low spin complexes 
containing N-Fe-S coordination in the presence of HLCL (358, 416, 
534 nm) or both Cys and His together (354-8, 414-6, 534-5 nm) .
This proposal is supported by (1) the close similarity of the 
spectrum of the MP 8 -cys spectrum (low spin N-Fe-S), (2) the 
spectrum of MetMb-Cysmethyl ester (358, 423, 545, 572®^) [176] (3)
the reported spectrum of haemin-oCMPG in the presence of pyridine 
(365, 415, 540 nm) [181].
(4) Haemin and histidvl peptides.
The spectroscopic data summarized in Table 6.2 indicates that 
aqueous haemin forms bishistidyl complexes with His, HHPHG and 
GHHPHG and presumably with His-His also (based on pre-end point 
optical absorbance titration). The K^q values are uncorrected for 
the pKa of the histidyl imidazole groups of each species; 
histidine (6.0) [154], His-His (5.5 and 6 .8 ) [154], HHPHG and 
GHHPHG undetermined. Based on these values a /XlogK^Q of ca. (3.2-
llà
1.3)-( 6 .0-5.5) i.e. 1.4 can be obtained for increased affinity of 
His-His for haemin compared to that of histidine. It would be 
predicted that the His-His unit is the major portion of the tandem 
repeat unit (GHHPH) of human HRG [168] that is responsible 
for enhanced affinity haem-binding relative to histidine itself.
Possible structural implications of this finding are (a) 
formation of -[His-Fe-His]^- polymers or coordination of His-His to
haemin via a two site interaction (axial imidazole ---> Fe for
first His, coplanar ~A -T1 interaction of second imidazole with 
porphyrin ring). NMR studies are needed to derive information on 
the solution complex.
(5) Summary.
In summary, comparison of logK values for coordination of 
haem (either as haemin or as MP 8 ) by certain key oligopeptides 
derived from the active site structures of the relevant 
holoprotein, with the corresponding haem and parent amino acid 
data indicates the relative importance of non-ligating residues 
within the peptide sequence. A truly quantitative determination of 
the role of molecular recognition of this type in the holoprotein 
itself is not readily achieved however due to two major reasons:
(1 ) the relative conformations of the interacting species in free 
solution and in the well-defined protein environment are likely to 
differ (particularly likely for the peptide ligand). Conclusions 
supported only by data obtained using model complexes must always 
therefore be regarded as approximations (2) accurate pKa values 
for potential coordinating groups on the ligands are often 
difficult to determine (e.g. GHHPHG, with three imidazole groups) 
making calculation of a corrected logK value, as opposed to 
logKg^g, subject to further approximation. Nevertheless, some
important qualitative conclusions can and have been made provided 
allowance is made for these considerations.
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Chapter 7. Studies of the interaction between hydrophobic model 
compounds and aqueous urea or guanidinium cation.
7.1 Introduction.
Hydrophobic interactions play an important role in the active 
site environments of many haemoproteins. Crystallographic studies 
have demonstrated the presence of highly conserved Phe or Trp 
residues in close proximity to the haem prosthetic group of 
cytochrome c [3] and cytochrome c peroxidase [2,8] and two leucine 
residues contacting the haem group of cytochrome P450 [6 ]. The 
role of individual amino acids in porphyrin-Tj system or 
porphyrin-alkyl interactions in haemoproteins may be probed by 
studies of model systems, using the combination of a protein-free 
haem complex and an appropriate amino acid or oligopeptide (as 
typified by the work reported in chapters 5 and 6 ) or by site- 
directed mutagenesis. There is, however, a real need for the 
development of much simpler model systems for studying these types 
of interaction. This would enable the derivation of information of 
applicability and relevance to protein chemistry in general, as 
well as providing data on the nature of hydrophobic interactions 
in water.
The involvement of n -11 interactions involving porphyrin 
rings has been demonstrated by a number of studies using protein- 
free metalloporphyrins [90,163,185]. There is now increasing 
evidence for a further interaction of T] -systems such as the 
tetrapyrrole system of porphyrins, namely NH-Tibonding. 
Crystallographic [82-4] and NMR [81] studies of proteins and 
peptides have indicated the occurrence of NH-Tl interactions. 
Additional evidence has been provided by a statistical analysis of 
33 refined high-resolution protein structures which demonstrated
U G
preferential location of positively charged amino groups with 6  & 
of the ring centroids of Phe, Tyr and Trp [85] and by theoretical 
ab initio calculations [86,186,187]. Levitt and Perutz have 
calculated that the interaction between a hydrogen bond donor such 
as'NH and the centre of a benzene ring contributes an enthalpic 
stabilization of ca. 12.5 kJmol ^ to a molecular structure [8 6 ] 
(i.e. about half the energy of a normal hydrogen bond).
NH-71 interaction may also be important in the well known 
ability of urea and the isoelectronic guanidinium cation (Fig.
7.1) to increase the aqueous solubility of hydrophobic compounds 
and to denature proteins [188]. This behaviour has been generally 
ascribed to the ability of U and GuaH^ to break the structure of 
water by non-specific disruption of the ordered network of 
hydrogen bonds [189]. This would promote more favourable 
dissolution of apolar solutes and loss of solvent-related 
stabilization of protein tertiary structure. Thermodynamic 
measurements of aqueous U do not support significant disruption of 
the structure of water however [190,191].
Involvement of a more specific mechanism in the U- or GuaH^ - 
induced dénaturation of proteins has been suggested by the results 
of a number of studies [192-4]. In each case the ratio of required 
concentration of dénaturant (U or GuaH^) to the concentration of 
the protein was found to correlate well with the total number of 
aromatic amino acid residues plus number of peptide bonds in the 
protein molecule [ . In the
case af ^-lactoglobulin the degree of peptide chain unfolding was 
found to be dependent on a high power (n=17) of Ü concentration 
[195]. An X-ray electron density study of c<-chymotrypsin 
indicated that in aqueous U solution a number of bound U molecules
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were located in the hydrophobic interior of the protein close to 
non-polar isoleucine and valine residues [19].
Whilst direct interaction of U and GuaH^ with a model peptide 
has been demonstrated (and logK values derived [197]) no 
comparable quantitative studies of aromatic model systems have 
been reported. The data of Nozaki and Tanford [198,199] indicates 
that the enhancement in aqueous solubility of aromatic amino acids 
(Phe, Tyr, Trp) at a given U or GuaH^ concentration is 
significantly higher than that of other amino acids lacking a T]- 
system (Gly, Ala, Thr). Similar studies of the effect of U on the 
aqueous solubility of benzene [2 0 0 - 2 0 2 ] and toluene [2 0 1 ,2 0 2 ] have 
been carried out; however, in none of these cases has quantitative 
analysis of the data been reported.
This chapter reports the development of a series of simple 
model systems for the study of NH-aromatic interactions relevant 
to both haemoprotein chemistry (intramolecular interactions and U- 
or GuaH^ induced dénaturation) and the solubilzation of 
hydrophobic molecules by U and GuaH^. Spectrophotometric 
measurements of such systems were used to derive quantitative 
thermodynamic parameters. Along with work carried out in parallel 
in our laboratory (by Miss V.L. Frost) using Fe(phen) 2 (CN ) 2  
(structure in Fig. 7.1.), this study is the first reported attempt 
to quantify NH-TV equlilibria in actual experimental systems. The 
results of both studies have been published recently in the 
Journal of the Faraday Society [8 8 ].
. A
The work on FPC carried out by coworkers [8 8 ] indicated that 
the U-induced increase in aqueous solubility of this complex was
due to formation of a FPC-U 2  adduct on the basis of the finding
2
that a plot of excess solubility versus [U] was linear (Fig.
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7.2). If a non-specific mechanism was responsible for the effect 
of Ü, then an approximately linear relationship between solubility 
of FPC and [U] would have been expected.
The aims of this work were therefore to use simple model 
systems comprising an aqueous solution of an aromatic molecule 
such as benzene in the presence or absence of an NH donor (e.g. U 
or GuaH^) to obtain information in a number of areas: (1) 
investigation of the ability of various types of -NH groups to 
interact with aromatic 71-systems; (2 ) quantitative analysis of 
data obtained from studies of such ternary systems to determine 
whether discrete well-defined equilibrium processes were involved;
(3) determination of the effect of substituents on the aromatic 
ring on potential NH-Tl interactions. Benzene (Phe), phenol (Tyr) 
and indole (Trp) are highly relevant to haemoprotein interactions 
as amino acid side chain models; (4) determination of the degree 
of involvement (if any) of water in NH-Tl interactions. Ethylene 
glycol was chosen for this latter set of experiments due to its 
fulfillment of the necessary requirements: it is fully miscible 
with water and permits molar dissolution of U whilst preventing 
dissolution of benzene to high concentrations.
The technique used for this work wasUV spectrophotometry.
The basis for this choice was (a) the well-characterized and 
relatively intense UV spectra of all the aromatic molecules of 
interest (b) the ready calculation of molar solubilities from 
absorbance measurements based on established linearity of a Beer's 
law analysis (c) experimental accuracy can be maximized and (d) 
the experimental finding (in preliminary studies) that high 
reproducibility for a single measurement could be achieved and 
that the UV band positions of aromatic molecules were insensitive 
to the presence of cosolutes (containing -NH groups).
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7.2 Methods relevant to Chapter 7
Preparation and équilibration of solutions
Aqueous solutions of benzene were prepared as follows: 
benzene (0.5ml) was pipetted onto the surface of 10ml aliquots of 
aqueous U, GuaH^ or EG solutions of varying concentration. 
Deionized water was used for all solutions. The solutions were 
stoppered and left unshaken to equilibrate in the dark for a 
minimum of 60 hours in a water bath at 25°C. Agitation of the 
solutions was avoided due to the tendency for permanent entrapment 
of undissolved benzene in the aqueous layer.
Solutions of other aromatic species were prepared as follows: 
anisole (methoxybenzene) solutions were prepared by a modification 
of the above procedure. A 1ml portion of anisole was added to 10ml 
of the aqueous solution and a 6  day equilibration carried out. 
Aqueous solutions of PhOH and indole were prepared by adding 
sufficient solid to stirred solutions to cause saturation. The 
solutions were then allowed to equilibrate for 6  and 7 days 
respectively; this contrasts with benzene which required only a 60 
hour equilibration period.
The length of time required for full equilibration of aqueous 
solutions of aromatic model compounds was found to vary 
considerably as indicated above. The minimum period of 
equilibration necessary was determined by daily spectrophotometric 
sampling of a reference solution until no further change in 
optical density occurred in a 24 hour period.
Analvsis of solutions
Analysis was carried out by UV spectrophotometry. An aliquot
(1 - lOOul) of the aqueous layer of the equilibrated solution was 
withdrawn using a Hamilton micro-syringe. Any solute adhering to 
the syringe needle was removed by careful application of a piece 
of tissue paper. The size of the aliquot taken and extent of 
subsequent dilution used for individual aromatic species was 
dependent on the molar extinction coefficient such that a measured 
absorbance in the range 0.15-0.6 was obtained.
The sample was then added to deionised water in a 5mm path 
length quartz cuvette. The absorbance of the water at the UV 
wavelength selected for measurement had been adjusted to zero 
relative to an identical reference cell. After stoppering and 
inverting the sample cuvette a stable absorbance reading was 
always obtained ca. instantaneously. This reading was subsequently 
corrected for dilution to yield a value for the original solution 
using the proven Beer’s law relationship. Duplicate sampling 
indicated a high degree of reproducibility (+ 2 %).
7.3. Benzene solubility studies.
Results are reported from a series of experiments in which 
the solubility of benzene in water, ethylene glycol and water- 
ethylene glycol mixtures was determined as a function of 
concentration of U or GuaH present. Benzene concentrations were 
derived from solution UV absorbance at 254nm on the basis of a 
proven linear Beer's Law relationship betwen absorbance and 
concentration. The positions and relative extinction coefficients 
of the overtone bands in this region of the UV spectrum of benzene 
were found to be independent of cosolute concentration. The UV 
spectrum of benzene is shown in Figure 7.3.
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Fig. 7.3 UV spectrum of benzene in water
7.3.1 Effect of urea on aqueous solubility of benzene
(a) Preliminary gas chromatography study.
In a preliminary study, gaë chromatography was used to 
me&sure benzene concentrations in aqueous U solutions containing 
excess undissolved benzene. The aim of this experiment was to 
verify the results of Bittrich and coworkers [200,201] which were 
obtained using this technique. A Porapak Q column at 190°C with a 
Flame Ionization Detector (FID) at 250°C and a nitrogen carrier 
gas at 40 ml.min ^ was used to analyse 1 ul portions of benzene 
solutions. Results were found to be subject to approximately 10- 
15% error in reproducibilty, which was considered unacceptable; 
therefore UV spectrophotometry was employed for this work in 
preference.
(b). UV spectrophotometric studies.
On the basis of a value of 0.023 M for the solubility of
benzene in water at 25°C [203,204] a molar extinction coefficient 
—  1 — 1of 164 M cm was calculated for the major band at 254 nm. The 
position and molar extinction coefficient of this band was found 
to be invariant in 0-1 M aqueous U, the concentration range 
present during the spectrophotometric stage of the sampling 
procedure. Initial experiments involving rapid dilution of aqueous 
benzene solution established a linear Beer's Law relationship 
between benzene conentration and absorbance at 254nm allowing 
direct conversion of absorbance into benzene concentrations.
The solubility of benzene in a range of aqueous U solutions 
of concentration 0-10 M was determined. A plot of solubility 
against U concentration was non-linear up to 6 M (Fig. 7.4); 
beyond this point the relationship became approximately linear. By
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Fig. 7.4 (top)
Solubility of benzene (as A 2 5 4 ) in water at 25°C as a function of 
urea concentration.
Fig. 7.5 (bottom)
Relationship between.urea-induced increase in benzene solubility
(Appendix 3) and [U] '
drawing a tangent to the curve at [U] = 0, the increase in benzene
solubility with increasing U concentration may be separated into
contributions from two components; a non-linear component
2
suggestive of a dependence on [U] and a linear component 
indicative of a dependence on [U]. This analysis is consistent 
with two equilibrium processes (Equations 7.1 and 7.2)
B + U BU (7.1)
BU + U ^=====^ BÜ 2  (7.2)
The relative contributions of the species B, BU and BU 2  to 
the solubility value at a particular U concentration are given by 
the y-ordinate of Fig. 7.4. The relationship between the 
contribution of the postulated BU 2  species to the solubility (data
taken from Fig. 7.4) and the square of the U concentration was
found to be approximately linear (Fig. 7.5). This finding supports 
the rationalisation in terms of two stoichiometric equilibria, 
when allowance is made for the relatively small absorbance 
differences from which Fig. 7.5 is obtained. Equilibrium constants 
and K 2  may be calculated for the two equilibria outlined in 
equations 7.1 and 7.2 respectively (method in Appendix 3).
Analysis of the data leads to determination of values of = 0. 03
and K 2  = 0.27 M
7.3.2 Effect of GuaH^ on the aqueous solubilitv of benzene.
A study was made of the solubility of benzene in aqueous 
solutions of GuaH^. A series of 0-3M GuaH^ solutions 
were used; each solution contained KCl as a balancing electrolyte 
in order to maintain a uniform ionic strength of u = 3.0. A plot 
of benzene solubility against concentration of GuaH^ was non­
linear (Fig. 7.6) and was analyzed in identical manner to the
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Fig. 7.6 (top)
jGuaif]^  /M^
Solubility of benzene (as A 2 5 4 ) in water at 25 C as a function of 
GuaH Cl concentration.
Fig. 7.7 (bottom)
Relationship between GuaH -induced increase in benzene solubility
(Appendix 3) and [GuaH ] .
corresponding U data (section 7.3.1.) assuming analogous 
equilibrium processes. A plot of the contribution of the species 
B(GuaH ^ ) 2  to the measured solubility against [GuaH^J^was 
approximately linear (Fig. 7.7) indicating the validity of this 
analysis. Values of = 0.67 M ^ and K 2  = 0.27 M ^ were obtained 
for the stoichiometric equilibria.
7.3.3. Effect of ethylene glycol on the aqueous solubilitv of 
benzene.
The solubility of benzene in a range of aqueous ethylene
glycol (EG) was determined. Preliminary studies demonstrated a
Beer's Law relationship between benzene concentration and
absorbance at 254nm for optical densities up to 0.6, the maximum
value measured in this experiment. Concentrations were calculated
using individual values of the molar extinction coefficient at
254nm according to the percentage EG in the solution. Using the
previously determined value of the extinction coefficient in water 
_1 _ 1
(164 m cm ) and absorbance measurements for a standard
equilibrated benzene solution diluted separately into water and
pure EG a value for the extinction coefficient in pure EG of 131 
-1 -1M cm was estimated. For aqueous EG solutions a linear 
dependence of the extinction coefficient on percentage ethylene 
glycol was assumed.
A plot of benzene solubility against EG concentration was a 
relatively steep curve (Fig. 7.8). A benzeneiEG stoichiometry of 
1 :3 was. indicated on the basis of an approximately linear 
relationship between excess solubility (relative to the value in 
water) and [EG]^ (Fig. 7.9). The equilibrium constant was 
calculated to have a value of K = 2  x 1 0 ~^M~^.
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Fia. 7.8 (top)
Solubility of benzene (as A 2 5 4 ) at 25 C as a function of 
% ethylene glycol^ (EG) in water.
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Relationship between EG-induced increase in benzene solubility
(Appendix 3) and (%EG)
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7.3.4. Effect of urea on benzene solubilitv in aqueous ethylene 
glycol.
The solubility of benzene in a series of aqueous EG solutions 
of varying composition but all containing 2M U was determined. The 
solubility data was plotted as a function of %EG (Fig. 7.8). In 
solutions containing up to 40% aqueous EG the relative 
solubilizing effect of 2M U increased with increasing %EG; beyond 
this point the effect began to fall off such that U had a negative 
effect on solubility in 80 or 100% aqueous EG. Calculation of a 
solubility ratio Sg/S^ where S 2  is benzene solubility in a given 
aqueous EG solution containing 2M Uyand Sq
Table 7.1 Relative solubilizing effect of urea f2Ml in aqueous 
EG solutions at 25°C
%EG S 2 /S 0
0 1.15
2 0 1 . 2 0
40 1.26
60 1 . 1 2
80 0.93
1 0 0 0.67
is the corresponding value in the same % of aqueous EG in the 
absence of U illustrates this point.
7.3.5, Effect of urea on benzene solubilitv in ethylene glvcol.
Results obtained in aqueous EG mixtures indicated that 2M U 
showed a negative solubilizing effect toward benzene at high EG 
levels, in marked contrast to its solubilizing properties in 
aqueous solution. A study was therefore made of the solubility of 
benzene in pure EG as a function of [U] (0-3 M ) . A plot of the 
resulting data was a shallow curve of decreasing negative slope as 
[U] increased (Fig. 7.10) indicating that benzene solubility is
Fia 7.10 (right)
Solubility of benzene (as A 2 5 4 ) in pure EG at 25 C as a function 
of urea concentration.
0 2
Molar solubility of phenol in water at 25°C as a function of urea 
concentration.
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depressed by U concentrations of 0.5M (the lowest concentration 
used in this study) and above.
7.3.6. Solubilitv of benzene in other aqueous co-solutes.
The solubility of benzene in 2M solutions of a range of co­
solutes under conditions of uniform ionic strength (u = 2 ) was 
determined relative to the value in water of 0.023M [203,204] 
(Table 7.2). The positions and relative intensities of the peaks 
in the UV spectrum of benzene in all the 2M co-solute solutions 
were identical to those in pure water.
7.4 Solubilitv of phenol in aqueous urea solution.
Phenol (a model for the side chain of tyrosine) is readily 
soluble in water (molar solubility = 0.92M at 25°C [205]) and 
possesses an intense UV spectrum containing a major band at 
270 nm. Absorbances at this wavelength were used to derive phenol 
concentrations. A molar extinction coefficient at 270 nm of 
1446M ^cm ^ was determined and is in excellent agreement with the 
literature value of 1450 M ^cm ^ [206]. The solubility of 
Table 7.2 Solubilitv of benzene fB1 in 2M aqueous solution of
various co-solutes at 25°C.
Co-solute 10^ X [B1 / M
None 2.3
Urea 2.5
KCl 1 . 1
Urea + KCl 1.3
GuaHCl 2 . 8
NH^Cl 1.5
NHgOH.HCl 1.4
NHgNHg.HCl 1.3
phenol in a series of aqueous U solutions was determined 
and the data plotted as a function of [U], yielding a steeply non­
linear plot (Fig. 7.12).
H 5
Two contributions to the excess solubility of phenol in 
aqueous U are apparent; a direct linear dependence on a higher 
power of [U] which suggests the following equilibria:
PhOH + U PhOH-U
PhOH-U + (n-l)U ....  —  PhOH-(U)„ Kn
An exact value of n, the stoichiometry of the secondary 
equilibrium, could not be determined with sufficient confidence 
due to the inherent sensitivity of the necessary data analysis to 
the more subjective nature of the choice of the tangent. 
However, duplicate experiments consistently indicated a value in 
the range n = 3 to n = 4. The value of the equilibrium constant 
determined was = 0.14 M ^ .
• A consistent discontinuity manifested by an abrupt fall in 
optical density was observed in the range 3.4 -4M U; this 
behaviour coincided with the observation of an apparent phase 
change in the fully equilibrated phenol/urea/water system from (1 ) 
clear aqueous supernatant above a viscous liquid phenol layer to
(2) clear supernatant over a crystals of a solid. Attempted 
extraction of crystals from the mother liquor for X-ray structural 
determination was unsuccessful due to the tendency for the 
crystals to rapidly liquefy in air.
7.5 Solubilitv of indole in acrueous urea solution.
The aqueous solubility of indole (a model for the side chain
of tryptophan) was determined at 25°C as a function of [U]. Very
few studies of aqueous indole have been made. A value of 5.98 x
3 — 1 —1
10 M cm for the molar extinction coefficient at 270nm of 
indole in water was estimated using figure 1  from reference [207].
mA plot of solubility against [U] for solutions of aqueous 
indole (In) was a very shallow rising curve (Fig. 7.11). The data 
can be analyzed in terms of two equilibria directly analogous to 
those outlined in the case of benzene (Section 7.3.1), though K 2  
is clearly very low (for this reason the contribution of the 
B(In ) 2  adduct to the solubility was not plotted). For these 
stoichiometric equilibrium constants are = 0.19 M~^,
K2 < 0.01
7.6 Solubilitv of anisole in aqueous urea solution.
The solubility of anisole in a series of aqueous urea 
solutions was determined. Optical densities were measured at 270 
nm. A molar extinction coefficient at 269 nm of 1480 M ^cm ^ has 
been reported [207]; based on this value, measurement of the 
absorbance of a standard aqueous anisole solution at both 270 nm 
and at 269 nm enabled estimation of a value of 1465 M ^cm  ^ for 
the extinction coefficient at 270 nm. Anisole concentrations were 
determined using this calculated value.
A plot of anisole versus [U] was non-linear (Fig. 7.11) and
of similar appearance to that of benzene in aqueous U. Values of
the equilibrium constants for linear and higher power U dependent
2
equilibria (apparently [U] ,analogous to benzene) were determined
to be = 0.07 M ^ and K 2  = 0.31 M
7.7 Discussion.
The aim of the work reported in this chapter was to develop 
simple model systems for the study of potential NH-Tl interactions 
in proteins and to relate the results obtained to the well known 
processes of protein dénaturation and solubilization of
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12. Molar^solubi 1 ities of PhH, PhOMe and indole in water 
at 25 C as a function of urea concentration
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hydrophobic molecules by aqueous U and GuaH^. Specific interest 
was centred on (1 ) demonstration, using model systems,of the 
potential occurrence of NH-7) interactions in aqueous solution (2) 
quantitation of the equilibria involved (3) investigation of the 
influence of substituents on the aromatic ring and of the 
structure of the -NH containing molecule on the interactions and 
(4) determination of the involvement (or otherwise) of water in 
the equilibria.
Aqueous benzene was used as a model system for much of the 
work reported in this chapter. Two research groups have previously 
reported data on the influence of U on benzene solubility. Ueda 
and coworkers [2 0 2 ] determined the solubility of benzene in 
aqueous solutions containing 1,2,4 and 8  Molar U by freezing point 
measurements and obtained data which closely resembles the 
spectrophotometric data in this chapter. Bittrich and coworkers 
[2 0 0 ,2 0 1 ] estimated benzene solubility in a range of aqueous 
solutions using gas chromatography; an apparent anomaly in the 
data in the region of ca. 5-6M U is present, which is unmentioned 
by the authors. Our results indicated that quantitative GC gave 
significant problems of reproducibility when aqueous solutions of 
benzene/U were analyzed; this may be due to inherent errors in 
derivation of peak areas, incomplete combustion of PhH by the FID 
detector or other reasons.
It was shown that the U- and GuaH* - induced increases in the 
molar solubility of benzene in water (measured by UV 
spectrophotometry) could be attributed to 2 components (Figs 7.4 
and 7.6): firstly a linear component representing a benzenerU 
stoichiometry of 1 : 1  and secondly a non-linear component 
indicating 1:2 benzene:U interaction. Equilibrium constants could
/fr
be calculated for these processes using the analysis shown in 
Appendix 3. The data was found to be consistent with formation of 
a BU adduct (K^ = 0.03 M~^) and a BUg adduct (K2  = 0.27 M ^). The 
stoichiometry of the BUg adduct was proved by the linearity of a 
plot of the portion of the molar solubility of benzene above the
o
tangent (see Appendix 3) against [U] (Fig. 7.5). If the U- 
induced increase in benzene solubility in water were due to non­
specific disruption of water structure then the original plot of 
solubility against [U] would be expected to be either 
approximately linear, or a curve with decreasing gradient as [U] 
increased. Corresponding analysis of data on the solubility of 
benzene in aqueous GuaH* gave values of = 0.67 
Kg = 0.27
The data reported in this study for benzene/U closely 
parallels that obtained in this laboratory by Miss V. L. Frost 
using the water soluble iron complex FPC [8 8 ]. FPC may be regarded 
as a more complex hydrophobic model compound; it has 6  benzenoid 
rings in addition to two polar CN groups [87] (Fig. 7.1). It was 
shown that the U-induced increase in the aqueous solubility of FPC 
corresponded to formation of an FPC-Ug adduct (Fig. 7.2) by an 
analysis analogous to that used in this study. In the case of FPC- 
Ug no 1:1 adduct was observed however. The benzene/U and FPC/U 
data have been recently published [8 8 ].
Analysis of the U-induced increase in the aqueous solubility 
of PhOH (Fig. 7.12), indole and anisole (Fig. 7.11) was carried 
out using the standard method developed in this work 
(Appendix 3). The aim of this series of experiments was to 
investigate the effect of the molecular structure of the aromatic 
species (with respect to the presence of substituents) on the 
equilibrium constants for adduct formation. Data for all the
systems studied is summarized in Table 7.3. The values of (i.e. 
formation of a
Table 7.3 Equilibrium constants for interaction of aromatic 
molecules with aqueous U or GuaH
Aromatic cosolute Kj/M ^ K 3 /M 1 g 2
PhH U 0.03 0.25 0.0075
PhOMe U 0.08 0.31 0.025
PhOH U 0.14 nd
Indole U 0.18 < 0 . 0 1 < 0.0018
PhH GuaH+ 0 .65 0.26 0.18
PhH EG nd nd 0 . 0 0 2
nd = not detected
1:1 aromatic molecule-U adduct) were found to vary by less than 
one order of magnitude; this finding provides evidence that 
changes in the electronic properties of the aromatic -system 
(via inductive or mesomeric effects) cause changes in the strength 
of the bonding in the adduct, though a common type of interaction 
is still indicated on the basis of the relatively small range of 
variation in value. In the case of phenol an adduct of 
stoichiometry 3 or 4:1 (U:PhOH) was indicated, with no evidence 
for a 2:1 U adduct analogous to those of benzene, indole or 
anisole. A phase change in the ternary PhOH/U/HgO system was 
observed also. These findings, which differ somewhat from the 
other aromatic molecules studied, may result from involvement of 
the polar OH group in interactions with U.
The two major findings in aqueous U/GuaH^ solutions of 
aromatic molecules viz (1 ) simple stoichiometries and (2 ) solute- 
dependent equilibrium constants provide the first direct evidence 
to indicate that U and GuaH^ exert their solubilizing effects 
through direct formation of stoichiometric adducts with solute 
molecules rather than indirectly by disruption of solvent
/f9
structure. If the latter mechanism was operating then aqueous 
solutions of U and GuaH^ would be predicted to show large 
deviations from thermodynamic ideality. However, osmotic 
coefficients [190] and boiling point elevations [191] measured for 
aqueous solutions of U show only small deviations from ideal 
behaviour suggesting that U does not cause a major perturbation of 
the structure of water. Non-specific hydrogen-bonding effects in 
bulk solvent structure may however play a lesser role to direct 
interaction in the solubilization of hydrophobic molecules.
Demonstration of a direct U/GuaH^-aromatic interaction is 
also of relevance to protein dénaturation. It is proposed that the 
reported experimental observations that (a) the required 
concentration of U or GuaH^ as dénaturant has been found to 
correlate well with the total number of amino acid residues and 
peptide bonds in certain proteins [192-194] and (b) the degree of 
peptide chain unfolding of yS -lactoglobulin is dependent on a high 
power (n = 17) of the concentration of U [195] reflect, in part at 
least, the involvement of direct interactions between the side 
chains of aromatic amino acids and U or GuaH^ molecules. Clearly 
interactions of a more polar nature (e.g. hydrogen-bonding) are 
also likely to occur in protein dénaturation.
Information on the involvement or otherwise of water 
molecules in the structures of the adducts formed in aqueous 
aromatic/U systems was obtained by studying the solubility of 
benzene in pure EG and in aqueous EG solution. Benzene solubility 
increased substantially as the concentration of EG in water was 
raised (Fig. 7.8) and was found to correspond to the existence of 
a stoichiometric equilibrium between a single benzene molecule and 
3 EG molecules (Fig. 7.9): no individual step-wise equilibria
/50
involving B(EG) or BfEGjg were detected.
The effect on benzene solubility of a constant aqueous U 
concentration of 2M was studied under conditions of increasing EG 
concentration (Fig. 7.8). Results showed that the solubilizing 
effect of 2M U increases in 0-40% aqueous EG solutions and 
subsequently decreases beyond 40% such that in pure EG the 
solubility of benzene is depressed below its value in 2M U in pure 
water (T A b l e  7.1). This finding indicates that water molecules 
are not involved in the structure of the benzene-U adduct, since 
it is apparent from Table 7.1 that the U-induced contribution to 
benzene solubility is proportionally greater in 0-40% aqueous EG 
relative to pure water. Ueda and coworkers have studied the effect 
of U (2M) on the solubility of toluene in aqueous EG mixtures 
[208] but have carried out no systematic analysis of the data; 
however, analogous solubility ratios may be calculated using the 
reported data and these were found to show a very similar trend to 
the results for benzene found in this study (Table 7.1).
At higher EG concentrations the observed decrease in the 
solubilizing effect of U may be ascribed to the competition of 
benzene and U for EG molecules in the quaternary system as the 
concentration of water molecules becomes lower. Confirmation of 
the inability of U to solubilize benzene in pure EG was obtained 
by varying the concentration of U in pure EG solutions containing 
excess benzene (Fig 7.10). The shallow curve of decreasing benzene 
solubility is very similar in shape to that observed for toluene 
in pure EG solutions of U [209].
Data, currently unpublished, which has been obtained in this 
laboratory by Miss V. L. Frost on the solubility of the iron 
complex (FDPDC) in pure EG showed parallel behaviour to benzene.
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viz. a dependence of the solubility on the cube of the EG 
concentration and an initial proportional increase in the 
solubilizing effect of U at low concentrations of EG relative to 
its effect in pure water. This finding was interpreted as 
•indicating a lack of involvement of water in the adduct between 
FDPDC and U and, by analogy, lends further support to the 
contention that water is not involved in the benzene-U adduct.
Comparison of the effects of a series of molecules containing 
one or more -NH groups on the aqueous solubility of benzene was 
carried out (Table 7.2). The aim of this study was to determine 
the minimum structures, based on -NH groups, for interactions with 
benzene and therefore, by analogy, other aromatic molecules. 
Comparison at a uniform ionic strength of u = 2.0 clearly 
illustrated the significant increase in benzene solubility induced 
by 2M GuaH^. Under these conditions all the remaining cosolutes 
(including U) caused a depression in benzene solubility at 2M 
concentration. The key structural unit required for solubilization 
(via adduct formation) of aromatic molecules appears thetefore to 
be: HgN—C—NH 2 «
Preferential interaction of the protein dénaturants U and 
GuaH^ with hydrophobic amino acid residues, particularly the 
aromatic residues Phe, Tyr and Trp has been found for a number of 
proteins [193,194] and in solubility studies of the individual 
amino acids themselves [198,199]. In a survey of 33 high 
resolution protein crystal structures Burley and Petsko found that 
the positively charged side chain amino groups of Lys, Arg and His 
were preferentially located within 6 Â of the centres of the 
aromatic rings of Phe, Tyr and Trp, in Van der Waals contact with 
the 11-electron system [85].
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A possible structural conformation for the U or GuaH^ adducts 
of aromatic compounds is NH-7r hydrogen bonding of the type 
proposed by Levitt and Perutz [8 6 ]. This occurrence of this type 
of interaction in proteins has been supported by NMR and 
crystallographic evidence [81-84]. It has been shown that the 
buried T\-electron cloud of Tyr-35 in bovine pancreatic trypsin 
inhibitor accepts hydrogen bonds from Gly-37 and Asn-44 [81,84]. A 
similar NH-T) interaction has been proposed on the basis of 
electron density measurements of the Hb-bezafibrate complex [82]; 
the amide hydrogens of Asp (GIO) were found to be in close contact 
with the n-electrons of the benzene ring of the drug molecule.
Interaction of proton donors other than NH with the Tl-systems 
of aromatic molecules has been reported by a number of workers.
The formation of bimolecular adducts between PhOH and the Tl- 
systems of aromatic molecules has been studied by infra red 
spectroscopy [210,211]. Data was consistent with a hydrogen bonded 
structure involving proton donation from the OH group of PhOH into 
the n-electron cloud of the aromatic molecule. Entropy 
calculations led to proposal of a geometry in which the O-H bond 
was aligned close to the 6 -fold axis of the benzene ring (C^y 
symmetry). This type of structural conformation was also proposed 
for the analogous benzene-HF complex where HF acts as the proton 
donor [186].
A theoretical study of T\ -hydrogen bonding in dimers of 
benzene and various proton donors including NH^, HgO, HF, H 2 S and 
HCl has been reported [187]. Evidence was obtained for 
preferential location of a hydrogen atom of the donor molecule 
close to the surface of the aromatic ring. Similarly, energy 
minimization calculations carried out for interaction of benzene 
with formamide (as a model system for aromatic-amino group
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interactions) showed that the preferred conformation for the two 
interacting molecules involved NH-Tl hydrogen bonding, with the 
nitrogen atom of formamide located over the benzene ring and the 
hydrogen atom projecting down into the TT-system; the carbonyl 
oxygen atom was proposed to lie near to the ring circumference 
where it could interact with the hydrogens of the benzene ring 
[212].
Further structural characterization of the adducts detected 
in this chapter on the basis of simple stoichiometric equilibria 
awaits a comprehensive NMR study since the relatively weak 
associative forces in the adducts (low logK values) are unlikely 
to permit extraction of crystals that are suitable for X-ray 
diffraction. However, it is tentatively proposed at this stage 
that the major attractive interaction present in the adducts 
studied is likely to be NH-T) bonding of the type proposed by 
Levitt and Perutz [8 6 ].
Chapter 8 . Formation of 7T - 7T adducts by MP 8 .
8 .1 Introduction.
An area of continuing interest in haemoprotein chemistry is 
thè development of a fuller understanding of the types of 
molecular recognition (i.e. multi-site interactions) which 
underlie the ability of the haem prosthetic group to interact in a 
highly specific manner with both the polypeptide chain of the 
apoprotein and with certain substrate molecules. The aim of this 
type of work is generally to determine structure-function 
relationships for haem-protein and haem-substrate/ligand 
interactions. MP 8  can potentially provide a water soluble template 
of well-characterized solution chemistry for modelling important 
interactions of the haem group.
Chapter 5 reports the use of MP 8  as a model for studying the 
direct coordination of nitrogenous bases with the iron 
haemoproteins. Work in chapters 5 and 6  demonstrates that MP 8  can 
act as a model for the study of haem-polypeptide interactions in 
the holoproteins: the effect of key single amino acid residues or 
important oligopeptide sequences has been determined in a number 
of cases. The work reported in this chapter represents an attempt 
an attempt to extend this type of haemoprotein model rationale to 
more complex interactions of the haem group including those of a 
multi-site nature.
The ability of free haems such as ferriprotoporphyrin IX (FP) 
to interact in aqueous solution with drug molecules such as 
antimalarials (e.g.chloroquine [79]) and purines (e.g. caffeine
[213]) and with planar aromatic systems such as N-alkyl pyridinium 
salts [92] seems likely to involve interactions of a relatively
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weak and, in some cases, multi-site nature. MP 8  can act as a water 
soluble trifunctional template comprising an axial site for 
hydrogen bonding to the coordinating ligand, a flat aromatic Tj- 
system and an ionic bonding site, comprising the negatively- 
charged carboxylate groups at the periphery of the ring. The 
monomeric nature of aqueous or aqueous-methanolic MP 8  together 
with its relatively intense and interaction-sensitive UV-visible 
spectrum ( 9x lO^cm ^ between pH 7 - 12 [32]) enable the
use of spectrophotometry to probe such haem-drug interactions.
The interaction between free haem, specifically FT,and 
antimalarial drugs is of particular physiological and,potentially, 
clinical interest. Malarial parasites such as Plasmodium berqhei 
infect red blood cells (erythrocytes) of the host organism and 
secrete acid proteases to degrade the host cell haemoglobin into 
amino acids (required for parasitic protein biosynthesis) and 
potentially cytotoxic FP [214,215]. Free FP causes disruption of 
cellular ion channels and interferes with osmotic gradients; in 
infected erythrocytes it is sequestered into a highly aggregated 
form known as malarial pigment (haemazoin) which is of low 
cytotoxicity [215].
In order to explain the physiological mode of action of 
antimalarial drugs two main hypotheses have been proposed. Fitch 
and coworkers have attributed the antimalarial activity of drugs 
such as chloroquine (CQ) and quinine (Q) (see Fig. 8.1) to their 
ability to sequester transient free FP in the infected cells with 
high iaffinity and prevent its incorporation into inactive 
haemozoin [79,214,216]. Evidence for this mechanism has been 
provided by the following findings: (1 ) the high and remarkably
similar relative affinities of intact erythrocytes infected with 
the malarial parasite and of free FP for CQ, which are 1 x 10® M~^
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Fia. 8.1 Structures of antimalarial drugs used in this study: 
(a) chloroquine, (b) quinine, (c) halofantrine and 
(d) WR122455A
[216] and 2.9 x 10® M ^ [217] respectively i.e. identification of 
FP as an intracellular receptor for CQ [216]; (2) the equilibrium 
constant for the interaction between CQ and non-infected 
erythrocytes is significantly lower than this value of 10®M ^ 
[215]; (3) the ability of both FP and the FP-CQ complex to inhibit 
acid proteases from malarial parasites with an I^q = 5.25 uM
[214].
A second major hypothesis for the mode of action of 
antimalarials, which is not inherently excluded by the previous FP 
hypothesis, has been advanced by Warhurst [218]. This so-called 
permease theory considers that CQ or Q susceptible malarial 
parasites are selectively inhibited by those drugs due to 
permease-assisted transport of the active drug into the parasite 
cytoplasm where it would inhibit lysosomal digestion of Hb, 
causing amino acid starvation. Warhurst has challenged the 
validity of the Fp hypothesis of Fitch on the basis of an apparent 
inability of certain antimalarials, in particular the phenanthrene 
amino alcohol, halofantrine (see Fig. 8.1), which has very high in 
vivo antimalarial activity, to form a complex with FP or other 
iron porphyrins [219]. The majority of other commonly used 
antimalarials such as CQ, Q and the piperidyl phenanthrene 
derivative, WR122455A (see Fig. 8.1) were found to complex with 
haemin in benzene solution [219,220]. NMR studies (^H and ^®C) in 
various aqueous and non-aqueous solvent systems have provided 
evidence for the occurence of stacked coplanar haem-antimalarial 
adducts [80,221]
Hydrophobic interactions are likely to play a major role in 
the interaction of haems with many types of drug in aqueous 
solution. Caffeine, which possesses a planar aromatic system is
mable to split dimeric haemin to form 2  molecules of a monomeric 
haem-caffeine adduct [213,222] which has a red-shifted Soret band. 
NMR studies of metalloporphyrin-caffeine complexes indicate 
coplanar interaction of the porphyrin and drug molecule with a 
preference for location of the electropositive metal over N-9 of 
the 5-membered ring [223]. Coplanar metalloporphyrin -steroid 
interactions have been similarly demonstrated by NMR [163]. 
Myoglobin, haemin and haematoporphyrin gave weak 1:1 complexes 
with red-shifted Soret bands with aromatic molecules such as Phi 
and PhNOg in a UV-visible study [93].
Evidence for the primary involvement of hydrophobic (viz. T) - T\ 
overlap) forces in interactions of this type is provided 
indirectly by the interaction of uroporphyrin with heterocycles 
including caffeine and pyridinium salts where the formation of 1 : 1  
complexes with red-shifted Soret bands were measured despite the 
lack of a central metal ion [185]. In the case of N-alkyl 
pyridinium (NAP) salts interacting with haems, ligation to Fe is 
clearly not possible due to electrostatic repulsion. The 
intreaction stoichiometry of 2 molecules of NAP per haem dimer has 
been attributed to electrostatic interaction of the haem 
carboxylates with positive charge of the [N-R]^ system of the NAP 
[92]. Coplanar T1 -donor (haem )-acceptor (NAP) interaction also 
seems highly likely to contribute to the interaction energy [145]. 
The interaction of MP 8  with N-methyl pyridinium iodide was studied 
in aqueous solution in this chapter since it represents a simple 
model donor-acceptor system.
Work in this chapter includes a systematic study of the 
interaction of monomeric MP 8  in aqueous solution with four 
antimalarials of specific importance viz. CQ, Q, Hf and WR. 
Determination of individual logK values at high (pH12) and neutral
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pH should enable assessment of likely common interaction types 
(e.g. TÎ - TÎ , hydrogen bonding, ionic interaction with haem 
propionates). Demonstration of an interaction between aqueous MP 8  
and Hf and WR would provide support for the FP- based theory for 
in' vivo antimalarial activity. The interaction of CQ and Q with 
the holoproteins Hb and Mb has been studied with a view to 
determining if these drugs are able to form complexes with the 
proteins; formation of a Hb-CQ or Hb-Q complex may contribute to 
antimalarial activity by inhibiting acid protease activity. 
Haemoglobin is able to form complexes with many types of drug 
though no evidence for complexation with CQ has been obtained 
[82,215].
8.2 Relevant methods.
Titrations
Titrations were performed in aqueous solution (pH 12) or 
aqueous methanolic solution (pH 7.5) in the majority of cases. The 
relatively low logK values characterizing many of the equilibria 
studied in this chapter necessitated titrations with aliquots of 
the solid drug in a number of cases (see Chapter 2). Hf and WR 
were found to be sparingly soluble in 0.1 M NaClO^ at pH 12 or 20% 
aq. MeOH at pH 7.5; an unbuffered solution of 70% aq. MeOH was 
therefore used for experiments with these drugs. All experiments 
were carried out at 25°C.
Preparation of N-Methvl Pvridinium Iodide (NMPv^l
NMPy^ was prepared by reaction of methyl iodide with pyridine 
in a molar ratio of 11:10. Dry Py (0.8ml) was placed in a clean 
glass tube of known mass. Mel (0.68ml) was added and the resultant 
strongly exothermic reaction (periodically cooled in ice) allowed
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to proceed for 20 mins. The product solution was warmed to 45-50°C 
and cooled in ice to bring about rapid crystallization. Following 
centrifugation the NMPy^ crystals were washed with 3 x 10ml ice 
cold EtOH with further centrifugation between washes. The 
resultant white crystals were kept under vacuum with silica 
overnight to remove water. After weighing of the tube to enable 
calculation of the quantity of NMPy^ (typical yields were 85-90% 
for conversion of Py) the solid product was dissolved in 5-lOml of 
deionized water to give a stock solution of ca. IM NMPy*.
Results.
8.3 Interaction of MP 8  with N-methvl pvridinium iodide.
The equilibria between aqueous MP 8  and NMPy^ was studied 
spectrophotometrically. Comparison of the resultant spectra (a) 
under neutral (pH 7.5) and alkaline (pH 12) conditions and (b) 
with those obtained with known axial ligands such as nitrogenous 
bases (results in Chapter 5) was made in order to gain information 
as to likely molecular interaction sites or geometries.
A stock aqueous solution of 1.72M N-methyl pyridinium iodide 
(NMPy^) was used as the titrating solution. At pH 12 NMPy^ caused 
a shift in the Soret band of hydroxoMP 8  from 401 to 394.5 nm 
(Fig. 8.2). A further band at 532 nm was observed with a shoulder 
at ca. 596nm. Stable absorbance readings were established in 2-5 
minutes. Isosbestic points were found at 352, 422, 492 and 567 nm. 
Analysis of the data gave a stoichiometry of 1:1 and logK^^g =
1.73 +0.03.
At pH 7.5 no significant reaction of NMPy^ with aquoMPS was 
observed. An NMPy^ concentration of 3.4 x 10 caused a Soret 
absorbance change at 397 nm of < 0.4%, suggesting logK < 0.5.
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F-iq,.- 8.2 Representative spectra for titration of 5. 2uM MP8 with 
N-methyl^pyridinium iodide (NMPy ) in O.IM N a C l O ^ / p H  
12 at 25 C. NMPy*^ concentrations were: 0, 6.9 x 10 
and 3.1 x 10 M.
8 »4 Haem-antimalarial drug interactions.
8.4.1 MPB.
Micromolar solutions of MP 8  in either the aquo form (pH 7.5) 
or hydroxo form (pH 12) were titrated with various antimalarial
Table 8.1 Equilibrium constants and Soret maxima for complexes of 
MP 8  with adduct-forming molecules
d H 7.5 d H 12
isa&obs max/™” iaakobs max/™"
MP 8
None (Fe-OH_) 397 (Fe-OH") 401
NMPy* < 0.5 397 1.73 + 0.03 394.5
CQ 1.98 ± 0.08 397 3.93 ±  0.03 397
Q 1.68 ± 0.04 398.5 3.36 + 0.07 401
Hf 1.3^ 397 - -
WR 2 .6 ^ 397 - -
Hb^
None
CQ
Q
(Fe-OHg) 
2.53 ± 0.07 
2.0^ 1  0.5
405
404-
405
Mb^
None (Fe-OH_) 409
CQ < 1 . 0 409
Q < 1 . 0 409
a in 70% aq. MeOH unbuffered. pH 7.0
b estimated by comparison with Hb/CQ data
c in O.IM phosphate buffer, pH 7.0
drugs. In all cases, relatively small UV-visible 
spectrophotometric changes were obtained, with isosbestic points 
indicative of a specific interaction. Numerical analysis was 
carried out on the data in order to determine relevant logK values 
(Table 8.1).
I a ) Chloroquine.
Chloroquine (7-chloro-4-(4-diethylamino-l-methyl)-n- 
butylamino quinoline) is an antimalarial of the 4-aminoquinoline 
group (Fig. 8.1), which is widely used in the clinical treatment 
of malaria. The pKa of the ring nitrogen of CQ is 8.1 in aqueous 
solution, whilst that of the tertiary amino side chain is 1 0 . 2  
[154].
At pH 7.5 (20% aq. MeOH) addition of successive amounts of a
0.2 M stock CQ solution caused a reduction in the Soret band
intensity of MP 8  but no shift in X  max. A clear isosbestic at 406 
nm was noted; the relatively small magnitude of the absorbance 
changes in the other regions of the UV-visible spectrum prevented 
accurate determination of further isosbestic points. Analysis of 
the data indicated 1:1 stoichiometry and gave logK^^^ = 1.98 
±0.08.
At pH 12 in 0.1 M NaClO^, aq. titration of hydroxoMP 8  with CQ 
led to a blue-shift in the Soret band (401 -> 397 nm) and a
reduction in Soret band intensity. At CQ concentrations above ca.
-41.8 X 10 M, the solution turned cloudy, indicating precipitation 
of an unknown compound, presumably either CQ or MP 8 -CQ. A value of 
logKg^g = 3.93 ±0.03 was obtained.
(b) Quinine.
Quinine (Q) possesses a quinoline ring substituted at the 6 - 
position by a methoxy group and at the 4- position by a multi­
functional bridged side chain containing a hydroxyl group, a 
tertiary nitrogen and a vinyl group (Fig. 8.1). The pKa values for 
the ring and side chain nitrogen atoms are 4.3 and 8.4
respectively [154] whilst that of the hydroxyl group does not 
appear to have been reported.
At pH 7.5 in 20% aq. MeOH solution, titration of aquoMPS with 
Q (0.156M stock solution in MeOH) caused spectral changes 
consisting of a red-shifted Soret band of reduced intensity (
max 398.5 nm) and accompanying visible region changes (Fig. 8.3).
Broad visible region bands were recorded at ca. 486, 524®^ and 594 
nm. Isosbestic points were observed at 369, 405 and 622 nm with a 
broad intersection region at 501 - 505 nm. A value of logK =
1.68 +0.04 was obtained and 1:1 stoichiometry indicated.
At pH 12, MP 8  interacted with Q in a similar manner (^  max 
unchanged at 401 nm) but with a significantly higher equilibrium 
constant given by logK^^^ = 3.36 +0.07. The behaviour of Q on 
interacting with MP 8  was thus found to closely parallel that of CQ
i.e. logK^j^g(pH 12) »  logK^j^^ (pH7.5 ) by ca. 2 orders of 
magnitude.
fc) Halofantrine.
Halofantrine (Hf) is the trivial name for 3-dibutylamino-l- 
(1,3 dichloro- 6 -trifluoromethyl-9-phenanthryl) propan-l-ol 
hydrochloride (see Fig. 8.1 for structure). Due to a very low 
aqueous solubility at 25°C of < 2 x 10 '^ M only a theoretical value 
of 9.7 +0.6 for the tertiary amine pKa is available [224]. It was 
found that Hf precipitated out from solution on titration into a 
20% aq. MeOH solution of aquoMP 8 . Further investigations indicated 
that a minimum concentration of 70% aq. MeOH was required to 
enable sufficient Hf to remain in solution for a full titration. 
The addition of buffering salts such as NagHPO^ caused immediate 
precipitation; the working solution was therefore unbuffered 70% 
aq. MeOH at ca. pH 7.0 (adjusted with dilute acid or alkali) under
0.8-
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Fig. 8.3 Representative spectra for titration of 5.2uM MPB with 
quinine in 20% (v/v) aq. MeOH/O.OBM phosphate, pH_]J.5 
-X. oc ^ Quinine concentrations were: '' "at 25 C. 
1.55 X 10
0, 6.2 X 10
and 4.55 x 10 M.
which conditions MP 8  is present as the monomeric aquo- form [32]. 
No experiments at pH 12 could be performed due to precipitation of 
Hf under the higher ionic conditions.
Titration of aquoMPS under these conditions with Hf (added as 
weighed portions of solid) gave spectral changes similar to those 
noted with analogous experiments using CQ i.e. decrease in Soret 
intensity with no shift in X^ax* ^ total Soret absorbance change 
(Soret wavelength 397 nm) of ca. 5-6% was measured; on analysis, 
the data was found to correspond to ca. 1 : 1  complexation with 
logKobs = 1-2. (Fig. 8.4)
(d) WR122, 455A.
The structure of WR is shown in Fig. 8.1; its full name is 
3, 6 -bis(trifluoromethyl) -(2-piperidyl)-9-phenanthrene methanol. 
The. pKa of the piperidyl nitrogen was not known. Identical 
titration conditions to those employed for Hf were used due to 
similar solubility problems in aqueous solution. Titration of 
aquoMP 8  in unbuffered 70% aq. MeOH at ca. pH 7.0 led to a ca. 3% 
change in Soret absorbance (397 nm) with a total WR concentration 
of 3.85 X 10 (corresponding to 4.11 mg). Only a single 
titration could be carried out due to the limited quantity of the 
drug available (5mg). However, a linear plot of 1:1 stoichiometry 
was obtained on analysis (Fig. 8.4), giving a value of logK^^^ = 
2.6. The initial spectral changes observed up to 3.85 x 10~^M WR 
were of the same type noted for CQ and Hf.
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F ig. 8.4 Graphical analysis of titration data 
of MP8 with (a) halofantrine and (b) 
unbuffered 70% aq. MeOH at 25°C.
for complexation 
WR122455A, in
/G g
8.4.2. Haemoproteins.
8.4.2.1. Haemoglobin, 
fa) Chloroquine.
CQ was titrated into a micromolar solution of Hb in O.IM 
phosphate buffer, pH 7.0. The titrating solution was O.IM CQ in 
the same buffer. Spectral changes characterized by clear 
isosbestic points at ca. 373 nm and a number of broader points of 
intersection were recorded (Fig. 8.5). A small shift in the Soret 
band from 405 to 404 nm was noted. Analysis of the data gave a 
value of logK^^g = 2.53 +0.07 and n = 0.8 +0.03 indicating that 
each Hb molecule bound only one CQ molecule. As with MP 8  the small 
magnitude of visible region absorbance changes prevented full 
spectral characterization of the Hb-CQ complex.
(b) Quinine.
Titration of Hb at pH 7.0 with Q (0.156M solution in MeOH) 
gave similar spectral changes to those observed with CQ. The Soret 
band of the final solution remained at 405 nm, with reduced 
intensity; a clear isosbestic point at 379 nm was noted. In this 
case, however, quantitative analysis of the data based on standard 
techniques yielded no satisfactory linear plot and thus no 
accurate logK value could be obtained. A significant absorbance 
versus CQ concentration plot was obtained. Turbidity was observed 
at Q concentrations of > 3 x 10 ^M.
8 .4.2.2. Mvoglobin. 
fa) Chloroquine.
The Soret absorbance of horse heart myoglobin in aqueous O.IM
0.81
x5
600400 nm
Fig- 8.5 Spectrum of (a) 4.2uM haemoglobin in O.IM phosphate, 
pH 7.0 at 25 C and (b) as (a) + 3.06 x 10^ M quinine
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phosphate buffer at pH 7.0 was monitored as a function of added
CQ. A negligible change of ca. 1% in a^gg was observed at a CQ
concentration of 1.2 x 10~^M, suggestive of a logK^^^ value of <
1.0 based on the behaviour of Hb and MP8.
(b) Quinine.
Similar results to those with CQ were obtained. A Q 
concentration of 2.4 x 10 caused < 0.5% change in Soret 
absorbance at 409 nm, suggesting a logK^^^ value substantially 
less than 1.0.
The behaviour of Hb and Mb with the antimalarials CQ and 
Q thus contrasted quite strongly.
8.5 Discussion.
The results presented in this chapter demonstrate for the 
first time that MP8 can form molecular complexes in aqueous 
methanolic solution with molecules such as quinoline- or 
phenanthrene-based antimalarials and N-methyl pyridinium cation 
based on UV-visible spctrophotometric analysis. The association 
constants for formation of these complexes (as logK^^g) ranged 
from ca. 1.7 to 4.0 for selected complexes studied at pH 12 in
O.IM aqueous NaClO^ (Table 8.1). Equilibrium constants for direct 
ligation of the ferric ion of aquo- or hydroxoMP8 tend to have 
values of logK > 3.0; typical values of logK for axial ligation of 
ferriMP8 are 4.41 (chapter 5) and 7.55 [36] for n-butylamine and 
cyanide anion respectively.
Complexation of MP8 with NMPy^ at pH 7.5 and pH 12 was found 
to be pH dependent (Table 8.1). NMPy^ bound to hydroxoMP8 at pH12 
with logK^^g = 1.73 +0.03 with an accompanying blue-shift in the
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Soret band to 394.5 nm (Fig. 8.2). At pH 7.5 no significant 
reaction occurred. The ability of NMPy* which carries a formal 
charge of +1 to complex with hydroxoMP8 (formally neutral at pH 
12) can be ascribed to the combination of (a) an electrostatic 
interaction between the negatively charged haem carboxylates and 
the [N-Me]* unit and (b) significant donor (MP8)-acceptor (NMPy*) 
bonding. Mohr and Scheler proposed the former type of interaction 
for complexes of aqueous alkaline haemin with N-alkyl pyridinium 
halides [92]. AquoMP8 (formal charge +1 at pH 7.5) is a poorer 
electron donor than hydroxoMP8 and clearly cannot form a strong 
donor-acceptor complex with NMPy* despite a favourable 
electrostatic NMPy*-carboxylate interaction. The determined 
difference in logK^^g for NMPy* binding to MP8 clearly 
demonstrates the importance of coplanar T[- T) (donor-acceptor) 
interaction in the complexation equilibrium, as proposed for 
interaction of NMPy* with haemin [145]. It should be noted that 
the UV-visible spectrum of the MP8-NMPy* complex is significantly 
different from that of MP8-Py where axial ligation of Py occurs 
(see Chapter 5).
Data obtained on the interaction of MP8 with a simple adduct- 
forming molecule such as NMPy* is useful as a reference with which 
data measured for the interaction of MP8 with more complex 
molecules (e.g. antimalarials) may be compared. The interaction 
between MP8 and antimalarials is of potential clinical relevance. 
The in vivo activity of such drugs has been postulated to be 
directly related to their ability to bind to free FP [79]. The 
well-characterized monomeric forms of MP8 in aqueous or aqueous- 
MeOH solution make this a more preferable choice than FP itself 
for the quantitative study of specific haem-antimalarial 
interactions. The relatively minor differences in the peripheral
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structure of the haem c unit compared to haem b would not be 
expected to be of major significance in this regard. Table 8.1 
shows that the four antimalarials studied interact with aquoMP 8  at 
neutral pH. CQ and Q bind to MP 8  in 20% aq. MeOH phosphate pH 7.5
with similar logK values of 1.98 + 0.08 and 1.68 + 0.04
respectively. A small red-shift of 1.5 nm in the Soret position of
the MP 8  on complexation with Q (Fig. 8.3) was not found with CQ or
any of the other molecular complexes of MP 8  studied.
Iron ligation by the 9-OH group of Q has been suggested to
occur in the aqueous urohaemin-Q complex [225] and in chloroform 
solutions of FP [226] on the basis of ^^C NMR evidence. Partial 
axial ligation of the Fe of MP 8  by the Q alcohol group (either as 
neutral OH or as alkoxide) would be expected to cause a red-shift 
in the Soret band and may be the basis of the observed spectral 
shift. CQ has no hydroxyl groups available for coordination and 
gave no shift in the MP 8  Soret band position. On the basis of 
differences in the spectrophotometric data obtained on interaction 
of CQ and Q with urohaemin, Satterlee and coworkers have suggested 
cooperativity in the latter interaction and a lack of
cooperativity in the former equilibrium [225,227]. These authors
report stoichiometries of 2 : 1  for the aqueous interaction of 
urohaemin with CQ or Q and 1:1 for the interaction of the 
unmetallated porphyrin, uroporphyrin, with the same antimalarials. 
The primary intermolecular force was proposed to be T1 “  Tl cofacial 
interaction between porphyrin ring and antimalarial on the basis 
of NMR data. Further NMR evidence on the interaction of CQ with 
uroporphyrin or haematin in aqueous solution at pH 7.0 [80,221] or 
with haemin in DMSO [221] has indicated the importance of close 
coplanar stacking of the porphyrin and hetrocyclic ring systems 
and the absence of axial (ring) N-Fe interactions.
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It is proposed that the (1:1) MP 8 -antimalarial complexes 
characterized in this study by UV-visible spectrophotometry are 
based on dominant coplanar T \-T l interaction of the porphyrin ring 
with the extended quinoline or phenanthrene Tf-systems on the basis 
ofi (1) MP 8 -antimalarial UV-visible spectra which differ 
significantly from the spectra of known axially ligated MP 8  
complexes, e.g. the absence of a Soret band shift (2) logK values 
of ca. 2-3 at pH 7.5, which are lower than generally obtained for 
axial substitution of the coordinated water of aquoMP 8  (see 
chapters 5 and 6 ), (3) the similarity of logK values and
spectrophotometric changes to those induced by the addition of 
other planar aromatic molecules such as N-methyl pyridinium 
(shifted Soret band likely to be due to strong ionic interaction 
of protonated nitrogen with haem carboxylates) and (4) precedent 
of NMR data on Other haem-antimalarial complexes [80,221,225-227]. 
The stoichiometry of 1:1 determined for all the MP 8 -antimalarial 
complexes studied can be rationalized on the basis that only the 
distal face of the porphyrin ring of MP 8  would be readily 
accessible to flat aromatic molecules; the proximal histidine and 
associated octapeptide chain on the proximal face would be . 
expected to sterically inhibit coplanar interactions.
At pH 12 the respective logK^^g values for coordination of CQ 
or Q to aqueous MP 8  (O.IM NaClO^ buffer) were 1.6-2 orders of 
magnitude higher than the corresponding values at pH 7.5. It is 
unlikely that either the quinoline nitrogen or the side chain 
tertiary nitrogens of CQ or Q would axially ligate the Fe of MP 8
i.e. the correction of K^^^ for pKa values of these groups is 
unlikely to account for the 1 .6 - 2  orders of magnitude difference 
in logK values. An alternative explanation is that the higher logK 
values at pH12 simply reflect the greater donor power of the axial
hydroxo group relative to neutral water at pH 7.5; greater 
electron density on the porphyrin ring at pH 12 would result in a 
stronger coplanar - Tl interaction and hence a larger value of
^°3’^ obs-
The equilibrium constants (as logK^^^) for formation of 
complexes of MP 8  with the phenanthrene-based antimalarials Hf and 
WR are 1.3 and 2.6 respectively in unbuffered 70% aq. MeOH at pH
7.0. These values are of the same order of magnitude as those 
obtained for the corresponding CQ and Q complexes of MP 8  and (in 
conjunction with the spectral features) by similar arguement 
indicate coplanar Tl - Tl complexation. This finding proves 
conclusively that haem groups can interact with antimalarials 
lacking a heterocyclic nitrogen atom thus providing indirect 
support f o r l A i n t e r a c t i o n s  over possible axial N-Fe bonding.
Whilst WR has been previously shown to interact with an iron 
porphyrin [219,220], no evidence of binding of the phenanthrene 
amino alcohol Hf with haemin under the same conditions (aqueous 
complexation followed by extraction into benzene solution) was 
found [219]. This latter finding has been cited as a supporting 
factor for the questioning of the validity [219] of the FP-based 
antimalarial activity model proposed [79] by Fitch and coworkers. 
Data obtained in this study demonstrates that in 70% aq. MeOH 
solution Hf interacts with a monomeric haem, MP 8 , to form a 
stoichiometric 1 : 1  complex which is proposed to involve coplanar T) 
-Tl interaction of the porphyrin and phenanthrene ring systems 
(Fig. 8.4). On this basis, therefore, one of the specific points 
of objection raised by Warhurst [219] to the FP-based antimalarial 
hypothesis appears to be unjustified. It should be pointed out 
that independent work published after the work in this chapter was
completed has suggested that Hf can also interact with FP in 
aqueous solution [228].
Results obtained in the study of the interaction of the 
antimalarials CQ and Q with haemoglobin and myoglobin are also of 
direct relevance to the hypothesis advanced to explain the 
clinical activity of these antimalarial drugs. Haemoglobin was 
found to interact with both CQ and Q in aqueous solution at pH 7.0 
on the basis of well-defined UV-visible spectrophotometric changes 
(Fig. 8.5). Determination of a logK^^^ value of 2.53 +0.07 for the 
Hb-CQ interaction was possible; an broad estimate of logK^^^ = ca. 
2.0 +0.5 was made for the Hb-Q data which did not precisely 
conform to a single equilibrium process (possibly due to the 
involvement of the 9-OH group in the equilibrium as postulated for 
urohaemin [225]. Equilibrium dialysis studies reported previously 
[216] have indicated that CQ does not bind to Hb. In contrast, the 
results obtained in this chapter suggst that Hb but not Mb, can 
interact with both CQ and Q. The logK^^^ value for Hb = CQ of 2.53 
+0.07 at pH 7.0 (uncorrected for CQ pKa values) is approximately 5 
- 6  orders of magnitude lower than the reported affinity of either 
free FP or intact erythrocytes for CQ ( in both cases logK = ca.
8 ) [215] y suggesting that the antimalarial activity of
CQ in vivo may depend predominantly on the FP-CQ interaction. A 
smaller contribution of Hb-CQ complexation, perhaps via a 
mechanism of protease inhibition, to antimalarial activity may be 
present. This study appears to be the first to obtain evidence for 
a direct Hb-CQ interaction. The observation that Mb does not 
appear to form complexes with either CQ or Q may reflect a 
significantly lower accessibility of flat aromatic drug molecules 
to the active site compared to haemoglobin.
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Chapter 9. General Discussion and Conclusions.
The primary aim of the work reported in this thesis was to 
further develop the use of the protein-free iron porphyrin, 
.Microperoxidase - 8  as an aqueous model for the haemoproteins and to 
explore the potential use of MP 8  for studying weak and non-bonding 
interactions of the holoproteins in aqueous solution. The work 
encompassed: (i) study of axial ligation of MP 8  in ferric and 
ferrous oxidation states by T) -acids and nitrogenous bases 
(chapters 4 and 5); (ii) an investigation of interactions where 
MP 8  can act as a molecular template for multi-site interactions, such 
as molecular recognition in MP 8 -amino acid and MP 8 -drug 
equilibria (chapters 5,5 and 8 ); (iii) determination of specific 
solution equilibria in aqueous urea or GuaH^ solutions containing 
hydrophobic model compounds where wider implications for protein 
dénaturation exist (chapter 7). The development of an optimised 
procedure for the relatively rapid preparation of high purity MP 8  
also formed part of this work (chapter 3).
Studies of the axial ligation of MP 8  (chapter 4) indicated 
that in the reduced form MP 8  is able to act as a good model for 
studying the aqueous coordination chemistry of Hb and Mb, based on 
the similarity of the UV-visible and infra red spectroscopic data.
The UV-visible spectrum of ferroMP 8  in unligated, oxy- and 
carbonyl- forms was found to resemble closely those of the 
corresponding Hb and Mb complexes (Tables 4.2, 4.4 and 4.5); the 
close proximity of the v^q band and position in the infra red 
spectra of the respective carbonyl complexes strongly suggests 
that the Fe-CO bonding in MP 8  and in Hb and Mb is of a comparable 
nature (Table 4.6). This finding also implies that the 
stereochemical configuration of the Fe-CO unit is very similar in
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MP 8  and the holoproteins. Comparatively few aqueous models of Hb 
and Mb have been reported.
Axial ligation of ferriMP 8  by nitrogenous bases, such as 
amines, amino acids (both chapter 5) and histidyl peptides 
(chapter 6 ) enabled spectroscopic characterization of a range of 
complexes containing N-Fe-His coordination. Such complexes may be 
regarded as models for the b cytochromes (which contain His-Fe- 
His) [4] or cytochrome f [5] and the alkaline form of cytochrome c 
[136] (with Lys-Fe-His coordination) coordination. The complexes 
formed by MP 8  with nitrogenous bases had low spin, 6 -coordinate 
type spectra with logK values and band wavelengths dependent on 
the individual base. Aliphatic amines formed complexes with MP 8  
which had a Soret band at 403-403.5nm (Table 5.1); the Soret band 
of aromatic amine complexes of MP 8  was at 405.5-406nm. Systematic 
study of haem-nitrogenous base coordination chemistry in aqueous 
solution does not appear to have been reported to date for any 
other model systems. The work in this study enabled unambiguous 
determination of the effect of the molecular structure (R) within 
the generalised RNH 2  molecule on the electronic properties of the 
haem group of MP 8 .
Determination of the ionization constant for deprotonation of 
the proximal histidine ligand of MP 8 -nitrogenous base complexes as 
a function of the trans-ligand (chapter 5) and comparison with 
corresponding data reported for the hydroxo- [33], cyano- [36] and 
imidazoyl- complexes [55] enabled determination of a 
trans effect order for the distal ligand of MP 8  (Table 5.5). 
Systematic study of this type of effect for protein-free iron 
porphyrins in aqueous solution has previously been hindered by the 
lack of iron porphyrin complexes that are both water soluble and 
monomeric in the presence of a range of ligands over a
sufficiently wide pH range. This study therefore appears to 
represent the first attempt at quantitation of the trans effect in 
aqueous haem complexes.
The relative order of the proximal histidine pKa values 
(Table 5.5) reflected the d"donor strength of the trans ligands, 
coupled with Tl -  T) retrodative bonding and/or electrostatic 
effects in certain cases. The A p K a  of ca +1.7 betwen the value 
of the histidine pKa in MP 8 -imidazole (12.9) [55] compared to MP 8 - 
pyridine (1 1 .2 ) clearly indicates the greater <S donor strength and 
electronic polarizability in the former complex and provides some 
rationalization for the prevalence of histidine as a ubiquitous 
axial ligand in haemoproteins.
Amine complexes of MP 8  (chapter 5) can also act as models for 
studying potential mechanisms underlying the alkaline transition 
of the c cytochromes. The proposed mechanism of the alkaline 
transition of cytochrome c observed at pH 9.3 involves ionization 
of the histidine ligand to histidinate with an estimated pKa of 
ca. 11.0 accompanied by a conformational reorganization [135, 
136]. Results from this work have supported the above proposal by 
demonstrating the the haem c histidine ligand has a pKa in the 
range ca. 11-12 when the trans ligand is a nitrogenous base. It may 
be concluded, therefore that MP 8  is able to act as a protein-free 
model for the c cytochromes.
A major theme throughout this thesis has been the development 
of a fuller understanding of the nature of weak or non-bonding 
inter- and intramolecular interactions of haemoproteins. Using 
information derived in the axial ligation studies outlined above, 
it proved possible to utilize relatively strong axial 
coordination of the Fe of MP 8  by nitrogenous bases (typical logK =
ca. 4.0) to precisely locate important amino acid side chains or 
organic molecules of interest in the close vicinity of the 
porphyrin ring system i.e. using the Fe-N bond as a molecular 
anchor (chapter 5). The major advantage of this novel approach to 
obtaining information on intra-molecular interactions, in 
particular, was that it allowed relatively accurate quantitation 
of weak equilibria (logK < 2.0). This was achieved by measuring 
incremental changes in a fixed or standard log K value (e.g. that 
for Gly) as the side chain was varied. Experimental error was thus 
reduced, since reliable experimental determination of log K values 
> 3 is achieved more readily than where log K < 2.
MP 8 -amino acid complexes proved to be an ideal system for the 
derivation of quantitative information on weak intramolecular 
interactions in haemoproteins (chapter 5). The relatively high 
aqueous solubility of both MP 8 , as a monomeric form (conferred by 
the octapeptide chain), and of aromatic or alkyl groups, when in 
the form of an amino acid (conferred by the polar and
CO 2  groups), enabled accurate spectrophotometric study of 
interactions involving the porphyrin ring, including those of a 
predominantly hydrophobic nature, in water. Studies of this type 
are generally difficult to carry out in aqueous solution using 
uncomplexed iron porphyrin species in conjunction with simple 
organic molecules such as PhH and indole due to problems of low 
aqueous solubility and aggregation phenomena. This work represents 
a novel approach to studying interactions of this type.
The finding that the logK values for formation of the Phe 
(4.76) and Trp (5.64) complexes of MP 8  were significantly higher 
than that of MP 8 -Gly (3.46), and also most of the simple amines 
studied, provided evidence for the occurence of an additional
minteraction to axial ligation. The UV-visible spectra showed that 
it was the (X-amino group of each of the amino acids studied which 
coordinated to the Fe (Fig. 5.4). Amino acids which contained 
potentially Fe-ligating side chains (e.g. Cys) were deliberately 
.excluded from the study. When the potential conformations of the 
Phe and Trp complexes are considered the most likely geometry 
involves axial ligation of the Fe by the amino group accompanyed 
by coplanar orientation of the aromatic side chain in the plane of 
the porphyrin ring, as recently found for amino acid complexes of 
a zinc porphyrin [90]. This molecular conformation would maximize 
favourable T\-T overlap in addition to the Fe-N bonding. In 
addition to the increased logK values of MP 8 -Phe and MP 8 -Trp the 
measured Soret band position of these complexes (406nm) was at 
longer wavelength than that of MP 8 -Gly (403nm); this finding 
parallels that found for MP 8 -amine complexes (Table 5.1).
The interaction of flat aromatic molecules with the Tj-system 
of the tetrapyrrole ring of iron porphyrins has been studied for 
complexes with NMPy^ [145] in addition to implication of 
this type of interaction in cytochrome P450 [145, 162], peroxidase 
[18] and myoglobin [93]. The MP 8 -amino acid data obtained in 
this study appears to represent the first systematic and 
quantitative study of such interactions in an protein-free iron 
porphyrin complex.
Studies of the interaction between MP 8  and antimalarial drug 
molecules and N-methyl pyridinium iodide (chapter 8 ) provided 
evidence for the formation of 1 : 1  complexes where coplanar T)-T| 
bonding is implied similar to that proposed for the MP 8 -aromatic 
amino acid complexes. NMPy^ cannot act as an axial ligand to Fe 
due to its formal positive charge; it must therefore interact by 
formation of a molecular complex where the [N-Me]^ unit probably
IS]
lies adjacent to the negatively-charged carboxylate side chains of 
the haem ring. The complexes formed between aquoMPS and the 
antimalarials quinine, chloroquine, halofantrine and WR122455 (the 
latter two in 70% aq. MeOH) were found to possesss the common 
properties of (i) logK values in the range 1-2, and (ii) minimal 
spectroscopic changes relative to aquoMPS (Table 8.1). The close 
similarity of these properties with those of NMPy^ and obvious 
disimilarity with those of known axial ligands (chapters 5 and 6 ) 
suggests that the MP 8 -antimalarial complexes are formed primarily 
as a result of coplanar donor-acceptor interactions. NMR evidence 
[80] indicating coplanar complexation of iron porphyrins with 
antimalarials has previously been reported.
Measured pH dependencies of the complexation of antimalarials 
and NMPy^ with MP 8  at neutral and alkaline pH are consistent with 
the coplanar geometry proposed on the basis of spectroscopic and 
logK data. Donor-acceptor interactions would be predicted to be pH 
dependent since the pKa's of the coordinated water molecule of MP 8  
and the most of the key functional groups of the drug/aromatic 
molecule lie in the range pH 7-12. Certain MP 8 -drug complexes 
studied, such as the complexes formed with quinine and 
chloroquine, are likely to represent multi-site interaction 
systems involving; (i) coplanar Tl-bonding of aromatic groups with 
the porphyrin ring, (ii) a degree of axial interaction of the Fe 
of MP 8  with aromatic nitrogen atoms of the quinoline ring and 
(iii) ionic or electrostatic bonding between haem carboxylates and 
prbtbpated secondary or tertiary amine side chains at pH 7.5. The 
likely multi-site nature of such systems (chapter 8 ) makes them a 
logical extension of the dual-site interaction models represented 
by MP 8 -aromatic amino acid complexes (chapter 5). The smaller 
absorbance changes measured in the former systems and the
complexity introduced by multi-point bonding prevented full 
quantitative analysis of a number of the complexation equilbria 
studied, though relative binding constants and spectral band 
positions could be obtained satisfactorily.
Studies of the interaction of antimalarials with MP 8  and the 
haemoproteins Hb and Mb produced results which are of direct 
relevance to the proposed in vivo mode of action of these drugs.
It has been proposed that free FP acts as an intracellular 
receptor for antimalarials forming highly toxic complexes that 
cause lysis of the infected cell [79, 216]. Healthy cells produce very 
little free FP in contrast to the high concentrations produced in 
infected cells due to secretion of Hb-degrading proteases [215].
The reported inability of the phenanthrene-based antimalarials 
such as halofantrine to interact with iron porphyrins [219] has 
been cited as a significant counter arguement [218, 219] against 
the above hypothesis of the in vivo mode of action, however, since 
phenanthrene-based antimalarials are known to possess high in vivo 
activity. It was shown in this study that MP 8  (as an aqueous FP 
model) can form complexes with phenanthrene-based antimalarials 
such as halofantrine and WR122455 in 70% aq. MeOH (Table 8.1).
This finding therefore negates the objection raised [219] to 
intimate involvment of FP in in vivo antimalarial activity
Study of the interaction of Hb and Mb with the antimalarials 
chloroquine and quinine produced interesting data (chapter 8 ). It 
was found that CQ and Q caused changes in the UV-visible spectrum 
of Hb at pH 7 that were consistent with complexation of the drug 
with the protein. No evidence for a similar interaction with 
myoglobin was observed at pH 7 under identical conditions.
Reaction of Hb with CQ and Q appears not to have been detected
previously [82, 216] and raises the possibility of an alternative 
or, more likely, secondary mode of action of antimalarials in vivo 
involving formation of a Hb-antimalarial complex which cannot be 
degraded into essential amino acids by malarial proteases thus 
.starving the infected cells. It can be concluded therefore that 
MP 8  be used as a model for both FP and Hb in studying antimalarial 
mechanisms of action.
The relatively well-defined axial coordination chemistry of 
MP 8  was extended into potential dual-site interaction systems for 
the study of the role of key amino acid residues in haemoprotein 
active sites by study of MP 8 -amino acid complexes (chapter 5) and 
oligopeptide complexes of haemin and MP 8  (chapter 6 ). The residues 
of particular interest were; (a) the leucines (Leu-356 and Leu- 
358) of the non-helical tetrapeptide His-Leu-Cys-Leu from 
cytochrome P450 [6 ], (b) the highly conserved F4 Leu and FG2 Lys
of Hb's and Mb's [180], and (c) the histidine-rich domain of HRG 
[168].
A major barrier to full quantitative study of the reaction 
of oligopeptides of interest with MP 8  or haemin which was 
encountered was that of accurate determination of the pKa values 
of ionising groups on the peptide. Unambiguous experimental 
determination was found to be difficult due to the number of 
equilibria involved and close proximity of the deprotonation 
constants. The pKa of the thiol and amino groups in polyfunctional 
molecules such as cysteine and cysteinyl-peptides was found to be 
highly sensitive to the relative positions of the two groups in 
the molecular structure and to solution conditions (section 
6.3.1). For instance, at 5°C in 20% aq. MeOH the thiolate pka 
values of Cys and LCL were 7.6 and 9.0 respectively. As a result 
of these uncertainties in pKa corrections^ accurate determination
of logK values and stoichiometries was not possible several of the 
haem-peptide systems. Some useful semi-quantitative or qualitative 
conclusions could be drawn however (chapter 6 ).
It was shown that the key portion of the hexapeptide GHHPHG 
which confers on the molecule its high relative affinity for haem 
groups relative to that of histidine was the dipeptide unit His- 
His. HRG contains 12 tandem repeat units of GHHPH . The ability of 
His-His to bind haemin with an estimated logK which is ca. 3 
orders of magnitude greater than that of His may reflect either 
polymeric complexation of haem as -[-HH-Fe-HH-]-^ repeat units or 
molecular recognition of haem of the type proposed in MP 8 -Phe and 
MP 8 -Trp; in this case the interaction may involve axial
coordination of the imidazole ring of one His to the Fe and
adoption of coplanar conformation (with respect to the plane of 
the porphyrin ring)of the imidazole ring of the adjacent His. This 
geometry would maximise favourable porphyrin-imidazoleTl-bonding. 
An NMR study of the haemin-HH or haemin-GHHPHG system would be 
predicted to provide further information on solution 
conformations.
Study of the coordination of the tripeptide LCL^derived from
the active site of cytochrome P450^to MP 8  led to determination of
a binding constant (logK = 5.84) which was significantly higher by 
approximately one order of magnitude than that obtained for 
cysteine itself (logK = 4.97). The spectra of the two complexes 
were essentially identical proving that thiolate coordination is 
present in the MP 8 -LCL complex. This finding might be interpreted 
as evidence for the interaction of one or both leucines with MP 8  
in addition to axial Fe-S bonding; this data cannot be taken as 
unambiguous evidence for such involvment of the leucine residues.
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however, since it is complicated by the large difference in the 
measured thiolate pKa's of LCL (9.0) and cysteine (7.6). The 
magnitude of this difference compromises the validity of the 
implicit assumption made on correcting to give K that these pKa
•values are largely unaffected by small alterations in the 
conformational structure of the molecule such as those induced by 
close proximity to MP 8 . Cysteinyl-peptide complexes of haemin and 
MP 8  are nevertheless able to mimic the major features of the UV- 
visible spectrum of ferricytochrome P450, and may prove useful as 
protein-free models in studies of the catalytic activity of the 
holoprotein.
The study of Tl-bonding present in the complexes formed by MP 8  
with aromatic amino acids, antimalarials and donor-acceptor 
molecules such as NMPy^ enabled derivation of information of 
specific relevance to aspects of haemoprotein chemistry. More 
fundamental information on hydrophobic and Tl-bonding effects 
relevant to protein chemistry in general was obtained using 
aqueous solutions of simple hydrophobic model compounds 
(chapter 7). Spectrophotometric studies of the interaction between 
aromatic molecules such as benzene and phenol and the common 
denaturants/solubiljsing agents urea and GuaH^ enabled 
demonstration of the existence of discrete well-defined 
equilibria in aqueous solution. The major evidence for this 
conclusion was provided by measurement of (i) simple integral 
stoichiometries of interaction (concentration of aromatic molecule 
measured as a function of urea or GuaH^ concentration) and (ii) 
solute— dependent equilibrium constants. This finding has 
mechanistic implications which are of wide applicability beyond 
that of relevance solely to haemoproteins
The demonstration of well-defined equilibria in aqueous urea
U l o
or GuaH^ solutions of aromatic species implies that both protein 
dénaturation and the solubilisation of hydrophobic molecules are 
likely to involve this type of direct interaction. In the former 
case additional interactions involving solvation of the peptide 
bonds of the protein are likely. The more traditional explanation 
for the ability of urea and GuaH^ to denature proteins and 
solubilise hydrophobic compounds [189] (by a general disruptive 
effect on the ordered network of hydrogen bonds surrounding the 
solute molecule) is clearly disfavoured by these finding.
The work reported in chapter 7 is the first to provide clear 
evidence for a direct solubilising and denaturing mechanism of 
action for aqueous urea and GuaH^. The use of benzene, indole and 
phenol as models for Phe, Trp and Tyr respectively provided a link 
with the work carried out on MP 8 -amino acid complexes involving 
the former two molecules. The aromatic side chain can interact 
with both 71-systems (porphyrin ring) and -NH-C-NH- groups (urea 
and GuaH^); the presence in solution of compounds containing the 
latter group may disrupt interactions of the former type.
The approach followed throughout this thesis was the use of 
model systems to obtain quantitative data on specific equilibria 
or interactions of direct relevance to haemoprotein chemistry.
The majority of the work utilised the water-soluble, monomeric 
haem-octapeptide, Microperoxidase- 8 . This complex was shown to act 
as a highly versatile model for the study of intra-and 
intermolecular interactions known or proposed to occur in 
haemoproteins such as Hb, Mb, cytochrome P450, the b cytochromes 
and the c cytochromes, in addition to HRG.
The use of a single, well defined,aqueous haemoprotein model 
to study such a range of interactions from strong axial ligation
to relatively weak molecular complexation with aromatic molecules 
under near physiological conditions appears to be a novel 
approach. Data obtained from the MP 8  complexes studied allowed the 
development of a fuller understanding of the nature of single, 
duhl and multi-site interactions involving iron porphyrins and 
quantitation of equilibria in the associated molecular recognition 
processes.
isr
mAppendix 1
Analysis of spectrophotometric data for ligand binding reactions
O Ô
For the equilibrium,
M + nL ML■ n
the equilibrium constant (associative) is given by, 
K = [ML^]
, n[M] [L]
Therefore,
[MLn]
[M]
K [L]
and log [ML^] = n log[L] + logK
[M]
From the absorbance data:
[MLn] a« - a
Therefore,
log aQ - a
a - a
0 6
and [M] a - aoO
n log[L] + logK
A plot of log (ag - a)/(a - a ^  versus log [L] has a gradient of n 
A plot of (aQ - a)/(a - a^) versus [L]^ has a gradient of K
Appendix 2
Calculation of K from by pKa correction
If the following equilibrium is considered:
Fe-HgO
KFe
\
Fe-OH'
Fe-L + H^O
H K,
LH
then K = [Fe-L] ,but = [Fe-L]
[Fe-HgO] [L] total total
 (1)
where total “ [Fe-HgO] + [Fe-OH ]
but KFe [Fe-OH ] [H ]
[Fe-HgO]
therefore [Fe]^otal " [Fe-HgO] ( 1 + )
wr
Similarly,
[l ;total [ L ]  +  [ L H T ]
but = [L] [H ]
[LH+]
therefore [^Itotal = t^] ( 1 + [H ] )
Kr
Substituting in equation (1) gives.
Kobs K
( 1 +  ) ( 1  +  [ H T ]  )'Fe
[H+]
Appendix 3
Determination of equilibrium constants from solubility data
A b s
< B U
< B U
[U]
f9C
Data in above example is consistent with two equilibria: 
B + U BU K,
BU + U BU, K,
Formation of BU 2  from B is given by the product of these 
individual equilibrium constants i.e.
Kf Kg
Thus K. [BU]
[B] [U]
therefore at the point where [BU]
-1
= [B] in above graph.
K. [ u ;
Similarly,
K, [BUg]
[BU] [U]
therefore at the point where [BUg]
,-l
= [BU] in above graph.
K, [U]
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